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Vietnam POWs and MIAs. In
Florida, he signed legislation
which tightens the economic
embargo on Cuba — very popular with the large Cuban exile
population in the Miami area.
"Our policies and principles
rest on a single belief: for freedom to rise in Cuba, Fidel Castro
must fall," Bush said at the ceremony. The Bush campaign
refused to let the bill's Democratic sponsors take part.
Clinton said of the measure: "I
believe in it and I will enforce

it."
Besides Florida, Bush campaigned in Kentucky and Alabama, and planned today to visit
Texas and Louisiana.
Perot, who has been campaigning almost exclusively on television, planned rallies Sunday in
New Jersey and Pennsylvania. He
also bought an hour for a commercial preceding ABC's highly
rated "Monday Night Football."
The intensity of the campaign
IN TURN TO PAGE 2

RED RIBBON KICKOFF

INSIDE

LEXINGTON — The special
agent in charge of the FBI in
Kentucky said no new public
corruption cases have been
opened recently, but work is
continuing in a state V. Dave
Kohl said is the most corrupt
he has seen. Page 2

SPORTS
Paducah Tilghman, the
state's No. 4-ranked Class
AAA team, won the game, but
the Calloway County Lakers
won their game. Page 8

FORECAST
Tonight, clear and cooler. Low
around 45. North wind 5 to 10
mph. Sunday, sunny. High 65
to 70.

LAKE LEVELS

LONDON, Ky.(AP) — "Family Feud" game-show host and
Kentucky native Ray Combs told
the Republican faithful not to put
much stock in polls that show
President Bush trailing far behind
Democrat Bill Clinton.
"Surveys are my business,"
Combs told a screaming crowd
Friday at London's South Laurel
High School, just down the road
from his hometown of East
Bernstadt. "I survey 100 people
every day."
Combs had the crowd of several thousand frothing by the time
Bush landed in a Marine helicopter and took the podium in the
school's football stadium.
"You have a wonderful way of
making people feel welcome,"
Bush told the friendly crowd of
high school students and other
supporters from heavily Republican Laurel County.
Despite a 2-1 Democratic edge,
Kentucky has consistently voted
GOP in the last several presidential elections.

KENTUCKY LAKE
355.3, 0.0; below 302.8, +0.2
BARKLEY LAKE
355.4, 0.0; below 305.5, -0.1
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•

•

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

1

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
•

To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo
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(Editor's Note: Bush plans to
visit Paducah Tuesday. Final
details have not been released.)

HEALTH CARE

Jones says plan's early release a mistake
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP)
— Gov. Brereton Jones acknowledges that he may have erred by
releasing his proposed health-care
plan before all questions had
been answered about it.
He said that early presentation
of the plan allowed critics to
question its validity.
Jones also said he does not
want to hurt Kentucky businesses
by requiring them to provide
health-care insurance for their
employees.
"I don't want to solve one
problem and create another," the

governor told a group of business
people Thursday.
But he did not back off his
intention to require businesses to
provide the insurance coverage,
saying his plan would assist them
with subsidies and lower healthcare costs.
Early last month, after he
unveiled a proposal calling for
major changes to provide all
Kentuckians with health insurance, many questions arose over
cost and other details.
After lawmakers balked, Jones
retreated from his plans for a

Mar,' Mayall
enters plea
to charges
Mary Mayall entered a not
guilty plea to theft charges in
Circuit Court Friday.
Mayall, along with her husband Dr. Lynn Mayall, former
pastor of Eastwood Baptist
Church, have been charged with
theft and complicity to theft by
unlawful taking of over $300
from the church.
Her arraignment comes more
than two months after she was
indicted. A recent surgery had
kept her from appearing in court
previously.
As in the case of Lynn Mayall,
bond was waived and she was
released on her own
recognizance.
A dispute between the MayaIls
and the church erupted May 3
when Mayall resigned after a
meeting with church trustees concerning Eastwood finances.

November special session and
hired an actuary to help firm up
the numbers.
He said projections of how
much businesses would pay for
the insurance should be ready in
a few weeks.
Jones quoted findings from a
study that showed that companies
with fewer than 1,000 employees
saw the cost of providing health
benefits increase an average of
17.3 percent in 1991, compared
with 9.7 percent for companies
with more than 1,000 workers.
Many questions have come

from small-business owners, who
say they can't afford to pay for
health insurance.
Jones told an audience of about
125 his plan would control costs
and give Kentucky "an economic
tool unmatched by any other
state."
Costs would be controlled
through a state authority that
would have rate-setting powers if
private competition failed to hold
down costs, Jones said.
He also wants to control costs
TURN TO PAGE 2

DO YOU SUPPORT LONG RECESSES?

GINA HANCOCK:Ledger & Times photo

iew three prospective candidates
A selection committee of Murray Middle School sixth graders interv
The mock candidates are, left to
for a mock presidential debate to be held at the school Oct. 28.
Robbie Fitch (Ros.s Perot and
and
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mock election next Wednesday: Richard Farrell, Margaret Boone

Snoozers get
extra hour of
sleep tonight
VCR owners will be digging
out their owner's manuals to
learn how to re-set the clocks,
and darkness begins setting in
an hour earlier starting this
weekend, as the nation falls
back to standard time. The
change, which comes at 2 a.m.
Sunday and remains in effect
until the first Sunday in April,
means most Americans will
get an extra hour of sleep
Saturday night. However, the
time change doesn't affect
Hawaii, Arizona, parts of
Indiana that don't observe
daylight time, or people who
are going to be late anyway.
• • • •
On a serious note, fire officials
are making their annual pitch
for Americans to use the time
change as a safety reminder.
"Change your clock; change
your battery," is the slogan
being used to urge people to
replace the batteries in their
smoke detectors. Smoke detectors can double the chance of
surviving a home fire, the
International Association of
Fire Chiefs says. The fire
chiefs suggest putting new batteries in smoke detectors and
setting clocks back an hour
before retiring Saturday night.
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Clinton and Ford pick up state endorsements
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CEO ON TV

mendous" foreign-policy successes, the newspaper said, but his
domestic agenda "has been all
but non-existent."
"He was just about the last
person in America to recognize
that the economy was in a serious
recession," it said. "When he
did try to address the problem,
his proposals were too little, too
late."

that America can do beuer under
his leadership.
Clinton's first big decision
after securing his party's nominauon — the selection of Gore —
may have offered "the most
encouraging sign of what a Clinton presidency would be like,"
The Couner-Journal said.
Also endorsing Clinton recently was The Independent of Ashland, which endorsed Republican
George Bush four years ago.
The Ashland newspaper said
that "unlike the president, Bill
Clinton has a vision for this
country." It said that as governor, Clinton has "been in contact
daily with ordinary people. He
knows their problems and has
compassion for them."
Bush has enjoyed "some tre-

By The Associated Press
Democrats Bill Clinton and
Wendell Ford each picked up
endorsements recently from two
Kentucky daily newspapers that
embraced Clinton for his vow to
produce change and cited Ford's
leadership in the U.S. Senate.
A third newspaper, the Lexington Herald-Leader, also has
endorsed Ford and called his rise
to the Senate's leadership "an
asset" for Kentucky.
The Courier-Journal of Louisville said Clinton and his running
mate, Al Gore, would provide
"more humane and energetic
leadership."
The state's largest newspaper
said Clinton's record as Arkansas
governor backs up his contention

In endorsing Ford's campaign
for a fourth term, The Courier.
Journal said the senator "has
served his state and the country
well" and cited his leadership
position as an advantage for
Kentucky.
"As majority whip, Sen. Ford
is in a position to protect and
promote Kentucky's interests,
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latest in a series of White House
moves to take credit for programs
it has opposed in the past.
Clinton running mate Gore
scheduled stops today in Kentucky and North Carolina.
At a rally Friday night in Columbia, S.Gr, the Tennessee senator preached racial harmony, saying the nation could learn lessons
from his and Clinton's native
South.
"We are one nation under god
and we are one people with one
future and we're going to be
together," Gore told about 4,000
people on the campus of the University of South Carolina.

polls by U.S. News & World
Report and The Washington Post
showed him with 20 percent support, the highest since his formal
announcement Oct. 1.
Besides the announcements on
Vietnam and Cuba, the president
issued an executive order
designed to make more federal
contracts available to non-union
labor. Unions arc solidly against
the president.
Meanwhile, Vice President
Dan Quayle went to Pennsylvania
to announced a $1.4 billion federal contract for the V-22 aircraft,
which takes off like a helicopter
and flies like a plane. It was the

FBI sets sights on another legislature
indicted on a variety of bribery
and extortion charges stemming
from the Boptrot probe. Eight of
them have pleaded guilty.
More recently law enforcement
officials revealed a second corruption undercover investigation,
code-named Crabgrass. One legislator has been indicted in that
case and has pleaded innocent.

told the annual meeting of The
Associated Press editors in Kentucky. "It's not just the
legislature."
The FBI has been the central
figure in the biggest undercover
public corruption case in years in
Kentucky, code-named Boptrot.
Nine people, including seven
former legislators, have been

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The special agent in charge of the
FBI in Kentucky said no new
public corruption cases have been
opened recently, but work is continuing in a state V. Dave Kohl
said is the most corrupt he has
seen.
"I'm appalled at the corruption. I can't believe it," Kohl

Indian movement founder speaks at UK

"Because then the introduction
would have been a little bit different,'' Dennis Banks said.
"They'd say, 'We have a distinguished Turkey here tonight, of
the American Turkey Movement.'

GREAT GIFT IDEAS...

people were primarily in a position of strength," Banks said.
"There were more native people
on this continent that there were
settlers or pilgrims."
As the United States began to
develop the Midwest in the
1860s, the government launched
a campaign of annihilation, he
said.
"That's when there began first
of all a series of pieces of legislation outlawing the languages in
1884, then in 1887 outlawing the
religions."

Of course then, on the other side,
we'd also hear, 'Did you know
my grandmother was part
Turkey?"
Banks is also a national director of the Sacred Run Foundation
and a member of the Anishinabe
people, more commonly known
as the Chippewa.
More than 150 people heard
his blend of humor, history, stories and spiritual beliefs during
his appearance Thursday night.
"If we look back at the last
500 years, for the first 400 Indian

LEXINGTON,Ky. (AP) —
Suppose Columbus had been
looking for Turkey instead of the
Indies when he landed in Amenca, a founder of the Amencan
Indian Movement told an audience at the University of
Kentucky.

FROM PAGE 1
through a state-run "mega-pool"
of public workers, people on
Medicaid and other state wards,
the uninsured and private business employees that would be
able to negotiate for lower insurance premiums.
Jones said his aides are working on plans to include workers'
compensation in the health-care
proposal. Some have supported
combining workers' comp and
health insurance to save money.
In response to a question.

S
HOLLAND DRUG
753-1482

Downtown-Court Square
44,e4

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES

Jones said the state may have to
impose residency requirements to
prevent people with health problems from flocking to the state.
State Rep. Chester "Bud"
Gregory, D-Elizabethtown, said
many of his fellow business owners have lots of questions, particularly about how the subsidies
will be distributed.
A key state legislator, meantime, said he was afraid that
health providers will increase
their rates and collect big profits
before the state can adopt health-

BIBLE QUESTIONS ANSWERED

BIG MONEY CHANGES PARTY ALLEGIANCES

WASHINGTON— Some of the Republican Party's biggest and most faithful
corporate donors did something different earlier this month: they forked over
large sums — some more than $100,000— to the Democrats. Liquor industry giant Edgar M. Bronfman, a former half-million dollar supporter of the
GOP, did it. So did beer maker Anheuser-Busch, cosmetics giant Revlon
and Wall Street's Merrill Lynch & Co. In all, nine usually hefty GOP donors
of soh money — donations exempt from the post-Watergate limits —
crossed over to Democrats with large sums in the first 14 days of October,
an Associated Press review of Federal Election Commission reports found.
Was it a last-ditch attempt by the donors to switch to a better bet, after
months — and in some cases years — of backing President Bush? Or was it
simply a gesture of good will toward Bill Clinton and his Democratic allies?
The donors insisted it was the latter. But at the least, it was a sharp reminder to the GOP of Bush's declining political fortunes.

ELECTION ENTHUSIASM IS ELEMENTARY

DAYTON, Ohio — It's late in the day, but Cynthia Kilby has the undivided
attention of her class. Nearly every hand is in the air as the teacher talks
presidential politics with her pupils. Come Election Day, the second-graders
will go to the polls and face some big decisions, such as who they want as
president of the United States. Kilby's students are among nearly 1.3 million
youngsters in 11 states who will cast ballots Nov. 3 at actual polling places,
choosing among the real candidates on the ballots. The program, called
Kids Voting USA, is intended to inspire the young to become skilled and
enthusiastic voters when they grow up, said Marilyn Evans, its president
and executive director.

U.N. WORKER FOUND POW-MIA PHOTOS

WASHINGTON— An international relief worker doing research in a Hanoi
war museum is responsible for what officials say is a breakthrough in the
search for soldiers missing from the Vietnam War. Ted Schweitzer, a former
U.N. relief worker, was in Vietnam gathering information for a book and had
Vietnamese permission to visit the war museum in Hanoi when he found
material previously unknown to Americans, Pentagon officials said. Schweitzer apparently couldn't interest book publishers in his find, so he turned to
the Pentagon, which was interested. He began turning over photographs of
material stored in the museum, said the officials, who discussed the matter
on condition of anonymity. Schweitzer said in an interview broadcast Friday
by ABC that the Vietnamese showed him the helmet of an American pilot
and other paraphernalia from the war that related to American servicemen.
"Guns, uniforms, ID cards, drivers' licenses, money, notes and pictures of
men who died in the crash of their airplanes or in battles" were among the
items he saw, he told ABC. "I was flabbergasted. ft was all there. They
opened up these books of photographs and I took pictures of them."

ETHNIC CLEANSING FRACTURES YUGOSLAVIA

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Bosnia's Slavic Muslims have been driven from much of the republic by "ethnic cleansing" campaigns, effectively
partitioning the country along ethnic lines, a senior U.N. investigator said.
The beleaguered Muslims, who now control just a handful of cities, fought
on separate fronts Friday — against Serbs and against their one-time allies,
the Croats. All three factions did agree Friday to a one-week truce to allow
aid to reach 1 million children in besieged cities, U.N. officials said Friday.
Muslim, Croat and Serb military officials met in Sarajevo for the first time
since June to try to negotiate an end to the city's siege by Serb troops.
Tadeusz Mazowiecki, former prime minister of Poland and the special U.N.
human rights envoy for former Yugoslavia, said Friday at a news conference
in Geneva that most "ethnic cleansing" has aimed at ridding areas of
Muslims.

care reforms.
"I think there's a good chance
that's going to happen. I think
there's a good chance it's already
happening, but I don't have hard
proof," said Rep. Marshall Long,
D-Shelbyville.
Long is a co-chairman of the
state Commission on Health Care
Reform, which is drafting a plan
to improve health care in Kentucky. Machinery to control rates
is expected to be part of it.
A spokesman for the Kentucky
Hospital Association said Thurs-

day there is no evidence that state
hospitals are raising rates in anticipation of rate reform.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky, the state's largest private medical insurer, also said it
had seen no indication of any
widespread rate-boosting.
Long said he still thinks that
widespread rate raising is a
potential danger and that health
reformers must be on guard for it.
He says he hopes to gain access
to reports that would show if any
increases were taking place.

II Mary Mayall...

If you have any Bible questions or
comments that you would like answered on the Searching the Scriptures Radio Broadcast OR Searchtelevision
ing the Scriptures
progam, send your questions or
comments to the following address:

FROM PAGE 1
Circuit Judge David Buckingham ordered a pre-trial confer-
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(Editor's note: The Murray
Ledger & Times will announce
its political endorsements next
week.)

•Jones says plan's early release...
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an independent thinker in the
state Senate. He broke ranks with
fellow Republicans in 1990 and
voted for the Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
"But, in the end, Williams'
assets are not enough reason for
voters to send Ford into retirement," the newspaper said.
"Ford always says he wants to be
'a workhorse, not a showhorse.'
In his 18 years in the Senate, he
has been just that. And there is
no reason to put him out to
pasture."
The Herald-Leader has not yet
endorsed a presidential candidate.

News of the World

1-800-538-4433 •Candidates warning, luring...
FROM PAGE 1
did not seem to be changing a lot
of votes.
Polls continued to show Clinton with a double-digit lead over
Bush and Perot stillorailing but
gaining.
A survey of voters in all states
by ABC found Clinton "clearly
ahead" in 18 states with 261
electoral votes — Just 9 shy of
the 270 needed to win the presidency. By contrast, Bush was
not "clearly ahead" in any and
had a statistically significant lead
in Just three states with only 18
Electoral College votes Perot
was ahead nowhere, but separate

and he does so without apology,"
it said.
The Courier-Journal said it
hoped to see Ford's Republican
opponent, state Sen. David Williams, in future statewide races.
The Ashland newspaper also
endorsed Ford, calling him "one
of the best arguments against
term limits" for members of
Congress.
"He used his seniority and his
years of learning the inner workings of the Senate to gain a position of power a senator from a
small state likely never would
gain if a senator's terms were
limited," it said. "Kentucky has
been the beneficiary of that
experience and seniority."
The Herald-Leader said Williams has gained a reputation as

ence within the next 30 days to
resolve the case with the Commonwealth's attorney or move
toward trial.
Special Prosecutor Richard
Weisenberger was assigned to the
case after Commonwealth's
Attorney Mike Ward stepped
down because he represents Mayall in private practice.
Last month, Maya!l filed a
civil suit against five church trustees, as well as associate pastor
Jim Owens.
The other defendants include
Gerrald Boyd, Steve Treas, John
Brittain, Jerry Conley and Bill
Harrell.
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BUSINES.4S
Local members of state real estate
group gathered recently in Paducah

-cutting ceremony at PreciLocal officials gathered for a ribbon
McGee is the manager.
Todd
St.
4th
sion Transmission on 200 N.
and repair using al the
The shop will feature transmission service front row -left to right,
are,
d
latest diagnostic equipment. Picture
McGee, Tracy McGee, DonWilma Billington, Leah McGee, Todd Billington; back row-left to
na Herndon, Wendy Parker, Robert
Bill Cherry, Bob Hargrove
right, Pam Shay, Chris Wooldridge,
and Jamie Futrell.

Joe Canup receives
Super Trucker tile
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., of
Murray, is pleased to announce
that Joe Canup has received the
August Super Trucker Award.
This award is based on exceptional service performed on a
load and going above and beyond
the call of duty. At the end of
each month, the names of the
drivers that appear on the bulletin
board in the driver's lounge are
placed in a box and the name
drawn is designated as Super
Trucker of the Month.
Canup has been employed with
PTL for a year and a half. He
received 5250 and will spend one
day working in the customer
service/operations area where he
will give any ideas about how the

JOE CANUP
company can improve service anu
communication with drivers.
He and his wife, Jane, reside in
Benton. They have three children,
Gary, Mark and Randy and six
grandchildren.
PTL is a Murray based company with over 450 employees.

Dian Boyd, Joan Vaughan,
Randal Scott, Loretta Jobs, Hal
Nance, Mary Jane Roberson,
Anna Requarth, Bob Rodgers,
Betty Lou Daily, Bill Kopperud,
Kathy Kopperud, Earleene Wood,
Bob Perrin and Amos McCarty
were among over 450 REALTORS who met in Paducah Sept.
27-30 for the annual convention
and quarterly meetings of the
Kentucky Association of
REALTORS.
The association is Kentucky's
largest trade organization with
over 8,500 members.
The REALTORS attended edu-

cational seminars, elected 1993
officers and discussed state and
national issues. Very active in the
legislative arena, Kentucky
REALTORS closely monitor
issues which could have a negative impact on private property
rights and the value of real estate.
"The Paducah meetings were
quite informative about issues
affecting real estate in Calloway
County. We will continue to
work for the best interests of
property owners throughout Kentucky," said Dian Boyd, president
of the Murray-Calloway County
Board.

JAMIE FUTRELL and GARY MORSE

Futrell will sell radio time in area
WKYQ General Manager Gary
Morse has announced that Murray native Jamie Futrell has
accepted a position with the
Paducah-based radio station.
According to Morse, Futrell
will be serving as an advertising
consultant for the Murray, Mayfield and Paducah area.
"The opportunities that this
position brings with it are really
exciting. You can see the loyal
following WKYQ has in Calloway, Graves and Marshall counties," Futrell said.

Morris joins Professional Real Estate
1987. Morris has been employed
Hal Nance of Professional Real as an electrician.
that
Estate is proud to announce
Morris attended the . A-PASSDavid H. Morris, a native of WEIKEL Real Estate Institute in
Murray, has joined the agency as Louisville in May of 1992 and
a sales associate.
received his real estate associate
Professional Real Estate is
license in June, 1992.
located at 1103 Northwood Dr. in
He enjoys remodeling his
Murray.
and flying. He received his
home
Morris is a 1971 graduate of private pilots certificate in SepMurray High School and a 1976 tember, 1991. His wife, Marilyn,
graduate of Murray State Univer- is a registered nurse at the
sity with a B.S. in construction
Murray-Calloway County Hospitechnology.
He is the son of Doyce and
tal.
He operated an electrical con- Kathleen Morris.
tracting business in Murray for
11 years, then moved away for
Morris welcomes any calls on
six years to work as construction
estate at his home, 759-4960
real
engineer on nuclear power plants.
office, 759-1591.
After returning to Murray in or at the

Futrell is a member of the
Murray Optimist Club, the Kentucky Colonels Association and
has served as a member of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce since 1989.
"Everything about the station
excites me, but I believe the one

Bazzell passes Kentucky bar exam
Greg Bazzell, of Murray
recently passed the Kentucky bai
examination on his first attempt.
He is now licensed to practice
law in Kentucky.
Bazzell received his B.S.
degree, summa cum laude, and
his M.B.A. degree from Murray
State University. He received his
law degree from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He
is also a CPA licensed to practice
in Kentucky.
Bazzell has worked in public
accounting in Michigan, Kentucky and Tennessee. He has also
worked for the Internal Revenue
Service and Atlanta. Since 1990,
Bazzell has worked with Murray
attorney Ron Christopher.
He is the son of Ray and Jean
Bazzell, of Murray. He is the

thing that I have been the most
impressed with has been the loyalty to the listeners and the priority placed on providing results to
our customers," Futrell said.
A life-long Calloway County
resident, Futrell will continue to
reside in Murray. He has begun
his senior year at Murray State
University. Currently, he will
graduate in December, 1993 with
a B.S. in advertising and
management.
Futrell previously served as an
advertising consultant for WCBL
AM and FM of Benton. He worked closely with Murray businesses to prepare advertising plans
that generated successful results.
He started with WCBL in
November, 1991, but had three
years previous experience with
WNBS of Murray.

Peoples First Corp. announces dividend
The Board of Directors of Peoples First Corporation, at its regular meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 20
declarred a dividend of 19 cents
per share, payable Nov. 16 to
shareholders of record on Nov. 2.
Total dividends paid per share
for 1992 amounted to 72 cents,
up 16 percent from 62 cents for

1991.
Peoples First Corporation is a
multi-bank holding company
which conducts a complete range
of commercial and personal
banking activities through its
affiliate banks in Murray, Paducah, Benton, LaCenter, Salem
and Smithland.

To report local news: 753-1916
GREG BAZZELL
grandson of Mary Kirkland and
the late Fred Kirkland and the
late Lillie Bazzell and Elvis Bazzell, all of the Coldwater community.
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A ribbon-cutting ceremony was held recently at Stargazers located
at Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center. Shirley Hobbs, holding the scissors, is the owner. The store features shirts with rock stars and
country artists, blacklight units, posters and Grateful Dead and
Harley Davidson products. There is a 30-day layaway plan.
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Grasty graduates
from Fisher-Price
tool & die program
Fisher-Price is proud to
announce the first graduate of
their four-year tool & die/
moldmaker apprenticeship
program.
Chris Grasty, who began working for the company in 1983 as a
production operator, successfully
completed his apprenticeship in
September.
While employed with FisherPrice, Grasty spent three years of
active duty in the Navy where his
interest in the tool & die field
began.
He was accepted into the tool
& die/moldmaker apprentice
program in 1988 and began four
years of studies combined with
on the job training.
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Letters to the Editor
Hamrick's heart is in this district

•
.4`t

Dear Editor:
With one of the most controversial presidential elections facing us
to an
this year. I fear that we may not be giving enough attention
District.
First
our
in
Congress
equally important race; the race for
Steve Hamrick and Tom Barlow are distinctly different on critical
issues. Please take time to examine closely both candidates before you
unincast your vote Nov. 3. The differences are too great to make an
issues.
those
of
three
just
on
touch
will
I
formed choice.
Steve Hamrick will support term limits for members of Congress.
This will put a stop to career politicians who will say and do whatever
the
they have to to stay in office then retire with huge pensions at
Hamrick
Steve
limits.
term
taxpayers' expense. Tom Barlow opposes
opposed the recent "middle of the night" pay raise Congress gave
themselves. Tom Barlow supports this pay raise. Steve Hamnck supports the balanced budget amendment. Tom Barlow opposes it.
Steve Hamnck is a life-long resident of Kentucky. Tom Barlow
moved here from Washington just a few years ago to run for Congress. I believe that Steve Hamrick will prove to represent the values
held by the vast majority of the voters in this district. His heart is in
this district, not in Washington. I am convinced the exact opposite is
true of Tom Barlow.
This election will be decided by your vote. Please make an
informed choice regarding each of the candidates on the ballot and
take part in shaping our country.
LaDonna Bailey
Rt. 8, Mayfield 42066

Hamrick and Barlow are poles apart
Dear Editor:
We have an opportunity in the First DISLrICI to send a man to represent us in Congress whom I believe reflects the beliefs and values of
the vast majority of the voters in this area. Steve Hamrick, candidate
for Congress, has lived in Kentucky all his life and his desire is to
make a real difference in Washington for this area. He and his opponent, Tom Barlow, are poles apart on critical issues. Steve Hamrick
has brought jobs to Kentucky as an industrial recruiter, while Tom
Barlow has cost Kentuckians jobs by lobbying for radical environmental groups. Steve Hamrick will support term limits for Congress and
the balanced budget amendment. Tom Barlow opposes both. I could
go on and on concerning the differences in these two candidates.
Please study both these candidates and make an informed decision
when you vote Nov. 3.
Clarice Mathis
127 Glenn Street, Paducah KY 42002

Roosevelt greeted Rear Adm.
By stretching the imagination a
Richard E. Byrd back from his
bit, it might be said that Otis
polar expedition.
Brooks was railroaded into
Following his four-year hitch
retirement.
1934 to 1938, Brooks
from
but
Not that it was involuntary,
up in Detroit. Although he
wound
as he prepared to downshift his
his
wife-to-be had grown up
and
lifestyle in mid-1979, the inevitin adjacent counties in West Kenwould
What
arose.
able question
tucky, they did not meet until
a man who had worked his entire
both had migrated to Detroit.
life do with that much extra time?
He was called back into the
Then his son Steven bought
in 1940 and served until
said.
he
Marines
whittle,"
Bernie.
wife
him his first model electric train.
of the buildings
the end of World War II in 1945.
most
built
He
his
of
model
a
is
it
of
Part
perbe
the
to
out
That turned
and several of the railroad cars, His unit was part of the force that
hometown of Hanson in Hopkins
fect answer. One look now at his
n
sometimes using scrap wood he reclaimed Guadalcanal from the
populatio
a
had
which
County,
miniature replica of a railroad
Japanese in bloody fighting.
growgot from the shops at the schools
of about 350 when he was
winding through the rolling counscale.
to
He and Bernie, who had marit
of
all
and
gen—
the
includes
It
there.
ing up
tryside makes that rather obvious.
certainly
is
in 1943, moved to her farm
ried
detail
the
of
Some
a
garage
ran,
father
his
store
eral
is
Not so obvious, however,
well
as
patience,
On= after the war. They
near
his
to
the
testimony
and
worked
where he once
how much of that landscape and
the
Even
ship.
there until moving to Murlived
craftsman
his
as
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graduated
where
school
high
its accouterments — all crafted
as ray in 1960 to be near Murray
such
features
minute
most
in
1934.
gauge
HO
the
to
meticulously
furnishings in the buildings are State College.
The farm where the family
model railroad measurement — is
homeher
near
complete.
years
15
for
lived
talent
"We couldn't have afforded for
the personal product of his
Many of the people too are the
town of On ton in Webster County
and time.
our kids to go to co ege any
is also in the scene, as is the result of his inventiveness. He other way," explained. Mrs.
"It's been a lot of enjoyment,"
carved-a-tiny--mold-in a-block-of— Brooks.
radio tower on 4t4i- Street
great
a
he said. "kid has taken
wood and, by pouring hot lead
Murray.
it's
but
—
ng
improvisi
of
Their two daughters and son
deal
it, makes castings that he
mines
into
coal
has
also
model
His
helped to keep me going."
each took advantage of the forepaints when they cool.
and churches, saw mills and
Through the years, the scale
sight and flexibility of their
Brooks never worked for a
water towers, highways and
model has grown to where it now
parents to earn a degree at Murbridges, utility poles and trees. railroad. But he made seven trips
takes up much of the space in a
ray State.
And there are cars and people to the West Coast by rail while
large room. It includes about 165
One daughter, Nancy Mayne,
serving in the Marine Corps and
too.
feet of track with 17 switches and
is
now a pharmacology medical
interBefore his retirement, Brooks that was enough to whet his
has nine locomotives and 60 to
researcher in Indianapolis; the
worked about 10 years as the est in trains.
70 railroad cars.
other, Beverly Whitley, is assoHe chuckles when he tells
maintenance supervisor for the
"Except for what I built
ciated with a bank in Jacksonvilin
Murray city schools. His reputa- about beginning his adventure
myself, most of the rest of it was
le, Fla. Steven is a controller with
tion there was one of being able military service shortly after his
bought piece by piece by my
Union Carbide in Columbia,
to do a great deal with sometimes high school graduation.
three kids," Brooks said. EveryTenn.
to
decided
us
boys
"Four of
the barest of resources.
thing is done on a scale of 3'/I
Beverly's two sons, Brooks,
That creativity and can-do atti- join," he recalls, "but I was the
millimeters (about .14 inch) to
14, and Alex, 9, are their only
only one to pass and get in."
the
in
well
him
served
has
tude
one foot.
grandchildren.
While serving at the Washingdevelopment of his model. While
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Navy
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Writer's point was misunderstood
Dear Editor:
I am writing to respond to a comment expressed by Daniel T. Parker in the Tuesday, Oct. 20 edition of the Murray Ledger & Times on
my letter regarding Dan Quayle's tactics in the second presidential
debate.
With all due respect, sir, I feel that my point was misunderstood.
Whether or not the debate tactics were accepted procedure, or if people felt that this debate was the closest to a real debate, I am personally sick of Quayle's slick tactics of avoiding the issues that matter to
the American public, both young and old. I am also disgusted with his
slurring people through his election strategies like his play on singleparent families. All of the campaign issues are very important to the
public. I am saying, get to the point, Mr. Vice-President. He needs to
stop smeanng other candidates. He needs to stop thinking of himself
and his all glonfied campaign and come down with the rest of us.
I have had plenty of speech training, but I have never been schooled
in debate. This display might have been good for the experts, and
good for the ratings, but 1 am a normal, young voter. I have to go by
my own common sense.
Aimee Imes
201 So. 15th Street, Murray

Opposed tofree trade agreement
Dear Editor:
In case it has escaped some of the faithful, intelligent readers of this
newspaper, kindly take note that the Mexican government, with the
approval of the Bush administration, has been lobbying, bribing, paying off (call it what you wish) our patriotic (?), honest (?), members
I am
of Congress to vote yes to the "fret" trade agreement or NAFTA.
presithe
with
sure most of you have seen George Bush on C-SPAN,
dent of Mexico, Carlos Salinas, and prime minister of Canada, Brian
Mulroney, posing and signing a "pretend" agreement on this scam!
The one hopeful fact about this farce is that it will not be implemented until next spring, if enough of us (voters, patriots, Amencans,
etc.) write to these congressmen and let them know that we do not go
America before
along with it! How many more jobs must be lost in
bankrupt?
we are totally
George Bush admitted he "made a mistake" by raising taxes. Ross
Perot admitted he "made a mistake" by dropping out of the race in
g
July. I still do not know what Gov. Clinton has to admit concernin
any mistake he has been accused of making! In reference to the
(man"career cnminals" in Washington, the elite MMA club members
the
of
ed,
members
brainwath
the
America),
of
meatheads
ipulated
that
you
remind
I
May
"I've got mine. I don't care about you!" club.
be here
when all of our jobs have moved to other countries, who will
candidate
al
presidenti
the
trust?"
you
can
"who
for
As
taxes?
to pay
screaming and whining the loudest about trust and character should be
presireminded of his pledge of "no new taxes." I am the education
dent, the environmental president, and what about 40 million people
is
in America with no health insurance? In my humble opinion, there
Let's
Perot!
Ross
—
country
the
can
change
who
candidate
only one
don't dare
get rid of the "Bush babies." he has failed America! But,
ph!
your
lose
may
ClitIC172 him folks, you
Happy voting, folks! Nov 11
Lois M. Wilcox
1300 S. 16th Street, Murray

All letters dealing with election topics
must be in our office by noon Thursday.
Oct. 29.
Agee

World Editorial Roundup
Oct. 15; Arkansas Democrat Gazette, Little Rock, on money and
politics:
Several university researchers have done a study showing that the
more you make, the more you influence the political process. Not just
by voting, but also by making political noise and contributing money
to candidates.
The profs found that people making S75,000 or more a year are
twice as likely to engage in political protests and 10 times more likely

to give money to campaigns than those earning $15,000 or less. And
that those in the first group account for nearly half of all campaign
contributions made, while those in the second count for only 3
percent.
Conclusion: Money makes the mare go in politics, as in so many
other endeavors. In politics, the wherewithal isn't coming out of the
pockets of either the politicians or the poor. Long-time incumbents
probably didn't need a lot of research to suspect as much.

Dr. Horace's hometown horse sense
In a recent movie Michael J.
Fox plays a young doctor fresh
out of Columbia Medical College, stranded and forced into
short-term in a small southern
"one-pig" town while enroute to
a lucrative post as a plastic surgeon in Hollywood.(No explanation is given as to why one would
drive through the Carolinas to get
from New York to California, but
that's irrelevant to this column.)
As he prepares to leave the
little town he says farewell to the
crusty old doctor whose practice
he had covered and whose life he
had saved. The doctor opens a
cabinet to reveal his coveted and
covert collection of photographs
of over 700 children whom he
delivered in his career in this
little town. He remembers them
all, and their weddings, their funerals, and their own children.
The contrast with the young
doctor's work in Hollywood,
removing fat from country club
thighs and doing breast implants
and face lifts, leaves little doubt
about what will happen. The
young doctor will naturally turn
around and drive back to Smalltown USA, marry the girl he left
there, deliver dozens of babies,
make housecalls, and charge fees
appropriate to his patients'
income.
I grew up in such a town. If I
recall correctly, Dr. Horace McSwain who delivered me also
delivered half of the entire town,
somewhere around 3,000 of us.
His office, up a steep and narrow
flight of stairs on a second floor
over a women's shop and his
brother's drugstore and next to
another brother's insurance agency, overlooked the courthouse
square.
Like the movie doctor, he kept
track of his offspring. Those who
made it through life to high
school graduation could count on
a gift from Dr. Horace and his
enchanting wife. During World
War II he was about the only
doctor left around He seemed
?SW

the concentration of "huddled
masses yearning to breathe free"
in separated and stagnating and
senseless enclaves and fortresses.
The second thing about the
appropriateness of provincialism
as a cure for the world's selfcreated ills is its amateur status.
One thing that this world is strangling on is its intolerance of the
non-professional. In our half cenancient to us even then. He was factors.
One is the function of size. I
tury, professionalism has become
synonymous with the town and
there
that
Aristotle
with
believe
generaof
several
One
history.
its
the dominant way of life: docis some mysterious quality which
tors, nurses, ,lawyers, ministers,
tions of his family to practice
he called "appropriateness." teachers, accountants, engineers,
medicine in that little place, part
Appropriateness is, in terms of city managers, government workof its specialness was the specialthe quality of daily living places, ers, scientists, and every other
ness and charm of this medical
somewhere between too big and
field of human enterprise, have
family.
too small (Goldilocks would have evolved into professions.
More than 56 years have
said, "It was ju-ust right.")
passed since I shook hands with
There are very valid and good
Bigness can overdo itself. One
I
stranger
first
the
Dr. Horace,
this is the case. In most
reasons
sledgea
with
fly
doesn't swat a
met in this world, and we have
zed testing
hammer; it just isn't appropriate. instances, standardi
lived many of them in a variety
the proserve
ethics
of
codes
and
big
I feel the same way about
of larger cities. Yet, largely
use
who
us
of
those
and
fessions
approprobably
cities. They are
because of him and people like
certain
a
But
well.
very
them
priate for concert halls and art
him around that little town, 1
amount of homogenization comes
museums, but beyond that they
remain an unrepentant provincial.
along with this development. The
dysfuncmore
as
me
still strike
The contrasts of time and disamateur gets squeezed out, much
tional than functional. The incontance and size have only conas nine out of 10 small business
in
d
veniences and costs (measure
firmed what I probably would
operators get squeezed out by
outweigh
fear)
or
health
money,
never have appreciated had I not
large corporations. Uncreden"grown up" and left that time, the advantages. With the decentialed caretakers of the public
exoand
s
tralizing of businesse
place, and size.
go undercover
dus of residents to the suburbs, good are forced to
What is most striking about the
or to jail.
business
of
out
or
cities may have been a 20th cenworld I have seen elsewhere and
center
daycare
and
Teachers
and
masonry
tury phenomenon,
in the meanwhile is that it is a
for
nurses,
or
practical
workers
glass dinosaurs too recently dying
very mixed bag. Despite all of its
intengood
their
find
examples,
to yet be announced extinct. The
gadgets and goods, its efficiengreat unfulfilled promise of tions reduced and often thwarted
cies and energies, it has regressed
has
American spaciousness has by well-intended regulations and
it
as
much
about as
always been to me, as it was to certifications which have uninprogressed.
Thomas Jefferson, the dispersal tended effects.
to
The difference, I have come
of American people upon it, not
two
from
chiefly
stems
think,
The tolerance of things, of services, and of people personalizable by photos and graduation
gifts has been the memorable gift
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
to America from many a Smallopinions on our "Perspective" page by writing Won to the editor, We
town USA. It is an amateur spirit,
print letters on nriety of topics, provided they comply with the
imbued with people making a life
towing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
together and making it up as they
writer's address and telephone number included in case vetifkation It
went, a winging-it spirit which
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Leuers Amid be
preceded professionalism and
at
typewritten mg darbleapaeal it_pamibie sad amid be at
which could even yet rescue it
winal imam.Leon mut not be ?Ore than 500 wards. The Way
from itself and which preceded
Lart & Times reserves the right th condense or reject any knee and
bigness and which could even yet
to limit frequent writers.
rescue it from itself. I call it the
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Moray Ledier
Dr. Horace Factor of HOMINOW11
& Thom P.O. Box 1040, Manly, KY 42071.
Horse Sense.
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MSU rodeo closes fall schedule
The Murray State University
rodeo team recently brought their
fall semester traveling schedule
to a close with back-to-back performances in Monroe. La., and
Poteau, Okla.
The team joined other competitors of the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association (NIRA) on
Oct. 9 and 10 at Northeast Louisiana State University in Monroe.
Scoring points for Murray State
were rough stock riders Corey
Wigginton and Mark Watkins.
Wigginton, a senior political
science major, received first
place honors in the second round
and second place overall average
for saddle bronc competition. He
is the son of Janet Wiggington of
Price, and the late Wayne
Wigginton.
Watkins, a junior pre-vet
major, was awarded first place in
the first round and fourth place
overall average in saddle bronc
competition. As a bareback rider,
he placed fourth in the second
round and tied for fourth place
overall average. He is the son of
Jack and Ava Watkins of Hazel.
Carl Albert State College in
Poteau, Okla., was the site of
NIRA competition Oct. 16-18.
-Watiriut and -Wigginton again
earned recogition for Murray
State, along with fellow team
members Scott Brooks, Marne
Plowman and David Wright.
Watkins earned MSU's highest
point total for his saddle bronc
skits with a fourth place finish in
the first round competition, and
second place finishes for both the

second round and overall average. He also placed third in the
second round of bareback events
and tied for fourth place overall
average.
Wigginton's saddle bronc performance earned him second
place honors in the second round
and a fourth place overall
average.

ing to host the next Ozark Region
competition Nov. 19-21 at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.

Scott Brooks and David Wright
paired up to place third in the
first round of the team roping
event. Brooks, a sophomore civil
engineering major, is the son of
Jeff and Jeanne Tracy of Orient,
Ohio.
Wright, a junior agriculture
business major, also received
fourth place in the first round of
steer wrestling. He is the son of
Joe and Nancy Wright of Canal
Winchester, Ohio.
Receiving recognition for the
breakaway roping event was
Plowman, who finished fourth in
the first round and third in the
second and overall overage. A
junior pre-vet major, Plowman is
the daughter of Mike and Bonnie
Keltner of Girard, Ill.
Murray State is one of 18
schools that comprise the Ozark
Region of the NIRA. Students
accumulate points by competing
at 10 NIRA rodeo contests
throughout the regular season.
First and second place regional
qualifiers advance to the national
finals to be held in Bozeman,
Mont. this summer.
Murray State's team is prepar-

Funds help students with disabilities
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
S2.5 million federal grant will
help Kentucky fund projects
designed to help students with
disabilities make successful
transitions from school to
adulthood.
The U.S. Department of Education selected Kentucky as one
of ten states to be funded based
on a joint application by the
state's Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation and the Kentucky
Department of Education.
Most of the money will be dispersed through mini-grants to
education cooperatives through-

TOOLS
By Jerry
If you like to do wooden
crafts that needs a lot of
twists and turns, a jig saw
cuts fast but does not jam.
Fast enough, the coping saw
is too much arm work. The
Ryob 16 inch scroll saw is
what you need. For fast, easy
and clean cuts, Treas carries
the Ryob scroll saw, with
tilting table and automatic
dust removal. All you have to
do is follow the lines for the
quickest and easiest cuts you
will ever make. Come by the
Treas_ Lumber Do-it Center
Tool—Department to see what
we carry and take one home.
See Jerry at:

Treas Lumber
Dad center.
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray
759-1390Supply Onto.

4t. Tour Caw10.• Ram Wattng

out Kentucky to help design and
implement transition programs.
The project will be coordinated
by the University of Kentucky.

Other Locations
Benton & Lake City
Mon.-Fri. 7:304;
Set. 8-4; Sun. 1-5

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross Insurance
Agency

et_
753-0489

6th & Main

Where to find
lubricants with this
key ingredient.
To run a first-rate business smoothly, you can't
afford second-rate lubrication. That's why we
stock Shell lubricants. Shell Oil Company
backs us up with unsurpassed technical support, such as their Product Information Center
hot line. What you wind up with is premium
quality and proven performance.

0
18
147
per

case

Shellzone

per 55 drum
gallon

Expires Nov. 6, 1992
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JO'S DATEBOOK

Library
by Ben Graves, Calloway County Public
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Before I forget, the Great
Books Discussion group is meeting Monday night, Oct. 26. Call
Emily Wolfson for details.
• • • •
Y'all missed a good one the
other night. We talked about the
differences between state and
federal governments, why people
have lost interest in politics and
how the 14th amendment forced
the states to play by the same
rules as the federal government.
It was a relaxed atmosphere
and every body sat there with a
cup of coffee or a soft drink
(furnished by the symposium)
and asked the questions that
they'd always wanted to ask but
never had anyone to answer
coherently. You didn't have to
talk if you didn't want to, but
everyone got a chance to talk. If
college was this much fun, more
people would go.
This coming Thursday, Oct.
29, we'll be talking about the
First Amendment, freedom of
religion, freedom of expression,
and the difference between personal and political speech.
The Kentucky Humarities
Council is paying for the speaker
and the refreshments, so there's
no cost at all to you for attending. They've even got two complimentary books for you. We'll
save a seat for you this Thursday
at 7 p.m. at the library.
Question for next week: We
know that you can't put someone
in jail for burning the flag,
because it's recognized as a form
of political protest. Could you
successfully prosecute a "flag
burner" for violating a local ordinance against setting fires in
Public? See you Thursday.
• • • •
We've just gotten a new copy
of Mario Puzo's The Godfather.
(Our old copy was worn to rags,
so we replaced it.) If you've seen
the movie, you owe it to yourself
to read the book. Movie and book

are both excellent. but different. I
highly recommend both.
• • • •
we have This Old
kids,
For the
Man, illustrated by Carol Jones.
This is the kids' song that we all
remember, set into book form.
The illustrations are great and
there are peek-a-boo pages that
let the child predict what the next
rhyme will be.
This is a great way to start kids
reading, because they already
know the words. Learning to read
is tough enough without having
to learn new rhymes at the same
time.
Reading a familiar book gives
children a sense 1) of security (I
KNOW I can do it!), 2) of real
accomplishment (I DID it!), and
3) of confidence in their own
reading ability (I KNEW I could
do it!).
They will eventually move on
to books that are new to them and
be on their way.ito_J)ecoming
reading adults (1 admit that this
may be .cold Comfort to an adult
listening to Green Eggs and Ham
for the 27th time).
• • • •
The time has come to renew
your Friends of the Library membership. The Friends help provide
much of the adult and children's
programming that the library puts
on. They are a vital resource and
a great help to us.
The membership levels are $3
for students, $7 for single memberships, and $12 for family
memberships. Advanced levels of
membership are available for
S30, $50 and $100.
At the $12 level and above,
members will receive a Monthly
Monitor desk appointment calendar. At the $30 level, members
will receive a calendar and a
"Friends of the Library" mug. At
the $100 level, members get a
calendar, a mug, and I will personally bake them a cake of their
choice.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Higher Praise Worship Center has issued an invitation to the
public to worship with them in the new facilities, located on the corner of Chestnut Street and Industrial Road. Services are at 10:30 a.m.
and 6 p.m., Sunday, and 7 p.m. Wednesday for family training where
classes are provided for all ages. The Rev. E.F. Clere is pastor at the
center.

Good Shepherd plans Sunday events
g
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will conclude its month-lon
series of special services on Sunday night, Oct. 25. The Rev. Bill Hart. pastor at Good Shepherd from 1984 to 1988, now pastor of Symsonia Uniteda
Methodist Church, will be speaker. Following the service, there will bek
time of fellowship and sharing with Rev. and Mrs. Hart. The Rev. Richard C.
Denton, pastor, and the congregation invite the public to attend.

at recent
Betty Jo Cox, Lois Green and Gloria Shull are pictured
Murray.
of
Club
s
Women'
n
luncheon of Christia

Christian Women's
Club holds luncheon

Betty Jo Cox of Belleville, Ill.,
was guest speaker at the "Festive
Fall" luncheon of Christian
Women's Club of Murray on
Tuesday, Oct. 20, at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
Mrs. Cox talked of her life in a
children's home until she graduated from high school. She
received her degree in home economics from the University of
Kentucky, her teaching degree
from the University of Dayton,
and her elementary education
degree from Illinois State.
A former home economics
teacher, she and her husband,
Jim, dean of business at Belleville Area College, have lived in
Dayton, Ohio, Strockbridge,
Mass., Spring Valley, Ill., Lexington and Louisville before
moving to Belleville.
Special music was presented
by Gale Vinson with Allene
Knight as accompanist.
The special feature was presented by Wendle Jeralds,
designer/manager of Judy's of
The Bookmobile of Calloway
Murray.
schehas
Library
Public
County
duled runs on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 27 and 28.
Carolyn Adams, bookmobile
libranan, has released her schedule as follows:

Bookmobile
lists stops
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130
3:40
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915

Tuesday
Dexter - 10 30 am to noon
Lola Jones - noon to 12 30 p m
Robert Ross - 1 to 1 30 p m
Anne Bonner - 2 to 3 p m
Arlene Adams - 3 to 330 pm
Wednesday
Ernestberger - 10 30 to 11 30 a m
Hazel - 11 30 am to 12 30 p.m
Taylor • 1 to 2 pm
Mary WWI - 230 to 3 p m

1:30
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Recycle This Newspaper

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Nature's Bounty
Yogurt &
Sandwiches

Bargain Night
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Thursday Night!
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Chestnut Grove Church needs help.

4..

Lois Green, chairman, presided. Gloria Shull presented the
special project and talked about
the books available from Stonecroft Ministries.
The club will have a Country
Fair and Auction Luncheon on
Tuesday, Nov. 17, from 11:30
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas. Persons are asked to note the earlier
time.
Reservations should be made
by Sunday evening, Nov. 15, by
calling Freda Lovett, 753-3999,
or Marilyn Pritchard, 753-9930.
Cancellations should be made by
calling Sherry Edwards,
753-8034.
A nursery for preschoolers will
be provided at Memorial Baptist
Church. Nursery reservations
may be made by calling Freda
Lovett at 753-3999.
All interested women are welcome to attend. There are no
dues, no membership fees or any
obligation. Christian Women's
Club is a worldwide organization
and is not affiliated with any
church or denomination.

Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church at Hazel has a fundraiser for the ongoing
work of the church in progress. The church is over 100 years old and now
has a membership of five, most of whom are elderly, sick or disabled. The
church is in need of repair and the steward and trustees say funds are not
e
available.'We are striving to maintain our little church and would appreciat
any financial help from the area,' a steward said. For more information call

492-8171 or 1-901-247-5583.

Health Express •stops listed
County Hospital will make runs on
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
, Oct. 26, 28 and 29. Offered will be

Monday, Wednesday and Thursday
blood pressure, pulse and two hour blood sugar screenings. Also available
will be a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Stops on Monday will
be at Tri City Grocery from 10:30 a.m. to noon and at Crawford's Service
Station at Lynn Grove from 1 to 3 p.m. On Wednesday stops will be at
Puryear Community Center from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and at Johnnie Lee's Grocery at Whitlock, Tenn., from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On Thursday the express will
be on the court square in downtown Murray from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m.

Alzheimer's Support Group will meet
Alzheimer's Support Group will meat Tuesday, Oct. 27, at 4:30 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Adult Day Care for
Alzheimer's patients will be provided by calling Shared Care at 753-0576.
For information call Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100, or Joretta Randolph,
753-5561.

Bingo games Tuesday

'Heart-Smart' menus
listed by the hospital
Murray-Calloway County Hos- menus and a special senior citipital has a program called "Heart- zen diner card, call Anne Newservice director
Smart" for its menus in the berry, RD., food
hospital.
the
at
cafeteria.
Foods marked with an • are
The program is designed folMenus for
lowing the guidelines of Ameri- heart-smart selections.
Sunthrough
26,
Oct.
Monday,
and
can Heart Association
follows:
as
are
1,
Nov.
day,
on.
Associati
Dietetic
American
Monday
For more information about the

Beef burgundy over noodles, 'oven
baked chicken breast, 'stuffed peppers, 'pinto beans, 'oven browned
potatoes, 'turnip greens, fried squash,
'tomato florentine soup.
Tuesday
'Chinese Day' - green pepper steak,
sweet and sour pork,'almond chicken,
•caqntonese style rice, 'steamed
squash, egg roll, 'carrot coins, chicken
gumbo soup
'Menus for the Nutrition ProgWednesday
on
Meals
and
ram for the Elderly
filet of fish, open
baked
'Lemon
Wheels for the week of Oct. 26 face roast beef sandwich, pizza, scalto 30 have been released through
loped potatoes, 'seasoned green
the office of Murray-Calloway
beans, *harvard beets, 'whole kernel
County Senior Citizens Program, corn, minestrone soup.
Thursday
Inc.
Breaded chicken livers, sausage
Meals will be served at 12
and kraut, •roasted breast of turkey,
noon, Monday through Friday, at
cornbread dressing, 'broccoli spears,
Hazel and Weaks Centers. Meals 'field peas wisnaps, 'whipped potatoes, Wisconsin cheese soup
will be sent to private homes
Friday
each week day.
'All American Hamburger' - homefollows:
as
are
Menus
style all beef patty w/your choice of
Monday
toppings, 'broiled chicken breast, crisMeals will not be served, but local
py coaled fries, baked beans, 'seacenters will be open
soned spinach, 'steamed yellow
Tuesday
squash, 'lumberjack vegetable soup
Turkey and dressing, sweet potaSaturday
toes green beans, hot roll, margarine,
Reuben casserole, •maiinated
blackberry cobbler, milk, coffee or tea
chicken breast, spaghetti and meatWednesday
balls, 'season green beans, 'mixed
Chicken breast path*, pork and
vegetables, 'baked apples. 'whipped
beans cote slaw, hot roll, margarine
potatoes, soup of the day
apple cobbler milk, coffee or tea
Sunday
Thursday
'Fish filet almondine, savory beef
Baked ham, macaroni and cheese
stew, pork fried rice, 'broccoli spears
spinach, hot roll, margarine seedless
•baked potato, onion rings, 'sliced
tea
grapes. milk, coffee or
beets, soup of the day
Friday
The menus are subject to
Fned chicken, bean salad. i•lied
without notice, Newberry
change
fruit cup, hot roN, margarine, cantaadded.
lea.
or
coffee
milk,
loupe,

Menus listed
for next week
for the elderly

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Oct.
27, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday. Oct. 27, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

TOPS will meet Tuesday
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky *34, will meet Tuesday, Oct. 27, at First
Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh ins begin at 6
p.m. TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an international non-profit weight
control program and support group. For further information call 753-0854 or
759-9964.

Independence event on Sunday
The United Methodist Youth Fellowship of Independence United Methodist Church will have a special Haunted House and Halloween party on Sunday, Oct. 25. Activities will start at 6 p.m. Prizes will be given for the best
costumes. All area youth are invited to attend.

Youth will help Need Line
The Youth (Grades 7-12) and the College-Career Class of Westside Baptist Church will be trick-or-treating for Need Line on Sunday, Oct. 25, from
3:30 to 5 p.m. They will be going to various homes in Gatesborough Subdivision and the areas surrounding the subdivision asking for canned goods
and other non-perishable items to be donated to Need Line. The group asks
for the public in these areas to please support this project by donating an
item when contacted, a church member said.

Parent-Teacher Conferences planned
Parent-Teacher Conferences at Calloway County High School will be
Tuesday, Oct. 27, from 3:15 to 6:15 p.m. No appointment will be necessary.
Jerry Ainley, principal, urges all parents and guardians of students enrolled
at CCHS to come for conferences with the teachers on Tuesday.

Hospital retirees will meet Monday
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Monday, Oct. 26,
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This is for all retirees and for any persons who
have ever worked at the hospital. This event has been changed to the last
Monday night of the month. For more information call Nancy McClure or Lottie Brandon.

Morrison fund started at bank
Janie Renee Morrison, nursing assistant at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, underwent surgery for an aneurysm at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, on Wednesday. She has a son, Nathan, 4. Friends of Ms. Morrison
have started a fund especially to pay for her insurance to keep it in service
at Peoples Bank, downtown branch. Persons may donate to the fund at the
bank.

Murray Elementary event Oct. 27
The annual Fall Festival of Murray Elementary Schools, sponsored by
Parent-Teacher Organization, will be Tuesday, Oct. 27, from 5 to 8 p.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock Exposition Center on College Farm Road.
Events will include a Cake Walk, Frankenstein First-Aid, The Great Goblin
Giveaway, Face Painting, Game booths, Haunted House, and others. The
public is urged to attend this special event.

Ladies Night Out Tuesday
Ladies Night Out will be at Murray Country Club on Tuesday, Oct. 27. A
social hour will start at 6 p.m. Dinner including baked potato bvar, homemade vegetable soup and dessert will be served at 7 p.m. The dinner cost
will be $5.50 per person. Reservations should be made by Monday. Oct. 26,
by calling Suzy Wilkerson, 753-6113.

Pet Therapy Trip planned Tuesday
A Humane Society Pet Therapy Trip has been planned Tuesday, Oct. 27,
to the local nursing homes. Interested persons should meet at 3:15 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Gay Downs at
759-1664.

Blood River WMU will meet
;

• s

Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow.'

Charlie's Ilafe-T
Discount Pharmacy

The quarterly meeting of Woman's Missionary Union of Blood River BapBaptist
tist Association will be Monday. Oct. 26, at 7 p.m. at Scotts Grove
has been
Church, U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray. A special program
planned and all women of the area are invited to attend.

The Panhandler

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Monday to Tuesday of each week. The meeting will start at 6 p.m. on Tues- •
day, Oct. 27 For more information call 753-0082

753-4175
'Glendale at Wheriell
Hours: Mon.-Frt. 0-7; Set. 9-5:30
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CALENDAR
Saturday, Oct. 24
Daylight Saving Time ends
tonight. Set clocks back one hour
before going to bed.

Monday, Oct. 26
Christian Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richard, 759-9994,
or Joan, 759-1345.

Mr. and Mrs. Willie D.
Brown/50th anniversary
celebration/2-5 p.m./National
Guard Armory, Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.

Single Too/7 p.m./Shoney's.
Info/Celia, 753-6078, Sandy,
753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.

Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/meet 1 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce to go to Land
Between the Lakes. Info/Pamela,
753-7638 or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Dexter-Hardin Church
holds special occasion
By ESTHER FORD
Dexter-Hardin Church Writer

Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p.m./First Christian Church.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

YMCA Family Night/5:30
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

"Octoberfest"/2-8 p.m./Knights
of Columbus Building. Public
invited.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.

AA and Al-Anon/open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Apple Pie
Brigade/1:30 p.m.; Adult Exercise and Reach-Out Callers IV/5
Council on Ministries/7
National Scouting Museum/ p.m.;
Youth Disciple Bible
p.m.;
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Study/8 p.m

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11
p.m. Info(753-TEEN.

Single Too/2 p.m./University
Church of Christ parking lot to
go to Woodlawn, Tenn. Info/
Celia, 753-6078, Sandy,
753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.
Sunday, Oct. 25
Central Time starts today. Run
clocks back one hour.
Symphonic Wind Ensemble/2
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission free.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/Chamber of Commerce
building to go to Solomon wedding at Dawson Springs. Info/
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
75300224.
AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/9 a.m. and 4
p.m./American Legion Building,
and
Sixth
South
Maple/Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

5
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Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
National Scouting Museum/
open 12:30-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Oxen Training/2-4
p.m./Homeplace; Live Snakes
and Turtles/1 p.m., Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves and
Coyotes/3 p.m., and Hawks/4
p.m./Nature Center; Earth, The
Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Visitors Center. Youth Quota Deer Hunt closes.
Info/1-924-5602.
First Amendment Rights
Committee of Western
Kentucky/3 p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
"Janus Sunday"/St. John's Episcopal Church.
Ferguson Springs Baptist
Church "Old Fashion Day"
planned today.
Open house at Murray Branch
Chapel of Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints/7-8 p.m.
iy
It
in
ie

A
est
6,

Monday, Oct. 26
Calloway County Republican
Party meeting/7 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Info/159-1837.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Creative Arts Department of
Murray Woman's Club/9:30
a.m./club house.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Visitation/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Saints Alive Choir to
Elizabethtown/8 a.m. and
Praise/8 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Boy Scout Troop 77 at
6:30 p.m.
Murray High School events
include Freshmen Football at
CCHS/6:30 p.m.; Academic
Team at MCHS; Regional Girls
Soccer at MCHS; District Boys
Soccer at Ty Holland Field.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

The Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church held its 100th
year celebration on Sunday, Oct.
11, commemorating the origination of the Dexter Methodist
Church (1891) and the Hardin
Methodist Church (1892).
The two churches merged in
1967 with the first service held
on Dec. 31, 1967 at the present
location of Dexter-Hardin
Church, located on Highway
1824 on the Calloway-Marshall
County line. Friends gathered for
lunch at noon, followed by singing, fellowship and comments
from former pastor, the Rev. Bob
Dotson, and other members in the
afternoon.
The first Methodist church
organized in the Jackson Purchase was in what is now Marshall
County. It was organized at the
home of Farrar Dunn in 1823 by
Parson Ogden. Dunn's home was
about midway between Benton
and Birmingham and was called
the Dunn Church for many years
before the name of Mount Vernon was given it.
The Dexter Methodist Church
was originally established in
1891 with a new church built and
dedicated in 1937. Building committee members were Will Robinson, Richard Walston and Clint
Lancaster. Carpenters were Lyon
Coursey and Cloys Hopkins.
The Hardin Methodist Church
was organized Oct. 9, 1892 with
21 members being James E. Billington, Mary Billington, Benjamin F. Wadkins, William E.
Curd, James R. Reddin, Lucy
Henderson, F. Wadkins, George
E. Curd, General H. Harrison,
Elizabeth Harrison, Phillip S.
Redin, Robert Harrison, Mrs. J.
Redin, James Harrison, Lee
Redin, Mrs. Alice Redin, John H.
Wadkins, Cinthie T. Wadkins,
Milton Davenport, Ida Borders
and Nora Starks. The church continued to grow and had 69 members in 1933.
The two churches voted to

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Clothes Washing/10
a.m.-noon/Homeplace-1850.
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily. Second segment of Deer
Archery Season opens.
Info/1-924-5602.

Saints Alive
Choir to sing
The Saints Alive Choir of First
Baptist Church will sing at the
Kentucky Baptist Convention's
State Senior Adult Choir Festival
on Monday, Oct. 26.
The event wil be at Sevems
Valley Baptist Church,
Elizabethtown.
The Choir will leave the
church at 8 a.m. and return at
4:30 p.m. on Monday.
Stephen Littlefield, minister of
music at First Baptist, is the
director of the choir composed of
47 members.
Attending the choir festival
will be 24 of the members of the
choir composes of senior adults.
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form one church in the 1960s
because of the bad location of
Dexter Church and the need for
repair of Hardin Church.
The present site was purchased
from Johnny Gus Walston and
the parking lot from Clay Darnall. John Penney was the pastor
of Dexter Church at the time of
the merger and remained pastor
of Dexter-Hardin Church until
1970.
Building committee members
included Thomas Johnson, Orbie
Culver Sr., Bobby Puckett, Ben
Haley, Ira W. Barnett, Donald
Cleaver and Joe Watkins, chairman. H.E. Finger Jr. was Bishop
in the Nashville area and E.J.
Diggs was district superintendent.
The groundbreaking ceremony
was held July 30, 1967, with
Mrs. Genella Lawrence and Will
Robinson digging the first shovel
of dirt as they were oldest members of the churches.
The first service was Dec. 31,
1967 with Dexter-Hardin Official
Board consisting of John W. Penny, pastor; Irvan Johnston, Ralph
Reavis, Donald Cleaver, James
Carroll and Joe Watkins, trustees;
Joe Gore, Clyde Youngblood,
Sammy Puckett, Cantrell Jones,
Tommy Johnston and Roosevelt
Mathis, stewards; Dr. F.M. Mayfield, lay leader; Darwin Lee,
treasurer; 14rry Puckett, Sunday
School superintendent; Marietta
Puckett, WSCS president; David
Haley, MYF president; Donald
Cleaver, education; Mrs. James
Carroll, evangelism; Joe Watkins,
stewardship; Mrs. Larry Puckett,
mission; Mrs. Sue Cope, social
concerns; Mrs. Ruby Haley and
Mrs. Clyde Youngblood,
communion.

MOM

Kelly S. Martin
Airman Kelly S. Martin has
graduated from Air Force basic
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas. He
was a basic training honor
graduate.
During the six weeks of training, Martin studied Air Force
mission, organization and customs and received special training in human relations.
In addition, Martin earned credits toward an associate degeree
by completing basic training
through the Community College
of the Air Force.
Martin, a 1992 graduate of
Graves County High School, is
the son of Carl 0. Martin of 1109
Fairlane Dr., Murray, and brother
of Patty A. Mehr of 1614 Tabard
Dr., Murray.

Other ministers include Thomas Bullock, 1971; Whitsell Harpole, 1972; John Churchwell,
1973-1975; Stephen C. Shapard,
1976-1978; Eulas Greer,
1979-1983; Jim Griffith,
1984-1985; Don Faulkner,
1986-1988; Jim Glass,
1989-1990; Ken Stewart, 1991 to
present.
,111•61111
`.!

Contract Bridge

A Comprehensive Analysis
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•KJ 6 2
v 84 3
•A Q 2
+KJ 10
EAST
WEST
495
483
V 65 2
K Q 10 9
• K 64 3
•98 7
•A 86 2
46 9 7 4 3
SOUTH
4 A Q 1074
AJ7
•J 10 5
•Q 5
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
34
Pass
1+
44
Opening lead — king of hearts.
What is that special something
that makes one a good card player?
Mostly, it's the ability to reason flawlessly and thus avoid simple mistakes.
Consider this deal where West
leads the king of hearts against four
spades. Declarer's first test comes at
trick one,when he should allow West's
king to hold the trick. Nothing can be
gained by taking the king with the
ace, and in the actual case doing so
would cost South the contract.
Furthermore, when West shifts
to the nine of diamonds at trick two,
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declarer should reject the temptation to finesse. Instead, he should
win the diamond with the ace, draw
trumps,and force out the ace ofclubs.
If South does all these things, he
makes the contract, losing only a
heart, a diamond and a club.
But if South slips by winning the
opening heart lead with the ace or
taking the diamond finesse at trick
two, he fails in his mission. He loses
two hearts, a diamond and a club,
assuming best defense.
It is true that by refusing the
diamond finesse, declarer gives up
any chance of making 11 tricks. But
it is also true that if he takes the
finesse he may(and would) wind up
with only nine tricks. Accordingly,
he rejects the finesse. Finesses were
never intended to be instruments of
self-destruction.

Kelvin J. Wyatt
Airman Kelvin J. Wyatt has
graduated from Air Force basic
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas.
During the six weeks of training, Wyatt studied Air Force mission, organization and customs
and receiving special training in
human relations.
He also earned credits toward
an associate degree by completing basic training through the
Community College of the Air
Force.
A 1989 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he is the
son of Walter and Jolene Wyatt
of Rt. 1, Kirksey. His wife, Sherry, is the daughter of Joe Boggess
of Rt. 1, Murray.

Friendship
Club meets

Craig R. Corey
Air Force Capt. Craig R. Corey
has arrived for duty at the United
States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Corey, an instructor, military
arts and sciences, is the son of
Dana P. Corey and stepson of
Dora Corey of New Concord. His
mother, Joyce Wilson, and stepfather, Steve Wilson, reside at
3255 Steed Dr., Florissant, Mo.
A 1979 graduate of Henry
County High School, Paris,
Tenn., he earned his bachelor's
degree in 1983 and his master's
degree in 1985 from Memphis
State University.
His wife, Terry, is the daughter
of Warren N. and Alice Hazel of
Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.

Friendship Homemakers Club
met in the home of Mrs. Jamo
H. Stahler, 1506 Belmont St.,
Murray.
A lesson on "Casseroles" was
presented by Judy Stahler. Each
club member brought her favorite
casserole and a meal was served.
Also recipes were exchanged.
Officers for the coming year
were elected who are Vinita Winters, president; Jama Galloway,
vice president; and Connie
Talent, secretary.
Judy Stahler reported on the
Aug. 31st Council meeting. Plans
were made for County Annual
Day on Oct. 12 and Area Annual
Day on Oct. 26.
Also attending were JoBeth
Tichnor, Linda Hansen and Cindy
Ruppel, members, and Sarah
Woods, guest.
Another meeting of the club
was on Tuesday, Oct. 20, at the
Stahler home at 1506 Belmont
St., Murray. Craft for the evening
was decorating paperbags for
Christmas.
Any one looking to join an
evening homemakers' club is
asked to call Mrs. Winters at
435-4535, or Judy Stahler at
753-7387.

MURRAY TODAY

titi
SNAPi
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
RESOURCES

NEM=r CAANt7 FOR

.00

1%,

FAR LANDS
TRAVEL AGENCY..
Would like to welcome
Jeanne Orr, of Murray,
to our staff.
Jeanne brings with her a vast
knowledge of the travel industry.

Two Locations:

MIMI.WM,

502 Maple St.
Murray
1-800-592-3017
753-4846

•two a.m.

101 S. 7th St.
Mayfield
247-8747

•

•

•

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
1-8x10 dr35net
l./V includes Sitting Fee and
2-5x7
Choice of Backgrounds.
8—Wallet
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HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
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By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray LodgerS Times 51.11 Writer

MICHAEL BANKS/Ledger & Times photo

in the Tigers' 18-14 win .
The Murray defensiye penetration caused trouble all night for Heath
(#69) surround Heath's
Downey
Scott
and
boe, NIurray's Adam Blalock (#62), Chris Allen (#84)
(#2.3).
Bell
Kent Beyer 1#11) and Coby

WEST PADUCAH, Ky. —
Murray High assistant football
coach Jimmy Harrell is stingy
when it comes to doing his rendition of "hand-bone". It's a good
thing he's not as stubborn as the
Tiger defense or you'd never get
the chance to see Harrell strut his
stuff.
Thanks to a Murray defense
which bottled up Heath's
patented, ball-control offense and
a 15-point fourth quarter outburst
by the Tigers, Harrell's thighslapping, chest-thumping "handbone" harmony bounced off the
Tigers' lockerroom walls Friday
night after Murray ended a threeyear drought against the favored
Pirates with a 18-14 district win
here.
"Big wins arc the only time I
do handbone," the normally,
mild-mannered Harrell said.
This one qualify, coach? "Oh,
yes."
Friday's dramatic fourthquarter comeback, which saw the
Tigers rally from a 14-3 deficit,
puts Murray (7-2 and 3-1 in the
district) back in the thick of the
race for the First District title in

TIGERS 18, Heath

14
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we'd been knocking on the door.
It's nice to finally get in," said
Murray's Rick Fisher, who called
the win "the biggest" in his three
years as head coach of the Tigers.
For nearly 40 minutes, the
Tigers were looking in from the
outside as Heath had parlayed
two big plays into two scores and
a 14-3 lead. Murray, meanwhile,
was dominating in between the
two 20-yard lines as far as timeof-possession and yardage, but
stumbling once they hit the red
zone.
"We felt like we were moving
the ball really well, but just having trouble when we got near the
endzone," said senior co-captain
Scott Downey. "We just needed
to get the ball in the endzone.
Once we did that, we knew we'd
be alright."
It was Downey's hit on Heath
running back Coby Bell which
gave the Tigers' offense all the
opportunity it needed. Downey's
vicious pop on Bell, knocked the
ball loose as Adam Blalock
recovered for Murray at the
Pirates' 25-yard line with 9:35
remaining and Heath leading
14-9.

Class A's Region One, as they're
now a half-game up on both
Heath (6-3, 2-1) and Fulton
County (8-1, 2-1). Murray plays
cross-town rival Calloway County in their final regular season
game Friday night, while Heath
will take on district-foe Ballard
Memorial, with Fulton facing
district-rival Fulton City.
• TURN TO PAGE 9
"This was the third year that

Calloway comes out winner
in 35-7 loss to No. 4 Tornado
By STEVE PARKER
Murray L.dgs

S Timm Sport* Editor

Calloway County came out on top Fnday
night in its battle with Class AAA juggernaut
Paducah Tilghman.
Pssssst.
Actually, the Lakers fell 35-7. But don't
tell them that, it might deflate that large mass
of pride that's swelling inside each player.)
Tilghman, the No. 4-ranked Class AAA
team, won the game, but the Lakers won their
game.
Not often can a coach walk off the gridiron
a 28-point loser and feel like his team executed the gameplan near-perfectly. But that's
how Calloway's Billy Mitchell walked off the
field at Jack D. Rose Stadium Friday night.
"We felt like we gave 100 percent and did
all the things we wanted to do, regardless of
the score," said Mitchell, now 1-8 in his initial season at Calloway.
Did the Laker players do what they wanted
to do?
"Heck yes," said Calloway senior Matt
Dennis, who caught seven passes for 70
yards. "We came out and threw our bodies
around the field. Everybody is happy with the
effort. We gave Tilghman a good run."
"Very pleased," is how Laker jurior Mike
Arnett responded after the hard-hitting game.
"They're ranked fourth in the state (Class
AAA) and we're sitting at forty-third."
Tornado coach Allan Cox got most of what
he wanted out of the game.
"We didn't work much this week," Cox
said after the Tornado's 35th straight district
win. "We don't have much depth so we didn't
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hit in practice, mostly walk-through. We
wanted to get our work in tonight."
Tilghman, now 6-3, faces Hopkinsville next
week for the First District title. Friday's game
against the Lakers was a mere tune-up.
Despite being able to shove 6-foot-3,
230-pound sophomore running back Javon
Reed and 200-pound Curtis Hamilton at the
Lakers for big yardage, Cox wanted the keep
"The Arm" loose for Hoptown and beyond.
Tornado quarterback Billy Jack Haskins,
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Blue Jays' Cone, Atlanta's
Avery will start Game Six
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by Paducah Tilghman
Calloway County senior wideout Tim Young, who caught four passes, is dragged down
.
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and
corner
defensive end Ronnie Williams (92)

PRO FOOTBALL

Colts keying on keeping ball out of Marino's hands

By RONALD BLUM

By DICK BRINSTER

AP Sports Writer

AP Sports Writer

ATLANTA (AP) — After failing to close out the World Series
2
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Given the efficiency of Dan
Manno's passing, the Indianapolis Colts can make a game of it
Sunday only if they keep the ball
away from the Miami Dolphins.
Given the appropriate set of
numbers, one would have to say
that will be very difficult.
"Running game? What running
game?" Indianapolis quarterback
Jeff George said when asked if he
realized a strong ground attack
would be needed if the Colts are
to spoil Miami's status as the
NFL's only unbeaten team.
The numbers don't add up well
for the Colts, and one of them
has Miami coach Don Shula in a
state of disbelief.
"Is that really true? We're second?" Shula asked an assistant
after a reporter pointed out that
the Dolphins were No. 2 in the
league against the run.
That should prove anything but
comforting to the Colts (3-3),
28th — that's dead last — in
rushing.
But defensive coordinator Tom
Olivadotti, who watched the Dol-

phins limit the inept New England Patriots — 25th in rushing
— to 18 yards in 18 carries in a
38-17 victory last Sunday, still
isn't convinced the Miami runstoppers are for real.
"I'm not that impressed just
six games into the season," Olivadoui said. "You don't want to
overreact, but we're not missing
lot of tackles."
Perhaps the Miami defense is
deceiving, considering five of its
first six opponents were struggling early in the season. Nevertheless, the Dolphins have held
opponents to 71.8 yards rushing
after allowing 143.8 last season.
That puts "too much pressure" on George, who last week
completed 27 of 39 passes for
318 yards with two touchdowns.
But the Colts turned the ball over
five times in a 34-14 loss to San
Diego.
They can't do that against
Marino, who has spread 11
touchdown passes among seven
receivers while being intercepted
only six times in 214 auempts.
Elsewhere Sunday, it will be
Chicago at Green Bay, Cincinnati
at Houston, Detroit at Tamps

Bay, Phoenix at Philadelphia,
Seattle at the New York Giants,
Washington at Minnesota, Denver at San Diego, Cleveland at
New England, Dallas at the Los
Angeles Raiders, and Pittsburgh
at Kansas City.
Buffalo visits the New York
Jets Monday night.
The NFC West has the week
off.
The Cowboys (5-1), hoping to
maintain a one-game lead over
Philadelphia and Washington in
the NFC East, run into a streaking Raiders team (3-4).
"When we were 0 and 4, people said we were clowns and they
said we were losers," the Raiders' Anthony Smith said. "But
those were very important losses.
We learned a lot from them."
The key number for Los
Angeles will be holding the Cowboys' Emmitt Smith to fewer
than 20 carries. Dallas is 20-0
when Smith gets that much work.
The Redskins (4-2) and the
Vikings (5-1) should put on a
defensive show.
"Our defense from the start of
the season has carried us,"
Washington coach Joe Gibbs

said.
Never was that more evident
than in last Sunday's 16-12 victory over Philadelphia, during
which the Redskins held Herschel
Walker to eight yards on seven
carries. Minnesota leads the
league in pass defense.
Chris Chandler continues to
impress filling in for the injured
Timm Rosenbach for Phoenix
(1-5), but without a running game
against the league's top rushing
defense, the Cardinals don't figure to compete. The Eagles (4-2)
have allowed fewer than 100
rushing yards in their last 14
starts, and the Cardinals haven't
had a back gain half that in any
game this season.
Is this the Sunday John Elway
— who has engineered 22 career
victories with final-drive scores
— runs out of miracles for AFC
West leader Denver (5-2)? The
Broncos have the league's nextto-worst offense, are 24th on
defense and have been outscored
130-100.
San Diego (2-4) has held its
opposition to 3.1 yards per carry
and limited Indianapolis to 37
yards rushing.

Marlins sign
first manager
to 3-year deal

•Tigers...
FROM PAGE 8
After a running play and two
passes netted just 2 yards, the
Tigers were faced with a fourthand-eight situation with 8:15 left.
That's when junior quarterback
Brent Keller and sophomore
flanker Ted Booth stepped up
with the big play.
Dodging two Heath defenders,
Keller fired a strike to Booth for
a 18-yard gain and Murray first
down at the Heath 5. Two plays
later, Keller rambled around left
end, pump-faked once and raced
untouched into the endzone for
the game-winning score with
7:05 left.
"I figured they'd be looking
for Sims, and they had Chip
(Greene) and Ted covered. I
looked up and the biggest hole
I've seen all year just opened
up," Keller said. "I'm not known
for my speed. I was thinking,
'I've got to get in.'"
Just two minutes earlier, it was
Keller and Booth which had
brought the Tigers within striking
distance with a 10-yard scoring
strike.
After recovering a Bell fumble
on Mitch Downey's punt at the
Heath 39-yard line on the last
play of the third quarter, Keller
would riddle Heath on two completions to Greene and move
Murray to the three, thanks to a
21-yard run by Sims.

'See "be for all your farouly imarance mese.'
305 N. 12th
(Next to C.antury 21)

By STEVEN WINE
AP sports Write

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Laker defensive end Aaron Colson drags down Tornado backup
quarterback Correy Hodge.

MIAMI (AP) — On Rene
Lachemann's first day as the first
manager of the Florida Marlins.
he was asked repeatedly to predict how soon the team would
become a winner.
— Lachemann knew better than to
take the bait.
"I learned about predictions
the last time I took a job," he
said. "I made mention that it's
great to be in Milwaukee and trying to win 90 to 100 games,
instead of trying to figure out
how not to lose 90 to 100.
"Come September, we had 96
losses."
The Brewers fired Lachemann,
and he waited eight years for
another crack at managing. It
came Friday, when the Marlins
named him their skipper. He
signed a three-year contract.
"We hope this marriage will
last a long, long time."

•Calloway comes out winner...

With a second-and-one at the
Pirates' 3, Sims would be
knocked for a two-yard loss, and
Keller would misfire to Booth to
set up a fourth-and-three situation. Disaster nearly struck on the
next play when Keller's touchdown toss to Booth was wiped
out by a illegal procedure play.
The penalty was one of 11 Murray had on the night as they were
set back 105 yards.
However, the Tiger duo came
back on the next play, as Booth
made a highlight grab of Keller's
pass in the back of the endzone to
narrow the Heath lead to 14-9
with 10:38 left.
"He was telling me at the half
he was open on the crossing patterns," Keller said of Booth, who
had a season-high five catches for
69 yards. "Teams sometimes
have a tendency to focus on Chip
and B.J. (Jenkins) and leave Ted
open. On that touchdown play, he
was the third receiver."
"They were watching Chip and
B.J. all the way," Booth said. "I
just don't know how Brent was
able to get it in there."
"Ted's our unsung hero,"
Fisher said. "He's a person you
can go to and depend on him to
catch the ball."
The passing game and defense
were key factors for the Tigers,
as Keller rolled up 146 yards on
13 of 23 passes while Heath
quarterback Kent Beyer was just
2 of 10 for eight yards. The
Pirates' option offense was also
contained by the Murray defense,
gaining 147 yards on 32 carries.
Heath had two more opportunities to score after Keller's run,
but the Murray defense stifled
both; stopping a fake punt on the
first and blocking the punt on the
second.

FROM PAGE 8
playing his last game on the field
where he played during his stay
at Calloway Middle School, aired
the ball out 24 times in 32
minutes of action. He completed
11 of those bullets for 183 yards
and two touchdowns.
One Haskins fling came on the
run and the ball didn't come
down until 55-plus yards later.
Like many, the pass was dropped.
Tilghman dropped several passes due mainly to velocity and,
also, Calloway's secondary.
"Our secondary stepped up and
did a good job," said Arnett, a
5-foot-7, 143-pound hitting
maching. "That's the best defensive night we've had all season.
"I can't explain why we picked
a team like that. Paducah Tilghman does carry a reputation...and
so do we," a smiling Arnett said,
referring to the Lakers' inauspicious season.
It was all smiles on the Laker
sidelines for most of the second
half, particularly after the Lakers
posted their first score on the
Tornado in two years.
Calloway's Dallas Rice recovered a Tilghman fumble at the
Tornado 47 on the next possession and Grogan went to work.
He hit Dennis twice for gains
of 13 and 12 yards and ran once
for a first down to put the ball at
the Tornado 23.
A Tornado pass interference
put the Lakers first-and-goal at
the seven. Two Grogan passes
missed, but the third, a hanging
curve, was snared in the end zone
by freshman wideout Jared Lencki with one minute, 45 seconds
remaining.
If the Lakers had a horse it
would've circled the track. If

"We challenged our defense. If
we wanted to win we had to stop
Bell and their option game,"
Fisher said.
Casey McNutt's 23-yard field
goal with :57 remaining, after
Chris Allen's blocked punt,
capped the Tigers scoring.
Heath got on the board first
when lineback Matt Harrison
stepped in front of a Keller pass
and ran 57 yards for a 7-0 lead
with 2:41 left in the opening
quarter.
Murray's first score came with
9:27 remaining in the half when
McNuu connected on a 37-yard
field goal to complete the firsthalf scoring.
Heath would go up 14-3 on the
second play of the third quarter
when running back Chad
Edwards swept around right end
for a 76-yard scoring run.
"That was the first time all
year long that we'd been scored
on first. I didn't know how
they'd respond to it," Fisher said.
"When they added that second
score, I knew we'd either rise to
the occassion or just give up."
But Downey knew the Tigers
would rally.
"1 felt we cared a lot mon
tonight, than we have in the
past," said Downey, nursing a
sprained ankle. "It's a team effort
and tonight everybody really
wanted to win."

yards and limited Calloway to
just 122. Tilghman did, however,
have to punt three times during
the "varsity" portion of the game.
Jason Grogan finished 7-of-14
for 59 yards and the TD pass. He
relieved starter. Tyler Bohannon
(back spasms) late in the third
quarter.
Calloway will now get ready to
close the 1992 season with the
annual grudge match against
Murray High. After Friday's display of heart, the Lakers should
be riding high.
"Don't get me wrong, it's sad
that we lost, but everybody
enjoyed playing football tonight,"
said Dennis, who will travel with
Haskins to Lexington today to
see the Kentucky-Georgia football game. "We came together as
a team. Even though we were losing, Tim Young and Michael
Herndon and I were laughing out
Tilghman scored the first time there."
Said Mitchell: "That's when
they touched the ball on offense
enjoy coaching."
you
yards
when Hamilton rambled 57
for the score.
Tilghman scored three minutes
later when Haskins hit tight end
Marcus Johnson for the first of
two TD catches. Johnson's next
TD grab came with 7:09 left in
the half.
Tilghman's 21-0 halftime lead
grew by seven on the first series
of the second half. Hamilton went
over from three yards out to cap a
long ball-control drive.
The Tornado's final score
came when all 230 pounds of
Reed rolled 76 yards.
"He ran over us," Arnett
explained. "He's so big and
strong we couldn't stop him. It
was like trying to pop tire with a
thumb tack."
Tilghman rolled up 379 total

they had a cannon it would've
fired. Instead, they had to settle
for near-pandemonium from their
sparse crowd.
Prior to the score, the only
other big cheer came when the
public address announcer said,
"Next week is the final game of
the season for the Lakers..."
Things weren't exactly tense
on the Tilghman sidelines —
their second-team defense wasn't
about to give up 28 points in the
final 1:45.
"They just don't have the weapons to upset us," Cox pointed
out, "but their kids played hard
and were well prepared which is
a credit to them."
"That's a good evaluation of
the way we've played all year,"
Mitchell acknowledged. "We
don't have great speed or athletic
ability."
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* Companies
SUMO Pena Maumee,

NOM* Office: BiOemlngion, Nlinolo
Like a good neeghbor, State Fann Is There.

Jane RI as 753-962
PREP FOOTBALL
Fndays Germs
Adwr Co al Green Co 6
Alen Central 21, Megoten Co
Anderson Co 44. lamer Co 0
Apok 16. Maillsonalle 3
Ashland Bluer 66, Omni* Co $
Bardstown 12, Carrwkrls 15
Sib Co 34, Pelnisalle 32
Bescrnscod WI, Bellevue II
Bel Co 30, Calmed 13
Bamboo Co 37, Rosen Co. V
Botany Green 27. Owensboro 13
Bawl Co 35. Dekko 0
Boils Co 211. Western lals 7
Breethlti Co 311. Knee Central
Combed Co. 24, Lat. Tess Creek 17
Carroll Co 52, Maim* C41.11OV Der IS
Central Hardin 34, Les. Cley 0
Cellos Co 21, Mass Crete (Tenn 7
CIA Co 46. KINN Co 21
Clay Co. 14, Belfry 13
Conner 27, indostessos &TOO KIWOOn 12
Gortan 211, Somme 16
Cow. Scos 14
Gov Holmes
Crittenden Co 21, $outh Hopkans 14
Currberiend 52. Evans 12
Danville 39. Eel Co. 0
Elrebethlown 311, Bullet Eel 7 (Thurs.)
Ekhorn City 36. Betsy Layne 12
Emnence 26, Grant Co 0
Erlanger Lloyd lg. Dayton 0
Fairview 32, Pens 31
Fon Umbel 41, Webster Go 20
Foil Thomas highlands 65, rassokan 6
Franklin Co. 21. Cm. Co la
Gorrsr4 Co 46. Owen Co 6
GOSOO• 40, Allen Co -Scottowlle g
Grails Co 26, Union Co 0
Grayson Co. 19. Taylor Co 6
Hancock Co. 15. Bredtinntlge Co 0
Harrison Co. 7. Moregorrery Co 0
Han Co. 13, Todd Central 7
Huard 56. Harlan
Henderson Co 10, Ibusttell Co g
Henry Co. 12. Frankkal 0
JOIShillf141 Co. 29, klidlson Central 0
Kentudoy Deal Scrtool 26, Berk 20 Mavis
Know Coma 12. Reale

Lees Co 36. FM KOOS 20
Leevence Co IA hasps Co. 13
Lauds Co 41, C. tape Lit
Lek Bryan Nike N. Lseat (Turn 6
Le. Cease 39, lailesle Co. 10
Le. Deter 19
Las. Lalesas
Loge Co 27, Meet Clam Cliiimmoo 0
Co. 20
Cokes.
Osit
31,
Lame
Lou Doss 37, La Ilbsesse 12.
Cask 12
Fes
IS,
Lai.
Lai. Wel
Lai Butler Si Lou Southern 14
ilsoscs 7
Lou.
40.
LOU. .isIbirsonlogre
La,. kheo 20. Lac Essen 13
7
Central
LOU
L01.4. hese V.
Lau Ream Raps Pet 12, La, Fames 0
0
Names
Lac
Loa et XiAet tit
Lai. Tele 42, Lao. NM Cross 0
LOU Val* 40. Lao. Iroguele
311. Lat. Atitsnos 7
LOA
21. LOW Moon 7
LOU.
Lynn Casc 42, ellanakap
kissoo Co. 47, Bros Co 30
Radand 0
=
Co 46. Eckerson Co. 6
Maids Co 49, Pears Co. 10
1441desboro 24. Wane Co. 0
lAshierterg South 14. lAshissteg Paorth 0
Mangy 14 WOO 14
Nee Co. 33, Nora Wet 7
Necort Caltec 56. Loam IS
Nkholas Co 32, East Cane IS
North teas 24, taskinalat 7
North Lase 33. iceman Conte 16
Cale Co. 13. BAN CO 12
Oseraboro Gawk 20. Doter Co. 14
Paducah Tilghman 36, Calloway Co. 7
Plitaudle 24. Johns Creek 1$
Poets' Co. 23, Letts Co.
Prosioostrurg 44, Maim Co. 0 •
Remind 216 Wet Cone 111
Rodent. Co. 36. Madsen Southern
Puma 36. Fees; Co 14
lisesell Ca 21. \knot Co
Russellville 20, Trigg Co 0
Skil* Co. 16. Stone Co g
Seek= Clerk 50. Fames Shea Valley 14
Saute Oldham 24. earl Co. 13
Werke Calk& 44, Buie Central 12
Warren Eest 20, Stesiale.5rripson 14
WOMIO11000 CO. $4. Camel 0
Westbury 22, Ankle 20
Co. 47, leCrosfy Cesar 6
=
Co. a Uttcen Co. pal

so.

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
Nobody can protect your

BUSINESS any better than vra can!
Look to us for the quality Business Insurance coverages you need,
including Liability, Fire, Crime and Special Package Plans. Call us today

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
211 S. 12th.

i

753-3415

Undy T. Suitor
Representing

State Auto

insurance

Racing Continues At

Bluegrass Downs

WIN A TRIP TO LAS VEGAS
SATURDAY NIGHT!

HOBEE'S COIN & CARD SHOP

20

OFF

Pre-Christmas Sale

AND

FROM

'Baseball 'Football *Basketball *Hockey
Proof & Mint Sets
Matchbox & Racing Champion
Haulers
—New Hours—
a.m.-7 p.m.; Sunday 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
10
y
Saturda
Monday759-1692
102 N. 5th St.

?lewd,
1,00,044ted

• Airfare to and from St. Louis Dec. 18
• Hotel + $200 Cash!
• Register Friday and Saturday At Bluegrass Downs

DAV

RIR A

of Paducah ,

(one entry per person)

OCTOBER 20-24

Racing At

ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER
EFR9042D
-40 Gallon
-5 Year Warranty

sal 3994

Bluegrass Downs]
of Paducah

RlAY
MU
SUPPLY COMPANY
208

E. Main

Inc.

753-3361

It's The Real Thing
•

rriewmPromplimriewilrefik,.,
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OUTDOORS
Local Ducks
Unlimited group
holds banquet

Kentuckians' hunting secrets passed on
By BEN HALL
For The

The Murray-Calloway
County chapter of Ducks
Unlimited will hold their
annual sportsmen's banquet
Saturday, Nov. 7th at the Murray Country Club.
Festivities start at 6 p.m.
with the dinner starting at 7
p.m. An auction will immediately follow the dinner. The
banquet is open to Ducks
Unlimited members and their
families.
Membership into the chapter
is $20. with an additional $15
charge for the banquet. There
is a $15 charge for Greenwings (those 16-years-old and
younger).
Local Ducks Unlimited
spokesman Bob Dunn said the
money raised from the banquet
will go to promote the goals of
Ducks Unlimited of America:
which are the preservation and
promotion of waterfowl, habitat, wetlands conservation and
research of the species.
Tickets to the banquet are
available at Holland Drugs or
from any DU committee
member.
Nationally, there are
approximately 500,000 members in the organization, which
was formed in 1937. Over $1.5
billion has been raised by the
organization since that time.

Subscribe!

Associated Prow

HENDERSON, Ky. — Each
autumn sees increasing numbers
of Kentuckians following the
trails of their pioneer ancestors
and going deer hunting with muzzkloading rifles.
These hunters are part of a
frontier tradition that is challenging and exciting, but also a little
intimidating. Anytime we take up
our old-time hunting gear and go
among the trees, we inevitably
step into a past where expertise
in marksmanship was
commonplace.
No less a chronicler than John
James Audubon, after spending a
number of years in the state,
marveled at the prowess of the
early hunters in his essay, "Kentucky Sports."
"To drive a nail is a common
feat, not thought of by the Kentuckians than to cut off a wild

woods.
turkey's head, at a distance of a
This hunting method was more
hundred yards," wrote the great a necessity than an occasion for
Some of the shooters missed
artist and naturalist.
fancy shooting. Most frontiers- entirely; others snuffed successNeither practice would be men used one large caliber blai k
fully and "were rewarded by
exactly common today — and powder rifle for all purposes. The
numerous hurrahs." The best
shooting a turkey with a rifle half-inch or larger lead ball, marksman "snuffed the candle
would be illegal — but neither designed for deer-size animals three times out of seven, whilst
was as difficult, Audubon and defense against human ene- all (his) other shots either put out
believed, as "barking off mies, was too large for direct use
the candle or cut it immediately
squirrels."
against small game.
under the light," Audubon wrote.
"I first witnessed this...whilst
Such expertise came from the
Audubon wrote that although
near the town of Frankfort. The
performer was the celebrated Boone first demonstrated the Kentucky frontiersman's constant
Daniel Boon (sic)," Audubon technique for him, he later saw use of the long rifle extending
wrote. The two were walking many other hunters demonstrate "from the time when he is first
able to shoulder it until near the
along "the rocky margins of the the same skill.
choose of his career."
Kentucky River."
Snuffing a candle — knocking
"Barking" squirrels consists
Most of today's black powder
the burned part of the wick
off
but
animal,
the
at
of aiming, not
achieve hunting accusportsmen
—
flame
the
out
putting
without
at the tree limb just below where
their old-time rifles,
with
racy
was usually a nighttime sport that
it's sitting. The ball never touchattain the nailever
few
but
encounfirst
painter
es the animal, but the concussion the famous
driving, squirrel-barking and
while
River
Green
the
along
tered
brings it to the ground.
passenger pigeon candle-snuffing expertise comCol. "Boon" was an expert visiting a huge
was set up 50 mon when Audubon and Boone
candle
The
shot and before long, "we had roost.
the flame roamed the Kentucky woods
only
and
away
yards
procured as many squirrels as we
was visible through the dark together.
wished."

Associated Press Writer

Penny Berryman won the
Bass'n Gal world championship
with a pair of fish that weren't
there.
Two of her five fish were
"paper fish," scribbled descriptions of fish caught, measured
and released.
"I really just didn't want a
paper fish. I'm not a proponent of

Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

410 N. 4th
753-8346 - 753-5779

them," Berryman said.
"I hoped I wouldn't have had
to count those fish to win. If
could have had one more good
keeper, I might have had a
chance to win. I wanted to win
without paper."
Under the Bass'n Gal rules,
fish between 12 and 15 inches
could be measured on a Golden
Rule measuring tool. The Golden
Rule provides an average weight
for each length.

Bolton wins Red Man anniversary tourney
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. —
Terry Bolton, of Paducah, won
the 10th Anniversary Red man
Appreciation Tournament held
Oct. 17 and 18th on Kentukcy
Lake at Moors Resort.
Bolton bested a field of 204
anglers with his two-day catch of
10 keepers weighing 30 pounds,
four ounces. He received
$8,543.48 for his first-place fin-

Keep Up On The Great Outdoors
With
The Murray Ledger & Times
Outdoor Page
Each Saturday

What's the most frequent
sounds you'll hear from a
newspaper reader?

Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company

(Hint: It's not the flick of a button)

It's Snip, Clip, Rip

345-2462 435-4040

That's right, almost 2 million Kentuckians.
Snip, Clip, Rip — pleasant sounds when you're a newspaper advertiser. Because
your message gets action. Results. Used.
Before you send your advertising dollars packing,invest your money wisely, invest
in newspaper advertising. 1.9 million Kentucky shoppers can't be wrong...and you
won't either by putting your message right in the hands of your customers.

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
Isitierray Ledger & Times

Holland Tire Co.

(502) 753-1915

UNIROYAL

'
January, 1991, Shopper Altitudes in Kentucky, The Preston Group, Lexington
Sponsored by the Kottudry Pros Aseociation

/

435-4013

641 Super Shell

•Last month,1,993,777 Kentucky shoppers snipped, clipped and ripped newspaper
coupons and ads from Kentucky newspapers.

\

Forecast still
looks like good
fishing weather

Now we are having some
perfect fishing weather and
the forecast still looks good.
I noticed Thursday the lake
elevation has fallen a few
inches but this doesn't hurt
anything. In fact, it could
work in our favor by falling
and washing the mossbeds.
This washing effect causes
the silt, which has collected
on the moss plants, to color
the water in the immediate
area again. Finally, the
stained or dingy water holds
fish better when the sun is
shining.
Also, the warmest water is
the shallows around the
mossbeds, which by the way,
The measurement and weight fish, total 10.18 pounds, for the
larger this year.
are
The
2-3.
Oct.
t
two
day
tournamen
the
in
observer
an
are certified by
gizzard shad is a vegThe
the
among
boat and the weight can be two paper fish were
feeding on algae and
etarian
day.
the
second
on
caught
three
counted as part of the angler's
the larger species
of
one
is
Her first fish that day was
catch.
the bass feed on
fish
bait
of
1/4
inches.
barely legal, 15
The rule, frequently used in
isn't the most
It
regularly.
flopped
one
second
the
When
slot
tournaments on lakes with
but when
food,
preferred
limits, allowed competitors to into the boat, "it hit me in my
by the hunstacked
are
they
to
fall
going
is
this
'0
dear,
head,
count fish between Bass'n Gal's
the moss, a bass
in
dereds
but
inches,'
12-to-15
slot,
that
in
limit
minimum
normal 12-inch
finds them easy pickings.
I had to count it because those
and the 15-inch minimum on
A wide variety of lures is
all
playing
we're
rules
the
are
Missoun's Mark Twain Lake.
being used to catch bass
under."
Berryman "weighed in" five
now probably because of the
first real cold front of the
season and then a warming
front. I think the fish will
He fished in the area from
settle down and feed when
ish. A $42,800 cash purse was
on
dam
the
to
Creek
cool weather arrives to
the
Jonathan
awarded to the top finishing
-blue
black-and
a
using
awhile. Spinnerbaits,
offs
stay
drop
event.
anglers in each
Stanley jig.
rattle traps, worms and top
Bolton fished windblown
Third place went to Shawn
water action lures will propoints on the north end using a
a
boated
He
of
Benton.
Penn,
a strike when the fish
duce
and
t
spinnerbai
Stanley
3/4-ounce
a
with
day
each
limit
five-fish
are ready.
a 400-series Poe's crankbait.
The crappie action is realBilly Schroeder, of Paducah, total weight of 23 pounds, eight
ounces.
ly picking up as these great
finished in second place with a
panfish begin to move back
Ray Barga, of Gilbertsville,
two-day catch of nine bass
place.
in
fourth
shallow water. Many
finished
into
ounces.
12
pounds,
25
weighing
anglers prefer to use
minnows and a long glass
pole set in a holder on the
side of the boat. This way
you can maneuver the bait
with the electric trolling
motor and the fish strikes,
setting the hook for you.
Most anglers also cast
multi-colored lead-head jigs
with tube or curl tail bodies
with light action rods. Many
times this helps you to find
an active school of crappie
real fast.
There are so many different kinds, types, colors,
weights and sizes of jigs for
crappie it would be useless
to name them. However,
Mark Penner Richard Warkentin
most of them work.
Kevin Penner
The depths for fall crappie
fishing is about the same as
in the spring ranging from
four to 18 feet around some
a
type of cover.
a
They have to put on some
•
fat to survive the winter just
like the other gamcfish do,
Where "Service Is Our Business"
so the action should continue
to get better as cold weather
approaches.
The white stripes are
active but the schools are
Hwy.
preuy small and a little difficult to find. When you do,
641
they provide some great
Your U-Haul Haadquartars 753-9131
South
moments.
fishing
4
I fished one day with Ev
Craig and his good friends,
Richard and Mary Lou
McClammy, who are visiting
from Oregon.
We did all the things I
mentioned about bass fishing
and Mary Lou caught the
first good bass on a spinnerbait. Ev switched and caught
one and then for a long
while, everyone missed more
fish than we caught.
Finally, we found a school
of two pound plus stripes
and Dick caught four in a
row. We ended up catching
11 more. It was a great way
to end the day. In fact,
•
Dick asked me if it was
er4/1•141;•
104114440,40
that way.
planned
.
Open Saturday until 3 p.m. 011144001%
They sure are nice folks
and I hope to fish with
•We Feature Name Brand Tires 0611.10,4them again. If you know Ev
Including Grand Am & Armstrong
and Carol Craig you also
•Computerized Balancing While You Wait
11
know the reason they have
so many nice friends.
'753-5606
ral Road
Industi
&
Main
E.
' If
WIC
Happy Fishing!
a a...
• • mr,

Bass 'N Gal winner hauls in paper fish
By BILL SCHULZ

Fishing Line
by
Jerry Maupin,

NI •
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 am.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 pin.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

4

010
020
025
030
040
050

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

060
090
100
110

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

190
370
390
400
550

130
140
150
155
160
165
1TD
180
200
210 .....
220
260
380

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

753-1916

NlERCIIANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
/1`.'V it-Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

410
540
560
570
240

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Items may be seen at 400 Ash Street,
Murray on October 29, 1992 between 8:30
a.m. and 12:00 noon.

The Housing Authority reserves the right
to reject any and all bids,if deemed to be in
the best interest of the Housing Authority.

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:COpm. We are an
EOE This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA.

The City of Murray will accept bids for
One tandem axle truck chassis
One satellite refuse vehicle
One refuse packer body

YOUR Al)
COULD BE
HERE
CALL 753-1916
-

Antiques & Gifts

New shipment of lamps are here
phis Christmas lampshades,
'
Christmas afghans, ornaments,
xv w ill
Christmas trees & wreaths,
Christmas watches with rhinestones, pressed tin table lamps. Watch Ice next months
celebration of 'Christmas at the Cabin"!

of

Int 2̀3raPti'llts
or

OF McKENZIE
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST/
MEDICAL LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN

AN METHODIST HOSPITAL

These items of equipment are to be used by
the Murray Public Works & Utilities Sanitation Division. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's Office,5th & Poplar Streets,
Murray, Kentucky.Sealed bids should be so
marked and in the City Clerk's Office by 4
p.m., Wednesday November 11, 1992.

L

METHODIST.
Part-time, Bill-time and weekend openings now
available. Must have a valid TN license. If
interested, please contact:

Joyce Hamilton
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-5344
1.01.

ROUTE SALES
GOOD PAY!
GOOD FUTURE!
GOOD BENEFITS!
Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food
company is looking for mature, personable and aggressive
salespeople who want more out of life than a salary arid are
willing to work hard to achieve success.
You can earn a high income per year You wit be supplied with
everything you need to succeed, expenses to operate your
route and complete raining.
'Advancement Potential 'Profit Sharing
*No Investment
incentives
'Insurance
You must be at least 21 years old and have a good driving/
em9loyment record Interested? For an appointment call 1800-336-7569.

,Gift Certificates Available)
(
121 South to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat 10 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 2-5

p.m.

An Equai Opportunity Erriployer WF

050
Lad
And Found
ne
'St

Rent-A-Car
ue
ler

f0,

515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
/44:4acrfo%r

4:41:Wg.tori

VTseAN

ALLIANCE
TROCTOPI •PIALIR TRANNG CENTVAIS
LINIANON, N

guaiDacigEspaill
Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car
re

Lowest rates In
town

753-6910
/ay

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119.
Tu•s
1800-849-3804
02i

Ev

Help
Wantsd
SALES Insurance Professional wanted. Join a leading company with: 1. Established renewals for income
and leads. 2. Complete expense paid training. 3. Merit
promobons 4 Guaranteed
income to start 5 Comprehensive benefit package furnished. To qualify
you must have 1 Experience and be licensed as an
&cadent and health agent
2 A competitive and aggressive rack record 3
Access to a reliable car. Do
you want something more
now? For a confidential and
personal interview call
1 - 800 - 5 4 4 - 3 1 7 2 ,
8:30a.m -4:30p m Ask for
Mrs Law EOE/MF
55 OR older for office won(
20 hours per week. minimum wage Must meet income guidelines Applicabons at West Kentucky Allied Services. 607 Poplar.
Murray

HEALTH Aids Vending
route Big profits. Call
American Defender,24In.
ADOPTION Intelligent. de-800-058-3933.
voted couple most anxious
to give low and a wonderful HOUSE Inspectors No
future to your newborn All sip necessary Will train
Call
legs& medical and Inring Up to $800 wkly
gagmen paid. Lit us help 219-7690649, ext. 14230
Omni to Itei. 7 days
you 1-800-843-3046
Personals

•••••MII

LOST! October 14th at
Murray Circus moonwalk,
par of girls shoes, Stride
Rite, black boobes, size 11.
759-1515.

COUPLE WANTED FOR GENERAL
FARM/HOUSEKEEPER DUTIES
Long time Calloway County residents desire
to employ a mature, dependable couple for
general farm laborer and housekeeper duties.
The farm laborer duties include daily feeding
and overseeing of livestock operation, maintenance of pastures, fences and resident
grounds, as well as related farm duties. The
housekeeper duties include routine cleaning
of residence and assisting with yardwork. On
site living accommodations provided plus
salary.
Interested couples should apply, with references included, to: Farm Couple, P.O. Box
1207, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Room At The Top
Due to promotion in the Graves/Calloway
County area 4 openings exist now for young
minded persons in the local branch ofa large
sales organization. If selected you will be
given 3 weeks classroom training in Nashville. We provide complete company benefts. Major medical, dental and savings
plan. Starting income $400-$500 per week
depending on ability and qualifications. All
promotions are based on merit not seniority.
personTo be accepted you need• pl
and eager to
ality, ambitious sports mindedia
Pt ahead. Must be 21 or older. Have 12th
grad* or better. B. free to start work
Immediately. We are particularly interested

In those with leadership ability who are
looking for • ganiun• career opportunity.
Phone to arrange for• personal interview.
Call Monday only 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 753-5353
ask for Philip Johnson.
gwasi rtvpidirtaidliy eryierlidercorde

114-414444.1444.!4.
• ••
•

r

3"

2"

1

5.00 10.00

2

8.00

15.00 20.00

18.00 24.00 32.00

10"

7'

8"

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00

72.00 80.00

5"

4"

if

15.00 30.00

V'

80.00 90.00 100.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 125.00 150.00

5

18.00 34.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 124.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

70.00

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

•

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word 15.00 minimum lit day.
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tuas. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.
240

090
!Musk*
Wrints8

FULL time maintenance SENIOR lady wants only
person needed for early temporary jobs, medical
morning shift Apply in per- billing, proof reader, binson at McDonaids, Murray. dery, cashier, waitress,
cleaning, etc Temporary
lobs only. Am interested in
doing whatever you may
EXPERIENCED tube and
need in temporary help
RARE
light repair technician. Will
Call 436-2252.
OPPORTUNITY
consider training the right
person
in
Apply
individual
SEWING jobs wanted, inTennessee based
cluding
to Purdom Motors Service
Corporation expand- 753-1061. formal wear
Department

INVITATION TO BID

40% Discount Ind Run. 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Diry Penod )
$1.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.

Days

DRIVERS. "Mm age 23. •1
year OTR exp. •Spousal
riding program.'Good pay
and benefits with CDL. *Up
to 27c/mile. McClendon
Trucking. 1-800-633-7233.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X DOLL HOUSE X
Cant
X
X
Exotic Dancers
X H. 71 East Peri, Tom X
X don.-Sat. 2-12 Midnight X
X
X
90144244297
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Effective Jan 2, 1991)

Display Ads

(1 It I.-

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

LEGAL Secretary PflOi law
office experience preferred Knowledge of Word
Perfect a must Send resume and CCrifef letter to
P.O. Box 104-0-P, Murray,
KY 42071.

Bids must be sealed and delivered to reach
the Housing Authority Office, located at
716 Nash Drive, Murray,KY 42071 by 2:00
p.m., October 29, at which time the formal
bid opening will be conducted.

Classified Ad Rates

Insurance
120
Exterminating
230
250 ................... Business Services
290
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered
530

non

060
Help
Wanted

The Housing Authority of Murray is requesting bids on used refrigerators,ranges,
Wheelhorse lawn sweep,and a 48" Bunton
lawnmower on an as-is/where-is basis.

I-

REAL

060
Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. The Murray Lodger & Timms will be responsible for
only ens incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately irmi corrections can be made.

OFFICE 1101711S: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
s
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ing in the Murray
Area. Looking tor a
person with management potential.
$40,000.00
Excellent training provided. For a career
opporturity with a
leader in its field. Call
Mr. Hutchinson at
800-489-9268 Ext.
309.
R.O.I. 90 days

WILL stay with sick, elderly
anytime References.
753-4590
100
Business
OPPoluri2,1
HIGH volume service station for lease 753-0212

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.

lillsosIbesous
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
LET us make your clothes, now offers U.S. and foreign
alter and repair. Uniforms coke at Hoboes Coin and
and sportswear, rentals, Card Shop, 102 North 5th
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's Street, in Murray. Our
See and Sew, Country coins, proof sets, paper
Square, 1608 N 121, Mur- currency and coin supplies
ray. 753-6981
are available at Decades
Ago (in )-4azel) and at the
LOWRY organ, $400. BedMercantile On Aurora).
room stale widreaser, mirStamps and stamp supror and chest of drawers, 2
plies we featured along
mattresses, $150.
with our coins and coin
437-4087.
supplies at the Book Rack
MACINTOSH Ilsi compu- (Dixieland Shopping Center, 3 meg rani, 40 meg ter in Murray). We appraise
hard drive, 13 color moni- estates and we active buytor, Apple extended key- ers of coins and stamps
board Excellent condition, Cal 502-753-4161
virtually new Best price.
901-642-5426.
Business
same.'
NEW computer for sale,
mini desk top style, 286-20 PRIVATE Investigator
MHZ, 5V. and 3:4 with
D.B.A. Confidential InvestiH.D. 5001 focus, 101 keygations, Soutriside Shopcorplus
board and mouse
ping Center, Suite *102,
vus monitor! Complete sys- Murray, 753-2641.
tem,$650, with lots of programming. Cal 753-1655.
275
NEW Theradyne wheelMobile
chair, call 753-8025
If.... far Saki

BUILDING lot wanted, preCLERK needed part-time fer water, sewer and gas
for local service dept. Must Call 753-5945 after 5pm
be good typist and enjoy
paid for good, used
working with people Com- CASH
shotguns,
and pisrifles,
puter experience helpful.
tols. Benson Sporting
Please send resume to:
S. 12th,
P.O. Box 1040-R, Murray, Goods, 519
Murray.
KY.
USED and antique furniLPN or experienced CANA ture, glass, tools, quilts
for Neurology practice 474-2262, 901-642-6290
opening in November. Requires excellent basic nursing skills, detailed charting
abilities, and a definite interest in patient education/
support projects. Nonsmoker_ Reply with resume FULLY remote Pioneer 65
and salary requirement to watt receiver and dual casP.O. Box 1040-T, Murray, sette deck. 2 Pioneer 120
KY.
watt speakers, paid $735 at
Walmart, $350 takes all.
NEEDED: self-motivated 759-1512.
person for Accounts Manager trainee. Sales and de- 7' DOUGLAS Fir artificial
livery included. Apply in x-mas tree, used once Cofperson. Colortyrne, 408 N. fee table. 753-3677
12th, Murray.
ASHLEY-Sahara wood
OFFICE Manager for new stove, glass front, catalytic
medical practice opening in converter blower, 1 yew
November. Experienced, old Call 436-2533 leave
detailed, organized person message
proficient with bookkeeping, computer entry, third ASHLEY wood furnace,
party claims, and all busi- 100,000 BTU, 3 years old,
ness procedures. Non- excellent condition. Wood
smoker Reply with resume splitter Tractor, hydraulic
and salary requirement to operated 753-3705.
P.O. Box 1040-S, Murray, ASHLEY wood burning
KY
stove, excellent condition,
PARK RANGERS. Game $160. Also storm doors and
wardens, security, mainte- windows 492-8790.
nance, etc. No exp. neces- BOGARD trucking and exsary. For information call cavating, inc We haul top
219-769-6649, ext. 7159, soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
8am-8pm, 7 days.
rock, np rap 759-1828.
RETAIL SALES POSI- COMPLETE telephone
TION Need mature re- system with eight phones. 2
sporisible sales person for decks, secretary, chairs, 3
part time retail work. Must typewriters, all priced for
be able to work days and be quick sale 759-1880
willing to work some 8:30am-4 30pm
weekends and some nights
during holidays. Apply in COMPUTER Technology
person to Pier 1 Imports, Plus offers Computer
Chestnut Street on M, W,F courses, business, private
instruction, including CAD
from 11 -00 to 5-00
programs 759-9158.
people
to
100
WANTED
fed beef by the quarCORN
lose weight now 100% na
ter, half or whole. Extitural, no willpower re
mated 240-300 lbs./side
ramrod 100% guaranteed
hanging weight at $1.2511b.
Call 502-554-8730
Hauling and custom proWANTED barmaids, wait
cessing at inspected facilimisses. dancers, $500 plus ties can be arranged. We
weekly Doll House Cafe. grow our beef from birth
Paris. TN. 642-4297, 4-12
and know it is some of the
best Your inspection welcomed Clark, Locust
Grove Church Rd.
753-6567
BABYSITTING in my
home Experience in public
day care and private care
References 753-3869 after 6pm
COLLEGE student looking
for odd jobs Weekdays
and weekends available
Experienced in many
areas 753-8603
GOAL student is looking for
roommate that hes apt or
house to share 753-6291
after 4pm
WILL clean heseaa in
Hazel wee 492-7

FALL sale on Snapper
Lawn and Garden Tractors
Keith's Lawn and Tractor,
80 East Main St 759-9831
FISHER 2-door woodbuming fireplace, included is
screen firebrick chimney
adapter, $150 436-5288
FOR parts and service for
most Kerosene Heaters
See Keith's Lawn and Tractor. 80 East Main St
750-9831
WHEAT straw, $1 50/bale
489-2436, if no answer
isave message on
machine

NINTENDO, 2 controllers,
5 games. $125. 759-4462

12x65, 3br, 3500 obo
436-2749

PARKER Ford Lincoln Mercury has new heavy duty oil
barrels for sale $6 eadi
Call 753-5273

12x70, 2br, 1 both, must be
moved, $3800. 753-5889.

RATS OR MICE? Buy ENFORCER Products GUARANTEED! To kil rats and
mice. Available at: Murray
True Value Home and Auto
Hardware, North Side
Shopping Center, Murray,
KY
SMALL dog house, good
for Cocker or smaller, very
sturdy and weather resistant After 5pm, 753-0516.
SOLO Flex for sale,$550 or
best offer Call 753-8477
ask for Bob
TIMOTHY horse hay.
435-4201 after 6pm
Ion
Nome
Purgative
KING size mattress, good
shape, $60. 436-2497.
MOVING! Have for sate,
nice sofa, matching loveseat, television, full size
bedding, bed frame, and
chest. Call 759-9878 Of
753-7726

THEIJUS BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9040
Cirien Used F umitire. Apounces, and Misc. Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

190

Mobile
Newel For $W
LARGE selection of Used
Hornet. Dinkins Mobile
Hornek Inc. Hwy 79E,
Paris,774. 1-SO0-642-4891.
2611
MM.
Home For Rent
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
electric cx gas Walking dis
tance to college. 753-5209
SUITABLE for two or three
people, near Missing Hills
Resort in New Concord.
Rent $175/mo. plus deposit. 436-2650 after 5pm
285
WM*
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village,
available now. $75/mo., includes water. Coleman RE,
753-9898

4 CAR clean-up shop, of
fice, paved lot, air
753-4509
FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S. Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

1975, 12x70, NICE 2br, 1'4
bath, with many extras, re PRIME office space for
candy redecorated, must rent, downtown, Walnut
Plaza, 2000 sq.ft., utilities
sel. 753-1410.
included. 753-8302 or
1979 MOBILE home, 3br, 753-5870.
baths, 14x70 washer
1
and dryer, window air con310
ditioner, nice front and rear
Want
decks. All for $6500 Seen
To Root
by appointment only
545-3345.
FARM house or house in
country. 762-2539 days
1984 FLEETWOOD,
14x60, large garage, large ROOM for rent in private
lot, recently remodeled home. 753-7115.
Must sell, make an offer!
753-5155
1985, 14x70, 3br, 14
baths, good condition.
753-4382 days. 753-3500
nights

120
Apartments
For Rant

1988 CLAYTON 14x60,
2br, single bath, appliances Nice. 437-4702
after 8pm

1, 2, 3 or 48R furnished
apartments, nice, new university. 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 nights.

CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric servioes. 200
amp $375. 100 amp $325
435-4027.

1 AND 2br apts.
$175-$275/mo. Deposit re
guyed, no pets. 753-8848
before 8pm.

DINKINS Mobile Homes,
Inc. will celebrate their 46th
anniversary, Nov. 6M, 7th,
and 8th Factory representatives will be on hand.
Don't miss this special
event! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E.,
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891.
Champion's *2 Single Lot
Dealership in North
America(

I OR 2br apts, near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
1 ROOM efficiency apartment, very near MSU,
available now. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
28R duplex, carport, out
side storage, appi. turn
ished, economical heat
pump system, no pets, deposit required. $400/mo
753-3778 or 7537947.

4

Fans
ElliPowd
FORD C-40 uniloader,
753-3705

Sports
Eackneent
PORTABLE al metal hunt
Wig stands for sale. Can be
seen folded up for easy
carrying. 435-4307 after
5P111.
2:r

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD, $34 delivered 436-5598

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Nearly new borne in town, master BR suits plus 2
BR iv/large closets, central gas heat, cathedral
ceilings, attractive decorations, oak cabinets,
deck across back, private fenced yard. fireplace.
6109,600. 763-1362 or 769-4116 alter 6:00.

TIRED OF WORKING
JUST FOR SOMEONE ELSE?
CALL MIKE VASSALOTTII
rm looking for someone who wants to earn more
money. Someone who wants to help other people. ni
show you how to do both a. a representative for The
Prudential, one of America's leading financial institutions. Capitalise on your strengths Satisfy your
curiosity - call me.

Mike Vassalotti, Mgr.
3553 Park Plaza Road #2
Paducah, KY 42001
(1-800) 264-0950
Be a part of The Rook.®
As equal opportunity employer.

PIANO tuning and epee
753-2099
PIANO Dining, expert set
vice and repair John
Gottschalk 7539400

ThePrudential
*MO tee Prrirtiel brurome Compoor

Amaifies

rt
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
410

LOts
For Sale

Pub*,
sale

WOODED building lots in

DUPLEX, 1909 13 Westwood, 2br lease, no pets,
$300 plus deposit
762-6343 or 1-527-7382.

Parking
Lot Sale

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, a now renting You
-lust be 6Z handicapped,
,.‘t disabled. New 1 and 2br
aids 502-527-8574 for
nore information Equal
,--lousing Opportunity
'JEW 2br duplex. carport,
.ippkances, gas heat deck
1400/mo 753 7457

Health Canter Parking Lot, Cotner of
7th & OIlvs
Sat, Oct 24
8:30 &m.-Noon
Mulb-larndy yard sale tOr
real bargain hunters.
MSC , odds and Or* you can1 mss

NEW 2br duplex all ap
;AMMON, ublity room cen
iral gas heatax S425/mo

753-9302 leave message
NEW 2br duplex, fenced
backyard, red hook-up and
appliances. $385/mo
492-8393
NEW large 2br, utility room,
gas water heater/heat low
utilities, appliances. deposit, $390/mo Call after
5pm, 753-8828
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
aparements 1, 24 $ bedroorns Apply Hilda° Apes
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
UNIQUE 2br duplex, woodburning fireplace, large
deck garage and many extras $450/mo After 5pm,

Homes
For Sale

Lynwood Heights City ova
ter, natural gas cablevt
sion, 3 3/10 mods on 94
west from Murray City Um
its 6% simple interest II
nancing available
753 5841 or 753 1566

17 ACRE farm and pasture
land, old frame house with
several outbuildings pond
and two wells 489 2740

NICE 3br. 2 bath &carport.
screened deck, above
ground pool, storage buildings, nice dog kennel, on
large lot in Halle area,
$46,500 489-2964
evenings

ill' Cars

ATTENTION Boat Owners
Have you winterized your
boat the year? Wel winterize it for you at your home
10 years experience
4365263
530

OWNER FINANCED. Zero
down. $300/rno 2br on
lake, rem, like new w/2
cornered lots, large deck
753-8767
.170

Motorcycles
BLACK 1982 Yamaha XS
400 good shape, $600
4365356

BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales, Appraisals Properly
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD

r

2 STORY home on wooded
lot, 4tx, 2 bath, custom oak
cabinets, greenhouse win
dow and unique floor plan,
$83,500 MLS *4399 Call
Kopperud Realty for your
showing 753-1222
CONDOMINIUM Located
in retirement capital Mum

HONDA Gokleong Aspencede. 1962 Hondaline stereo. CB, intercom, new

ores, helmets included
Lots of extras $3250
753-6864

Swine
Mend
A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping tree
tmimirig,Iree removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and swaying Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
A-1 TREE removal & tree

530

kolas

Ilerdose
WINO

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOBILE home set-ups
Free estimates 750-2570
8arn 5pm
PLUMBING repoimian with LEAVES removed or
same day service Call mulched Reasonable

Steely
Mulches
Septic Tat & Sousa
ii3-41511

rates Call Professional
328-8876
PLUMBING - Free esti- Lawn Care
mates Affordable rate. LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- T C Dinh Repair and MeinSame day service. Al work ING. For all your carpet and lenanoe. Electrical - Cleanguaranteed. 492-8816.
upholstery call 753-51327 ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
estimates Street 753-6111 office,
REFINISHING, stripping, Free
woodworking. Emergency water removal 753.0606 after 5pm.

436-5255

custom
753-8056
ROCKY COLSON Horne
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand,dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763.
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
fine of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5.484

trimming. Ught hauling &
odd jobs. Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke.
AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436-2102
ask for Paul
new
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- Repair. replacement, sew-

Services
Mond

broom
Mod

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$36. New location: Route 1,
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0630.
WALT'S Mobile Horne Repair Soundproofing, rub-

bet coating for roots, perking lot sealing, flat roofs
repaired. 502-436-2776.
WILL clean gutters,
$15-$25. Call ear* morning or evenings, 753-8908

560

FREE puppies. 489-2031.

I I oroscopes

SUNDAY,OCTOBER 25, 1992
JUST Reduced' This large
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE batteries. A career-related matter
commercial building has
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: requires diligent calculation.
460
been reworked, rewired
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
The most fundamental thing in
pumping,
RAM
and rerooled Vacant and
try, remodeling, porches. installation,
ration and tact will make
Conside
is
s. building and expanding a business
Services
ready for your business
roofing, concrete, drive ers, footings, basement
pleasant day. Do not try
most
a
maintenance
this
services
in
your
The
ce
KY.
confiden
ray,
public
service
605 Maple St $48.500
ways, painting, mainte- Backhoe-loader
picktor
shields
has
bug
od over other people.
NEW
condo
roughsh
ft
sq
ride
to
1300
free,
creating
or products. Concentrate on
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515
MLS $4382 Contact Kop2 baths and ups-and vans, foreign Ind nance,et Free estimates.
or outing will be project
bedrooms
3
family
A
winter.
and
fall
this
image
new
753-1222
a
Realty,
perud
SEWING machine repair
ul if you limit
specious garage Pnced vi domestic, deer and smoke 489-2303.
successf
rly
particula
your
for
net
Negotiate a safety
the low $70's Call tint $1950/es. Pick-up bed AL'S hailing, yard work, Kenneth Barnhill
.
spending
your
provide
to
an
annuity
buy
or
career
Auto
Kopperud mats. $34 50/ea. Key
tree removal, mowing Free 753-2674.
KOPPERUD REALTY of- 502-753-1222,
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
for your retirement years. Reshaping
Pans Hwy 121S. 7535500 estimates. 759-1683.
fers a complete range of Realty
SHEETROCK finishing, an old idea could put extra cash in find yourself in great demand socialReal Estate services with a FREE 2 story house in
ANY remodeling, building, textured ceilings. Larry your pocket by late spring. Do ly. Variety makes this an interesting,
wide selection of quality Hazel, KY Met be torn
painting, roofing. Refer- Chrisman. 492-8742.
everything you can to bring a young invigorating day. Someone from
homes, all prices down Cal 901-247-3957
ences. 759-1110.
your romantic past re-enters your
RLAND AND person back into the fold next
SOUTHE
753-1222
'53 242
leave message
Home
ion_
Construct
LONG
life.
OLDSMOBILE APPLIANCE REPAIRS repairs and remodeling, August.
market, nice 1977 Edition,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
FRESH on
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
runs and Factory trained by 3 mato( roofing, room additions,
Sports
Houses
3.5
w/central
LOT
parts
LAKE
Most
rers.
r you plan or decide now
manufactu
Whateve
Ross,
Marion
436-5263.
THIS DATE: actress
For Rent
central or, Ig looks good.
ACRES-$7,900. Nicely
in stock, on my truck All foundation work Free esti- actor Brian Kerwin, singer Helen should turn out fortunately.
ched garage w/ 1982 DODGE Charger 22, work and parts warranted mates No jobs too 14 or
1004 MAIN 2br 1 bath wooded w access to spar- d
Romance seeks you out when you
Con- Reddy. novelist Anne Tyler.
carpeted, stove retngera kling Barkley Lake Abuts workshop and fenced yard red, 4-speed, must sell Ask for Andy at The Ap- too small. Call S&Lday
least expect it. A new job sounds
19):
-April
21
(March
ARIES
or
homesite
Con753-3870
Ideal
struction
$600 759-9246
MLS $4537 $51,000
pliance Works, 753-2455
Er. freezer, contra ha,rod state lands
perfect. Heed a woman's advice!
a
to
lead
could
l
insights
s
Spiritua
night
tact Kopperud Realty,
Nook-up, no pets $360/mo wprotective covenant
1983 FORD Escort auto, APPLIANCE SERVICE
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Welaction.
w/utis
of
course
frontage
new
rd
whole
County
753-1222
759-1265
$300 deposit
ps/pb, at, cassette, good Kenmore, Westinghouse, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating come constructive advice from an 21): Romance enjoys highly favorFinancing Call now
quiet condition. $1250 Whirlpool 30+ years ex- and Cooing Service. Com2BR. wid hook-up. near 800-858-1323 Woodland HOME tor sale in
has your best able influences today. Be more
BOBBY plete installation and ser- older person who
street in older section of 489-2609.
perience
downtown, no pets, refer- Acres 8 30e-8 30p
empathetic to a partner's needs.
at
heart.
Gary
at
Call
vice
interests
kiddie
town new Murray
HOPPER, 436-5848.
ences and deposit reVII
Mark
LINCOLN
1984
Rolling out the red carpet for a visi20):
.
20-May
759-4754
TAURUS (April
MARINA/RESORT
School Home totally redequired. 753-8463
new tires, BACKHOE Service - ROY
wins you a lifelong friend.
tor
have
may
ng
socializi
e
and
Located new Murray, Ky corated and ready for im- Good condition,
Romanc
DRYWALL, finishing, reCORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
38R, 2 bath, newly decor- on Kentucky Lake, this fully mediate occupancy, cen- high mileage, $2900 obo. HILL Septic system driveCAPRI
of
key
care
take
you
blow- to wait while
ways, hauling, foundations, pairs, additions and
ated. $400/mo 701 Broad operating resort features 7 tral gas heat, central 436-2755
up a little 19): A family project strengthens a
Giving
affairs.
.
753-4761
personal
ceilings.
ing
St 753-8767
cottages, owner'caretaker electnc cooling Property 1984 PONTIAC Phoenix etc 759-4664
fun helps you get things done. Put parent-child bond. A former cohome, 32 shp boat dock also includes nice garage SE, loaded, $1550. BOB'S Plumbing Repair EXTERIOR/Intenor paintSt,
worker could be a house guest.
Main
38R house, 1604
guaran- yourself in a partner's shoes.
acres of prime apt with 2 car garage Of- 489-2609 after 5pm.
Service. All work guaran- ing. Workmanship
time with old friends. The
Spend
central gas heat. a/c, and 62
Cir20):
2I-June
I
(May
GEMIN
Kop- fered at $75,000 Contact
teed. 1-527-7382.
.
753-1134
teed.
$450/mo, on campus lakefront. Contact
a romantic puzzle begin to
of
pieces
to
culate. Doors that were closed
Realty, Bill Kopperud, Kopperud 1985 JEEP Cherokee
753-6111 days, 753-0606 perud
FENCE sales at Sears you before swing wide open. Focus fall into place.
4wd,
ps/pb,
e
a/c,
Service
Lawn
4-door,
BRYON'S
.
502-753-1222.
Realty, 753-1222
Nights
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
good condition. 489-2217 taking orders for tall leaf now Call Sears 753-2310 on religious beliefs and psychologismall
4
sale
acres,
Ion
for free estimate for your
TY
5
PROPER
and
HOUSE
TVA
5pm
after
against exaggerating a perpick-up. 753-4591
Guard
town
the
3OR 4 bdrm.gas Neat.
on
A
night
.
insights
cal
acreage 489 2161 miles out CiG A , 3br, 2
needs
family difficulty that may
or
sonal
insulated, $330/rno * de- or large
spirits.
your
for
after 69m
baths, LR, DR. kitchen, FR, 1986 OLDS 98 Regency BULLDOZING, backhoe, FOR bushhogging, leveling could do wonders
posit 753-9826
on your work. You can
Focus
arise.
22):
-July
color,
21
(June
R
burgantly
Horace
,
Call
CANCE
Brougham
system.
utility
septic
large
Ltd roc room,
s
and seeding
Propertie
or
gravel
dirt
RE/MAX
of friends by takcircle
your
58,000
widen
after
from
condition,
1
can
Murray
in
you
354-816
excellent
benefits
home
the
Sholar,
all
room
brick
Seek
4 BR
Dailey, Large attached 24x30 miles Contact Ball Kopyards, call 753-3413
ing a more active role in church or
disfar;
and
for rent S375/mo Bob Perrin, PaulBird.
near
ons
garage
car
connecti
3
your
7m,
Deck,
1
4
BelBob Haley, Jean
753-4509
g Call 753-1279 perud, 753-1222 days, CARPET and vinyl installa- GENERAL Repair- plumb- tant allies and inside information are community affairs.
Air Center. 502-753-SOLD, outbuildin
753-6620 evenings
tree work. powerful aids in your quest for sucPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
tion and repairs. Glen Bob- ing, roofing,
58R, 2 bath house, 302 N 1-800-369-5780.
LONESOME HOME needs
.
436-2642
day to entertain visitors or pergood
Miller
.
cess.
1639
759-1247
ber,
3br,
central
auto.,
8th
tarrey. 315r, 2 bath,
1987 DODGE 600,
knock on the door of a new
haps
Expen22):
LEO (July 23-Aug.
492-8225
(gas) heating and cooling, or, ps/pb, recent engine CARPORTS for car and GERALD WALTERS.
. Fresh faces and places can
neighbor
so
costs,
Bob
paint489-2609
hidden
have
siding,
condition.
vinyl
top
could
$2450.
brick,
Roofing,
ditures
work_
FRESH & CLEAN. 3br, 1
trucks Special sizes for
al changes in your
,
benefici
18
to
753-7653
lead
s
Free
estimate
Quiet,
RE/MAX,
ing
Pemn,
surface.
the
look beneath
bath, central (gas) heating
19139 CAMARO RS, V-6, motor homes, boats, RV's years experience Local re, 753-3509
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Looking Back

Today iii History
Today is Saturday, Oct. 24, the 298th day of 1992. There are 68
a.m.
days left in the year. Daylight-Saving Time ends Sunday at 2
locally.
Today's Highlight in History:
widow,
On Oct. 24, 1901, Anna Edson Taylor, a 43-year-old
live to
and
barrel
a
in
Falls
Niagara
became the first person to go over
to
failed
fortune
and
fame
of
dreams
Taylor's
(Mrs.
it.
tell about
materialize, however, and she died in poverty in 1921.)
On this date:
Henry
In 1537, Jane Seymour, the third wife of England's King
King
later
Edward,
Prince
VIII, died 12 days after giving birth to
Edward VI.
and
In 1648, the Peace of Westphalia ended the Thirty Years War
Empire.
Roman
Holy
effectively destroyed the
sent as
In 1861, the first transcontinental telegraph message was
to PresiJustice Stephen J. Field of California transmiued a telegram
dent Lincoln.
In 1931, the George Washington Bridge, connecting New York and
New Jersey, opened to traffic.
WilIn 1939, nylon stockings went on sale for the first time, in
mington, Del.
Fair
In 1940, the 40-hour work week went into effect under the
Labor Standards Act of 1938.
as its
In 1945, the United Nations officially came into existence

er

DU

alig,
im
,ur

charter took effect.
Ten years ago: Alberto Salazar won the New York City Marathon,
beating Rodolfo Gomez of Mexico by only four seconds. Grete Waitz
of Norway won in the women's division for the fourth time.
Five years ago: Thirty years after it was expelled for refusing to
answer allegations of corruption, the Teamsters union was welcomed
back into the AFL-CIO by a vote of the labor federation's executive
council in Miami Beach, Fla.
One year ago: President Bush used a speech in Washington to blast
Congress as a "privileged class of rulers." "Star Trek" creator Gene
Roddenberry died in Santa Monica, Calif., at age 70. The Atlanta
Braves won game five of the World Series, defeating the Minnesota
Twins 14-5.
Today's Birthdays: Football hall-of-famer'f.A:-Tittle-t-W-Actorproducer David Nelson is 56. Actor F. Murray Abraham is 53. Actor
Kevin Kline is 45.
Thought for Today: "Happiness is not a horse; you cannot harness
it." — Russian proverb.

Tea years ego
Comedian Red Skelton held a
press conference yesterday as a
preview to his entertainment date
tonight at Murray State University Racer Arena. He is attending
Murray-Southwest Missouri football game this afternoon.

Twenty years ago
Murray High School Band won
first place honors in Class A at
Mayfield Kiwanis Marching
Band Spectacular at Mayfield.

Thirty years ago
Ann Herron, reference librarian
at Murray State College, was
elected as a member of the Board
of Directors of Exhibits Round
Table of American Library
Association.

Forty years ago
An extensive building program
of classrooms at county schools
is being undertaken by Calloway
County Board of Education. Bids

for projects are being advertised
today.

Fifty years ago
The entire second story of Peoples Savings Bank Building was
completely destroyed by tire the
night of Oct. 20. The only damage to the bank on the ground
floor was from water. The loss
was set at $85,000. Occupying
the second floor were La Vanite
Beauty Shop owned by Demus
Futrell; Dr. B.F. Berry, Dentist;
R.H. Falwell, Insurance; J.H.
Shackelford, Accountaint; Wade
Crawford, Attorney; Dr. Hugh
McElrath, Dentist; George E.
Overbey, Attorney; J.N. Ryan;
Joe Lancaster, Attorney; four
TVA training division offices;
and Red Cross Sewing Room.
W.Z. Carter was installed as
grand master of Masonic Lodge
in Kentucky at 142nd annual convocation of Grand Lodge at

Louisville.
Fred Eugene Atkins, 19, died
Oct. 16 from injuries sustained in
a one car accident on Hazel
Highway, two miles south of
Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Fennel,
Sept. 24; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
J.W. Hill, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
C.B. Buchanan, a girl to Mr. and
Ms. Aubrey J. Warren and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Burkeen,
Sept. 27.

Sixty years ago
Calloway County Fair opened
in the Outland Barn on Depot
Street. M.O. Wrather is general
manager of the fair, first ever
held in Calloway County.
U.S. Senator Alben Barkley is
making his annual pre-election
trip through the Jackson Purchase
today. He is speaking in Murray

this afternoon.

DEAR READERS: Halloween
is right around the corner, so
it's time to remind parents of
small children everywhere to be
especially alert because:
— Every year a child is seriously injured or killed in a Halloween-related incident.
— Somebody's child will
dress up in a flammable costume and be maimed or fatally
burned.
— Somebody's child will be
unsupervised, and be coaxed
into an automobile or lured into
a secluded area and sexually

assaulted.
To make sure that child isn't
yours, I offer these Halloween
safety tips:
Use flameproof costumes
only.
Because masks, floppy hats,
wigs and veils often interfere
with a child's vision, use imaginative makeup instead.
Remember that accessories
such as swords, broomsticks,
hatchets, wands, etc. should be
made of cardboard rather than
plastic, metal or wood. Sharp
items are dangerous.

Provide your youngsters
with flashlights to prevent falls
on curbs, uneven sidewalks or
porch steps.(Positively no lighted candles should be carried!)
Decorate your child's costume and trick-or-treat bag
with reflective tape to make the
child highly visible to motorists.
Remind your children that
they should never, never enter
the home of a stranger or
accept rides.
Adults can help by keeping
their yards well-lighted.
Parents should check all

Daily Comics
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I WROTE A PRESENTATION
THAT SAVED A AMOR
ACCOUNT THIS WEEK, mOM!

I BALANCED MY CHECKBOOK FOR THE FIRST
TIME IN TWO YEARS!
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Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Jaleel
or Betty
6 Sat down to
Wit
11 Attempted to
lose weight
12 Football team
14 Running
15 Paris's
river
17 Husband's
companion
18 Shoshonean
Indian
20 Halts
22 Ship's record
23 Twist
25 Beer mug
27 Urich 10
28 "Wagon —"
30 Holds in
high regard
32 Walked on
34 Trial
35 Encouraged
38 Vapid
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and Arneta Rayburn.
Prof. C.S. Lowry spoke about
"Important Issues of This Presidential Campaign" at a meeting
of Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club held at the home
of Mrs. J.O. Ensor.

"treats" before allowing children to eat them.,.
Very young cffildren should
never be out after dark unless
accompanied by an adult.
Remember that a child under
adult supervision is usually a
safe child. Older children
should stay in groups.
So, let's make it a safe Halloween for every child, and
when Thanksgiving comes, we'll
have more for which to be
thankful!
DEAR ABBY: A few years ago,
in the spirit of Halloween, my

neighborhood bank invited all
employees to come to work in costume. When I stopped to cash a
check, I was shocked to see my
always dignified bank manager
wearing a leopard loincloth impersonating Tarzan, and a secretary in
a grass skirt and lei.
I thought,"How easy it would be
for a couple of bank robbers to walk
in with an Uzi and an AK-47 and
pull a real-life Bonnie and Clyde!"
CALIFORNIA READER

DEAR ABBY: Recently my son's
clothing was stolen right off our
clothesline in the back yard. Sad to
say, this wasn't the first time this
has happened. Thieves used to steal
when we had forgotten to take in
the clothes before dark, so we made
sure there were no clothes hanging
outside before we went to bed. Now,
they steal in broad daylight!
The last time this happened was
a week ago. They stole a pair of
elastic tights that my son and his
sister shared — also a school sweatshirt. Both of these items had my
son's name tag stitched in from
when he went to summer camp. I
am a single parent and cannot
afford to keep buying new clothes to
replace the ones that are stolen.
I know I will never see those
clothes again. I hate to use my
dryer — I save money when I hang
stuff outside to dry — but now I'm
beginning to wonder. Any suggestions?
WIPED OUT WHEN
I HANG IT OUT

DEAR WIPED OUT: Never
hang anything you value outside to dry. You must be a slow
learner. One theft should have
been enough.Temptation is just
too much for some people to
resist.
*

your

—
xl to

Cobb, Paducah.
Serving as officers of Senior
Class of Almo High School are
Mizelle Jeffrey, Kathleen Imes

THEM PROUD_
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Mrs. Mabel F. Glasgow, county health nurse, was named first
vice president and Dre. Ora
Mason was named to Board of
Directors of the Kentucky Nurses
Association held at Hotel Irvin

DEAR CALIFORNIA READER Bottom line — save the costumes for a costume party.

In.
sa

teroes

The William Mason Memorial
Hospital was approved by American College of Surgeons at annual meeting held at St. Louis, Mo.
Tobacco barns owned by Ottis
Patton and Dolphus Swann were
destroyed by fire recently.
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41 Sun god
42 The Wonder
—"
44 Ginger
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45 Those
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47 Male bee
49 Consumed
50 Pieced out
52 Heroic events
54 Tellurium
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55 European
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57 Makes ready
59 Forgive
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By popular request, Abby shares
more of her favorite prize-winning, easyto-prepare recipes. To order,send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 83.95
(114.50 in Canada) to: More Favorite
Recipes by Dear Abby, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 81054.(Postage is
included.)

Dr.Gott

DEAR DR. GOTT: After being on
Thyrolar for 20 years because of thyroid surgery for Hashimoto's syndrome, my doctor switched me to
10-24 @ 1992 United Feature Syndicate Synthroid. Within a month of the
DOWN
change, I was invaded with arthritis
6 Most
10 Distort: warp
1 Cold season
of both knees and gained 10 pounds.
profound
11 Be undecided Could the change in medication have
2 That man
7 Negative
13 Hot wine
3 Part of TGIF
caused the arthritis to occur? My docprefix
drink
4 Golfer's
tor says no.
8 Novel;
16 Memoneeds
modern
DEAR READER: You apparently
randum
5 Redacts
9 Bad
need supplemental thyroid hormone
19 Related on
mother's side to counteract a deficiency caused by
9
10
8
5
7
4
2
1
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3
surgery to treat auto-immune inflam21 Locations
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mation of the thyroid gland.
26 Birds homes
ii
13
Almost all reputable thyroid drugs
29 Famed
are interchangeable, including ThyroWI
31 Babylonian
15
143
14
17
lar and Synthroid. Nonetheless, there
1.1
hero
may be variations in dosage that need
33 "Mommie
20
22
21
to
16
fine-tuning by a doctor. For example,
—"
your current dose of Synthroid may
35 The Ram
27
25
23
24
be insufficient, although it is supposed
36 Financier
ill
to be equivalent to the dose of
37 Let fall
30
28
39 Second of
Thyrolar.
two
Frankly, I doubt that your arthritis
34
32
40 Fencer's
weight gain are related to the
and
swords
ill
change in medication
30 ill 43 Cuts
46 Withered
al
Ellil
However, your doctor can check
48 Beige color
44
41
42
this easily by performing a simple se51 Obscure
53 Title of
ries of blood tests called a 'thyroid
49
45
respect
profile." When he gets the reports,
Ii
56 Nickel
he'll know precisely whether you're
111
Id
i
symbol
getting the appropriate dose of Synth56 Myself
roid Ask him about this. I believe the
57
55
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tests would be worthwhile, if for no
other reason than to prove to you that
your thyroid metabolism is normal.
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defeat regulation
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Fred 0. Butterworth
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Sunday, Oct. 25
2-4 p.m.
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Wonderful Surprise!
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1554 Oxford
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Fred 0. Buuerworth, 76. Rt. 1,
Murray, died Friday at 4:45 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
An Army veteran of World
War 11, he was a member of
Union Grove Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 12, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Arthur Butterworth and
Mattie Cochran Butterworth. One
brother, Brent Butterworth, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Martha F. Butterworth, to
whom he was married on Aug.
10, 1974; one daughter. Mrs.
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Larime
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Burial
Doris,
wife,
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and
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Filbcc
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with arrangements
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Home
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MurCann
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Ben6,
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70,
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Hughe
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ldren;
Mrs.
andchi
ray; eight stcpgr
stepgreat-grandchildren.
ton, died Wednesday at 7:17 p.m.
The funeral will be Sunday at at the home of her daughter.
Survivors include three daught2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial ers, Ms. Donna Gail Hughes,
will follow in Goshen Cemetery. Bowling Green, Mrs. Patti Jean
Friends may call at the funeral Sheridan, Hazel, and Mrs. Joann
home after 5 p.m. today Edwards, Mustang, Okla.; sty
(Saturday).

Mrs. Donna Jean Norsworthy
Funeral rites for Mrs. Donna
Jean Norsworthy will be today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Dan Leslie and George T. Moody
will officiate. Music will be by
Jimmy and Linda Wilson.
Pallbearers will be Jerry Sheridan. Rickey Sheridan, Lloyd
Cooper, Gary B. Hanelinc, Keith
Norsworthy, Chris Sheridan and
Marty Sheridan.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Norsworthy, 56, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Coldwater community,
died Wednesday at 10:25 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
Survivors include her husband,
Earl Wade Norsworthy; two
daughters, Mrs. Pam Furgerson
and husband, Bob, Madisonville,
and Mrs. Gail Burkeen and husband, Dennis B., Rt. 7, Mayfield
one son, Terry Sheridan, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; one stepdaughter, Ms.

&"*4

Special Touches
5 BR - 2 BA
1502 Chestnut St.

Sought After Area
5 BR - 3 BA
1509 London
'Canterbury ,
es:*

Subscribe!

Kay Satterwhite, New Concord;
one stepson, Ken Norsworthy and
wife, Treasa, Kirksey; three
grandchildren, David Furgerson,
Jamie Burkecn and Jennifer Burkeen; five stepgrandchildren,
Tina Cooper, Lori Donato, Cassie
Cooper, Blu Norsworthy and Will
Norsworthy.
Also surviving are her mother,
Mrs. Ruby Hobbs, Mayfield; four
sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Goatley and
husband, Jimmy, Harrison, Mich.,
Mrs. Virginia Collon and husband. Men, Westline, Mich.,
Mrs. Ann Crawford and husband,
Joseph, Wyndotte, Mich., and
Mrs. Mae Venters and husband,
Jack, Joliet, Ill.; two brothers,
Tommy Rogers and wife, Laura,
Toledo, Ohio, and Wayne Rogers
and wife, Beuy, Lone Oak; five
sisters-in-law, Miss Mattie Norsworthy and Mrs. Clarice Norsworthy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Dorys Norsworthy, Murray, Mrs.
Laverne Anderson, Rt. 2, Murray,
and Mrs. Mildred Lofton and
husband, Charles, Benton.

GM plans no changes
for Oldsmobile section
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

•
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Precise, programmable
hearing instruments
now available!
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_ 41tionet

%
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Audiology Services is now offering those with
hearing loss a new solution-- programmable
technology, the latest advancement in hearing
health care. Let us custom-fit you with an
INFINITITN4 programmable hearing instrument from
Siemens. Experience:

Mrs. Ruth Evelyn Hughes

DETROIT (AP) — General
Motors Corp. says it won't
change its five car divisions as it
consolidates its manufacturing
divisions, rejecting speculation
its Oldsmobile division would be
Wiped out.
GM announccd streamlining
moves Friday that will help cut
about 74,000 jobs by 1995 and
eventually lead to fewer vehicle
models, but announced no plant
closings and said customers
wouldn't notice the changes.
GM has said it will close 21
plants as part of its downsizing
but has only identified 14.

Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Peggy Merfili, Reidland;
five brothers, Johnny Lampley
and Ben Lampley, Benton, Owen
Lampley and Jimmy Don LampIcy, Paducah, and Charlie LampIcy, Lebanon; 12 grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren.

Louis J. Rochelli Sr.

Funeral and burial services for
Louis J. Rochelli Sr. will be held
Monday in Victoria, Texas.
Mr. Rochelli Sr., 73, of 501
Rattan Dr., Victoria, Texas
77901, died early Friday
morning

He is survived by his wife.
Mrs. Mayme Ryan Rochelli; one
daughter, Joan Rochelli, Atlanta,
Ga.; two sons, Louis J. Rochelli
Jr. and Phillip Ryan Rochelli,
Houston, Texas.

Mrs. Mabel Hurt Thomas
Mabel Hurt Thomas, 90, died
early Saturday morning at the
Christian Health Center in
Hopkinsville.
Her husband, Warner Lacy
Thomas, preceded her in death.
Survivors include a daughter,
Margery Shown and husband,
Vernon, of Murray; and three

grandchildren, Timothy Shown
and wife Mary, of Nacogdoches,
Texas; and Carolyn and Thomas
Shown, both of Murray.
Hughart Beard Funeral Home
in Hopkinsville is in charge of
funeral and burial arrangements
which are incomplete at this time.

Center honors Native Americans
Murray State University's Wickliffe Mounds Research Center will
host a Native American Games
Weekend Oct. 31-Nov. 1 from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day.
"This is part of our effort to bring
Native Americans and their living
culture into our programing," said
Dr. Kit Wester, the center's director.
The new event is expected to
draw several Native Americans
representing Shawnee and Crow
peoples, Wesler said. Victoria Fortner, a Shawnee ceremonial leader
who has been a consultant on
several Wickliffe Mounds programs, is coordinating the event.
"The games we've planned range
from fairly quiet to very active,
"Wesler said.
Among the quiter games are
"michiche ustwatouwuk," a guessing game played between individuals or teams, and "gusegonak,"
which is played with colored plum
pits.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
letter from the Kentucky School
Boards Association's executive
director urges local board members to lobby for the defeat of a
regulation governing school
councils' authority.
The proposed Department of
Education regulation would
sharply limit school boards' ability to overrule councils of educators and parents in eight areas
related to instruction, staffing,
discipline and extracurricular
activities.
David Keller's Oct. 12 letter
says the association will lobby
with state school board members
for the measure's defeat, and it
urges local board members to do
the same.
The letter describes the proposal as "the latest and most serious
example of the clear movement
toward an all powerful Commissioner and Department of
Education."
Keller's letter says the proposal "would place the policies of
schools beyond the reach of the
taxpayers who pay for them." It
also says the legislature intended
"to make it clear that school
councils operate within the
framework of local board policy"
when it modified the state schoolreform law in this year's legislative session.
The 1990 school-reform law
calls for all schools to start governing themselves through councils. Each council must consist of
three teachers, two parents and
the principal, unless the school is
approved for an alternative council makeup.
Last spring, the legislature
changed the reform law to require
that council actions conform to
school board policies for providing an environment that improves
student achievement. Other new

Games such as "chunkey" and
"pokean" are more active, Wester
said. "Chunkey is played with a
hoop or round stone. We find the
stones in archaeological context in
language requires that councils
sites like Wickliffe."
to board policies on alignPokean was taken back to Europe adhere
state standards, progwith
ment
by the Spanish," Wesler said. "Our
isal and school
appra
ram
modern version is badminton."
technology.
A couple of games could become
Susan Perkins Weston, execus
expect
Wesler
strenuous, he said.
director of the Kentucky
tive
to see both "Pahpahse kawan," or
Association of School Councils,
double-ball, and kickball races.
Keller is misreading the law.
said
"I don't really know what the
said the draft regulation
She
double-ball game is about," Wester
shows Education Commissioner
said. "I'm looking forward to seeing
Thomas Boysen is simply "doing
it - if we have visitors brave enough
his duty to interpret the law."
to try it."
Weston, who represents 87
The museum is open daily from 9
school councils statewide, said
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. through Novemshe considered Keller's letter
ber. except Thanksgiving Day. For
"straightforwardly hostile toward
more information, contact the cenDr. Boysen." She also said she
ter at (502) 335-3681 or write
questioned whether many local
Wickliffe Mounds Rest-arch Center,
school boards feel they need to
'P.O. Box 155, Wickliffe, KY
keep councils under control.
42087.

ft

State official faces charges of bribery, bigamy and the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three people face arraignment
Monday on indictments stemming
in part from a disputed marriage
between an eastern Kentucky
orthopedic surgeon and a former
state official.
A Jefferson County grand jury
accused Dr. Diane Elain Shafer
of Painesville of allegedly bribing
a public servant, Gregory Nelson

Holmes, who was an assistant
attorney general at the time.
Investigators said earlier they
found evidence that Shafer had
written checks to Holmes for
thousands of dollars.
The jury also returned a
13-count indictment Wednesday
against Holmes and his wife,
Kathryn Harmon. He was charged
with one count of bigamy and

bribery. He and Harmon also
were charged with 11 counts each
of theft by deception.
The indictment alleged that
Holmes married Harmon, his former assistant, on May 21, 1992,
"knowing he had a wife"
already in Shafer.
Shafer later claimed that she
and Holmes were married Dec.
30, 1989, in Sevierville, Tenn.

Edward L. Mercer, director of
the attorney general's special
investigations division, said
Thursday that the theft charges
were related to time sheets filed
by Harmon for Holmes, who is
blind. The time sheets indicate
Holmes was at work when, in
fact, he was with Shafer, Mercer
said.

lawyers
Trucker's alleged assailant may have been sabotaged by
would seek dismissal, or at least
nald Denny as well as other
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
new preliminary hearing.
a
face
attacks on April 29. They
man accused of helping beat a
"There is very strong evidence
possible life terms if convicted.
trucker at the start of the Los
sabotage on a very critical
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Questions about William's preAngeles riots will get a hearing
in this case," Faal told
issue
Fred
after
vious defense arose
on a claim that his former
refused to be more
Sebastian, a director of the Cen- reporters. He
lawyers may have sabotaged his
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ter for Constitutional Law and
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Superior Court Judge John
Justice, was arrested in Arkansas.
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howev
ation,
inform
"The
took over the
Authorities said he was really Ouderk irk, who
bizarre and extraterrestrial it may
d a Nov. 20
ordere
week,
last
case
conFrederick George Celani, a
seem on its face, counsel has an
g.
hearin
had
he
ed
declar
who
victed felon
obligation to bring it to the
Celani sent two tape recordings
been working for the federal govcourt's attention," Deputy Disthe Los Angeles Times from
to
"get
to
ernment with orders
trict Attorney Frank Sundstedt
ng that he was
Damian as a defendant so that we his jail cell claimi
said at a hearing Friday.
ive.
operat
a government
could sabotage the defense."
Damian Williams, Antoine
the center
ri,
Palmie
s
WilDenni
ented
The center repres
Miller and Henry Watson are
ented Wilrepres
who
g.
r
hearin
lawye
inary
prelim
his
at
charged with attempted murder, liams
Friday to
Edi Faal, the lawyer who took liams, volunteered
aggravated mayhem, torture and
.
he
said
testify
e,
defens
over Williams'
robbery for the attack on Regi-

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC.

"Decisions were being taken
away from me," he said outside
the hearing. "When you look at
it in hindsight, it emerges as a
pattern that is very
questionable."
Palmieri was fired by the center on the last day of the preliminary hearing. He has said that
Celani said "Damian Williams
was guilty, that he did not care if
Damian died or got his head
chopped off."
Prosecutors noted Friday that
Municipal Court Judge Larry Fidler, who presided at the preliminary hearing, made a legal finding
that Palmieri's representation of
Williams was competent.

Re-elect

Sally Alexandeenrt

• More accurate fit for clear, predse
sound quality
• Small, discreet hearing instruments
• Personalized, convenient service

NIurra Independ
School Board ,s
ote \m ember 3111

Call us for a FREE Hearing Consultation:
30 Day
AUDIOLOIlY
Offer
Trial
SERVICESIII
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sons, Roger Dale Hughes, Rickey
Hughes and Anthony Wayne
Hughes, all of Rt. 6, Benton,
Mickey Hughes, Paducah. David
Lane Hughes, Ledbetter, and
Charles E. Hughes, Bloomingdale, 111.

300, South 8th St.
Suite 304 E
502-756-4815
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5:05 A.M.

6:30 A.M.

Adventures of the Gummi Bears
- Augie Doggie & Friends
- Varied Programs

-

•

o

•

•

•

•

•

-

7 Pr- c
;

el 2

3
7
— .

0 oo
0 oo 7
t

- Flintstones
•

O - Beetlejuice
- New Wilderness

•

-

o

•

•

o

•

•

e

< -

the Prairie
AM
8:0 e on
- Little House
d0 A.M.
8:e3
Bewitch

- VideoMorning
- Attitudes
- Under the Umbrella Tree
- John Norris
- Basic Training Workout
- Wattons

CD- Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers
0- Maya the Bee
O - Screen Scene
- Dumbo's Circus
al- Bodyshaping
AM.
-- Regis &
9:00 n Cl)10
Ka iDe Leo
ete

•

•

•

<

a' 9.5

-•

- Generations (R)
- Care Bears
- Worship
10:00 A.M.
- Maury Povich
- Home
(71)
O - Donahue
- Price Is Right
ex
- Doctor Dean
O - Joan Rivers
- Alvin and the Chipmunks
- Fugitive
O - Divorce Court
- Eureeka's Castle
- Our Voices
- How the West Was Won
- Adventures of the Gummi Bears
- Body by Jake
a)- Heart to Heart

o - Adventures of the Little Koala

- Varied Programs

9:30 A.M.
- Merrie Melodies

- Good Morning, Mickey
a)- 700 Club
a)- Worship
9:05 A.M.
- Movie

o

CC- Instructional Programming
es
aemry
Perry
P
0 J
Bond Jr
O - Murder, She Wrote
- World of David the Gnome
- Triple Threat (R)
s
oivPie
haH
C

112(I)- Donahue

- Days of Our Lives
go
:
al(men- Family Feud Chad-

Morning
America
0 OID - Today
inrgams
rog
rirn
Mo
aidsed
Th
v
m
CE)e
O cin

6:45 A.M.
- A.M. Weather
7:00 A.M.
- Good
iell CID

-

0

•

0- Looney Tunes
- Popeye
•2t - Shining Time Station (R)
- Growing Up Together (R)
- Fraggle Rock
Inspector Gadget
7:05 A.M.
Cli - I Dream of Jeannie
7:08 A.M.
- Awake on the Wild Side
7:30 A.M.
Bozo
O
- Tom and Jerry Kids
- In Search Of...
- Heathcliff
6:00 A.M.
SO 12V - Mister Rogers (R)
moms- ABC World News
- What Every Baby Knows
This Morning
- Welcome to Pooh Corner
- News
- Varied Programs
(i)- NBC News at Sunrise
- Popeye
O - Robert Tifton
7:35 A.M.
- DuckTales
Bewitched
- Breakfast Show
8:00 A.M.
so - Classroom
,L - Sesame Street (R)
- Cartoon Express
- Tale Spin
- Lassie
a)- Movie
Marilyn
With
Today
O
O - Muppet Babies
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Video LP (R)
•(V)- Sesame Street (R)
- Pink Panther Parade
Program
(11 - Paid

Morning
0- Morning Show
- CBS Morning News
OPT - Ag-Day
0- ABC World News Now Joined in
Progress
O - Kenneth Copeland
•a- This Morning's Business
A&E Preview
O - First Business
Dangermouse
- Paid Program
- Music Box
Getting Fit
e- James Robison
5:35 A.M.
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
•

g

NICUMICIDIM- ABC World News
This Morning
O(j)- News
el- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
al- Yogi Bear
Bishop G.E. Patterson
is- Everyday Workout
Adventures in Wonderland
go- Flintstone Kids

•

DAYTIME

a - I Love Lucy
5:30 A.M.
nocu 01,10- ABC World News This

o

R
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_ Varied Programs

- Robert Tilton
O - Really Big Toon Show
- Mousercise
111 - Awake on the Wild Side
eit - Bodies in Motion
- Today With Marilyn
9_ Movie
- Varied Programs

•

EL"

k
e
e
W
V
T
The Weekly Entertainment Section of

a

oi

WEEKDAYS
5:00 A.M.
9 - NBC News at Sunrise
•
lam - This Morning's Business
gp- Bob Newhart
•ati - CBS Morning News
- Slap Maxwell Story
•
es _ Paid Program
- Mr. Wizard's World
•
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That's what Bank of Murray is
all about.
Now, Bank of Murray is
introducing a new Visa and
MasterCard, with no
annualfeesfor thefirst
year ofuse!
You can have your own
local credit card with local
billings and local answers to
your credit card questions.
Apply today! Applications
are available at all three
Bank of Murray offices.

Bulking services to fit you.
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1:35 P.M.
0- Varied Programs
1:50 P.M.
- Varied Programs
2:00 P.M.
0(2)0(1)0 -General Hospital

DAYTIME CONT.

- Press Your Luck

do - Yogi Bear

- Shop 'Til You Drop
0- Varied Programs
Bodyshaping
- Paid Program
- Worship

•

go CV

- Classic Concentration
- Swans Crossing
- Divorce Court
• Heart & Soul R&B
- Lunch Box
O - Getting Fit
e - Paid Program

al -

•

-

10:35 A.M.
- Andy Griffith
11:00 A.M.

0- Andy Griffith
- Hollywood Squares
- Flipper
- Video Vibrations
SI (fi) - Reading Rainbow (R)
- Cocain' U.S.A. (R)
- Thirtysomething
SI - Fraggle Rock
- Incredible Animal Hour
- Movie

•

11:38 A.M.
a - Steve Isaacs
12:00 P.M.
cu a - All My Children
•

•

•

- Santa Barbara

111(1D0Gt- Guiding Light

•

•

go - Faith Daniels

(I)0
•

•

•

•

- News

•

- Instructional Programming
0
- Loving
- Rockford Files
- That's Amore
- Superior Court
T - News
e
O - Noozles
2:05 P.M.
- People's Court
- Tom & Jerry's Funhouse
0- Video Soul (R)
- Designing Women
- Varied Programs
▪
- Gerald°
2:30 P.M.
Crook and Chase (R)
- Kenneth Copeland
0(4)- Santa Barbara
e 12 _ Young and the Restless
Saved by the Bell
Supermarket Sweep
Vaned Programs
e - Stunt Dawgs
0- Movie
e _ The Judge
- Varied Programs
0a - Varied Programs
- Sharont Lois & Bram s Elephant
e - Scrabble
- Varied Programs
Show
e - Looney Tunes
Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
O Movie
(2i) - Barney & Friends
•
12:05 P.M.
ED 21 - Lamb Chop's Play-Along
e - On Stage
a
Movie
• Cookin USA
- Adventures in Wonderland
12:30 P.M.
81) - Frugal Gourmet
2:35 P.M.
- News
- Walt Disney Presents
a - Flintstones
Dean
Doctor
Motion
• - Bodies in
3:00 P.M.
•cu - Talk of the Town (Live)
6B - Paid Program
Women
Designing
clo
Our
of
Lives
Days
0
Worship
()
- Movie
0CIO - vido
11:05 A.M.
- Wheel of Fortune
- Bold and the Beautiful
al
451 Perry Mason
- Superior Court
0CL - As the World Turns
11:30 A.M.
- Uttl' Bits
ep•Git - Oprah Winfrey
0 CID - All My Children
0- Born Lucky
- Barney & Friends
JD0- Loving
- Three Stooges
P.M.
1:00
0- Inside Edition
- Darkv.ring Duck
e le CI) - One Lila to Live
0ID- Young and the Restless
- Fugitive
World
Another
O
IL - Faith Daniels
a - Designing Women
- 825,000 Pyramid
•
_ In the Heat of the Night
Underdog
ij - As the Work' Turns
O
_ The Judge
a
Movie
•0-Movie
(R)
Station
Time
Shining
O '21
• - Sesame Street (R)
- Sale of the Century
•- Varied Programs
- Club Dance
Muppet Babies
- Jump. Rattle and Roll
- Varied Programs
- All-Request Countdown
0- Be a Star
- Global Supercard Wrestling
- China Beach
Father Knows Best
- Archie & Friends
011 - Varied Programs
1:30 P.M.
3:05 P.M.
•CU - Bold and the Beautiful
- Another World
- Jetsons
0
0 - Gidget
3:30 P.M.
Varied Programs
- Wonder Years
Your Community
- Win, Lose or Draw
dB- Jeoperdy1
0- Dennis the Menace
(I)- Mama's Family
•
Top Card
Channel
CU - Mister Rogers (R)
•
- Mr PAagoo's Favorite Heroes
- Hulk Hogan
- My Three Sons
e - Goof Troop
•

•

•

•

•

•

o

go -

•

•

_

o

•

-

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

- Rap City
- Donald Duck Presents
- Super Mario Bros.

•

•

•

10:30 A.M.

- Mickey Mouse Club
- Inspector Gadget
AB - Acts Children
4:35 P.M.
- Happy Days

•

•

•

•

5:00 P.M.
0C2DOM0GD0Cilt- News
O - Dan Miller
a CL - Murphy Brown

3:35 P.M.
- Brady Bunch
4:00 P.M.

•

Cfp - Full House
•
0- Designing Women
• - Maury Poyich
- Sesame Street (R)
0
•
- Oprah Winfrey
- Saved by the Bell
119
Raphael
Jessy
•cu - Sally
e - Rockford Files
▪ Gu- Cosby Show
- MacGyver
a - °amid°
- What Would You Do?
0CD - Where in the World Is CarO - Video LP
men Sandiego?
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Flintstornis
(21) - Square One Television (3)
•
- Tiny Toon Adventures
- Supermarket Sweep
Inside Edition
Varied Programs
SI - Varied Programs
Flashback MTV
Express
Cartoon
- Rin Tin Tin K-9 Cop
0-Arcade
- Varied Programs
(2)- Mister Rogers (R)
•
5:05 P.M.
O Be a Star (R)
- Three's Company
O - Kids Incorporated (R)
- Totally Different Pat*
•
5:30 P.M.
- PaP•Y•
CEIBMIII- ABC World News
- Sunshine Factory
•
Tonight
mom- NBC Nightly News
4:05 P.M.
lemma - CBS Evening News
- Happy Days
- Star Search
4:30 P.M.
- Full House
Roseanne
a)
a
e - Wild & Crazy Kids
CL) - Current Affair
- Screen Scene
0CID - Shining Time Station (R) •
- Captain Planet and the PlaneGameVideo
the
and
N
- Captain
teen
masters
a - Varied Programs
•- Batman
- Shop MI You Drop
is - Jeopardy!
- Grind
0-Hey Dude
- Zorro
•
CarIs
World
the
in
el (21 - Where
5:35 P.M.
men Sandiego?
_ Andy Griffith
- videopm

o

•

•

•

•

•

-

gp

•

go -

•

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•

•
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can escape and retrieve his hidden loot
1960

5:30 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Rock 'n' Roll High
School Forever' A student and his
rock band set out to eradicate the uncool staffers and students from Ronald
Reagan High 1990 Rated PG-13.

8:35 A.M.
a - MOVIE:'The Freshman' A naive

•

go -

•

•

•

•

Lineup
Channel 34

•

•

•-

•

6:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'She' A love-starved im-

•

•

•

-

mortal seeks the reincarnation of her
long-dead lover 1965.
•- Sportacenter (R)

-

6:30 A.M.
0- How the Leopard Got Its Spots
Danny Glover narrates this Rudyard Kipling story about the travels of an
Ethiopian boy and a leopard (R)
e - MOVIE:'The Wheeler Dealers'
A bogus Texas tycoon sets Wall Street
on fire in this spoof of the stock market
game. 1963.

•

Tues., Oct. 27
p.m. Don Farmer's
Homo Bibio Studios

5:00

Thurs., Oct. 29
10-00 &m. Coldwater Church of
Christ
5.00 p.m. Cable Provisoes

CATSLE
VLSIallN

LISTINGS
2 WKRN ABC Nasky&
3 WSIL ABC Harrishorg
1 WSMV NBC Nashville
5 WTVF CBS Nashville
6 WPSD NBC Pathicak
7 WBBJ ABC Jacksoa
A WDCN PBS Nadir&
9 WGN IND Chicago
II KBSI FOX Cape Girardeau
II MSU-TV
12 KFVS CBS Cape Girardeau
13 Arts and Eatertainuanat (ALF.)
11 Murray City Hall
15 USA Network
16 Nickelodeon
17 WTILS MINIM
IS Blatt Entertainment (BET)
19 Terser Network Televline (TNT)
20 EIVT14 Catholic Network
21 WKA111 PBS Murray/Mayfield
22 Nashvilk Network
23 Littlest
21 Flame Not Office (HBO)
25 Cronus

film student is roped into working for a
mobster who bears an uncanny resemblance to "The Godfather." 1990
Rated PG

•

9:05 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Are You in the House

•

Alone?' A teen-age girl is marked as
the target for a campaign of terror
1978

9:30 A.M.
0(21)- Telling Tales

go - MOVIE:'Tatie Danielle' An iras-

7:00 A.M.

26 The Disney Chassid
27 Music Televisioa (M-TV)
211 WCSD-TV (Calloway County High)
29 Cable 'tors Network (CNN)
30 The Learning Channel
31 FSPN Sports
32 WMHS-TV (Murray High School)
33 YAM
31 Murray Cablevisioo
35 The Weather Channel
36 Calloway County Public Library
37 Home Shopping Guide
38 Prevee Guide
39 Showtinie
le Facer* (04C)
11 Headline News
43 VIM
47 Video Hitt I
41I The Discovery Channel
IS QV(' Shopping
50 (-SPAN
51 Finascisl News Network 1.1%
52 SPAN 2

9:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'The Bad Seed' A

young
mother comes to the harsh realization
that her precocious 9-year-old is actually a cold-blooded killer 1985
- Sportscenter (R)

•

cible octogenarian vents her hostilities
at the family members canng for her.
1990. Rated PG- 1 3

0- Sportsconter (R)
•- MOVIE: 'The Nasty

Girt' A
modern-day German student exposes
her town's collaboration with the Nazis
in this Oscar nominee for Best Foreign
Film 1990 Rated PG-13

7:45 A.M.
ID- MOVIE:'The Slugger's Wife' A

10:30 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'The Guest' Two brothers ride the frontier in search of their
sister who was kidnapped by Indians.
1976.
- MOVIE: 'Jesus Christ Superstar' The rock musical version of the
Biblical story of the last seven days in
the life c:if Jesus is set amid the tumult
of contemporary Israel. 1973
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O - MOVIE: 'Three Violent People'
Seething under a greedy government's
pillaging, two brothers become involved in conflict 1968
e - MOVIE: 'Running Metes' The
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•

young baseball player's home-run
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Rated PG-13.
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time buddy returns with a contract to
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country music personality Minnie Pearl
11,000,
MOVIE:
5:00 P.M.
•
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0
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1971.
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nocent rancher swears revenge on the
(R)
n
Letterma
- L.A. Law
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men who tried to lynch him 1968. •
O - MOVIE: 'Doc' Wyatt Earp, Doc
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- MOVIE: 'Almost an Angel' A Holliday, the Clanton Brothers and Kate O - Love Connecti
- Boxing (R)
Rated M.
•
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P.M.
he's
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11:50
Corral
convinced
O.K.
is
the
crook
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Succeed
Elder live again
- MOVIE: 'How to
0- Disney's DTV Monster Hits Ani- petty
11) - MOVIE: 'Stone Cold'
Business Without Realty Trying' A
mated. The ghost in the magic mirror one of God's messengers after surviv- re-created. 1971.
PG
ing a bad accident. 1990. Rated
window cleaner buys a book on "How
- On Stage
hosts this rock video special.
0 A.M.
ne
hti:iO
12
(1 N ig
- MOVIE:'Class of 1999' A futurto Succeed" and steps into an office of •
- Checkered Flag
9:35 P.M.
experichairman
of
trio
a
become
to
employs
principal
a large company
- MOVIE: 'Birdman of Alcatraz' istic
- Hard Copy
- MOVIE:'Crossing the Line' The
his warlike
of the board. 1967.
During his 53 years of imprisonment, mental androids to whip
of easy money lures a down- O CL - Williams TV
promise
R.
Rated
1990.
shape
into
students
auworld
a
becomes
P.M.
12:05
Robert Stroud
and-out coal miner into boxing's crime- ▪ - Studs
- Avonlea
•
filled underworld 1990
•- MOVIE:'Salem's Lot' A novelist thority on birds. 1962.
- Sherlock Holmes Mysteries:
p
Match-U
- NFL Monday Night
uncovers a sinister mystery when he
5:30 P.M.
P.M.
10:00
Solitary Cyclist (R)
The
- Young Riders
returns to his New England hometown
- Up Close
News
Hollywood Insider (R)
a1BaX1119
00330
r
best-selle
e
King's
- Prime Time Playhous
Based on Stephen
Report
Business
Nightly
Duke
o
Patty
C1
1979 Part 1 of 2.
7:08 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
(Rw) (R)
mo
ew
civilie
- Night Court
shiv
arn
No
C
C3
ea
12:30 P.M.
- Duff
ID (ID 0 CC ID al at el CID
Evening at the Improv
O - MOVIE: 'The Josephine Baker News
7:30 P.M.
- MacGyver
- Unsolved Mysteries
Story' A biography of the glamorous O ap - Cheers
- Blossom
Show
0
MOVIE:'Eyewitness' A janitor's
Lucy
ODC3
who
r
entertaine
black
but controversial
MacNeil/Lehrer
Afire (Post- • - Generations
Hearts
to meet a beautiful television reCU
desire
•
1991.
took 1920s Paris by storm.
Newshour
date)
earlier
an
from
leads him to pretend he knows
poned
porter
(R)
Dance
ei3 - Club
- Gunplay: The Last Day in the
(a) - Designing Women
Superman
more about a murder than he does
2
of
1
O
Part
nething
story
Thirtysor
tragic
The
Darling
Life of Brian
•- New Wilderness
Rated R
O - Comicview
0- MOVIE:'Necessary Roughness' 1981
of a boy accidentally killed by a friend
Leap
Quantum
Greatest Moments
▪
NFL's
Magazine
Night
•
Monday
into
NFL
pressed
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A 34-year-old farmer
•
while playing with a gun. (R)
- Looney Tunes
a 13) - Bordertown (R)
of
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quarterba
new
the
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service
P.M.
8:00
inAn
- MOVIE:'The Apartment'
•- Triple Threat
football team 1991 (1) - Mormon Tabernacle Choir
ex axe- NFL Football: Buf- struggling college
grattating office worker comes up with
Jetsons
▪
PG-13
Rated
12:05 A.M.
falo Bills at New York Jets From
a novel scheme to climb the corporate
- Unsolved Mysteries
- Top 10 Video Countdown
•
Giants Stadium. (Live)
- Inside Edition
O
ladder in this Oscar-winning Billy
p - Stihl Timber Series: Caledonia
60 - Centerville Ghost Richard Kiley
Wilder classic. 1960.
0 CL - MOVIE: 'In the Deep •
- Rush Limbaugh
stars as a ghost plaguing an American Woods' Premiere A young woman County Fair -- Lumberjack Day From
1:00 P.M.
12:08 A.M.
family spending the summer in an old begins to fear for her life when a search Lyndonville, Vt. (Taped)
_ MOVIE:'You'll Like My Mother' English mansion. (R)
Kennedy
€11
for a serial killer leads to someone very O - Scarecrow and Mrs. King
A pregnant widow is victimized by her
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
•
close to her. 1992.
O - MOVIE:'The Group' A story of
psychotic mother-in-law. 1972.
- Sportscenter
Brown
eight college girls who graduate from
Murphy
ap
•
au
up
Los
- MOVIE:'Harley' A rebellious
•
Vassar in 1933 and what happens to
On
Goes
Life
Quarterly
Health
•
Angeles teen-ager comes of age on a
for the next six years. 1966
naive
them
A
'
s:
Freshman
Mysterie
'The
MOVIE:
Holmes
•
O - Sherlock
Texas farm. 1985. Rated PG.
- Worship
film student is roped into working for a The Solitary Cyclist (R)
•
1:10 P.M.
mobster who bears an uncanny re10:30 P.M.
- WWF Prime Time Wrestling
0- MOVIE:'The Guns of Fort Petti- semblance to "The Godfather " 1990. 4111 - Mary Tyler Moore
nment Tonight
Entertai
CU
O
delieutenant
coat' A Civil War Army
- One in the Spirit
el
Soul
Kojak
Video
serts, but helps the wives defend
6:05 P.M.
- Arsenio Hall
- MOVIE: 'Ladykillers' A female
against Indian attacks. 1957.
_ Beverly Hillbillies
police detective investigates the mur-•
Green Acres
2:00 P.M.
ders of several male strippers. 1988.
P.M.
- Baby, I'm Back
6:30
Nashof
Side
'Other
MOVIE:
•
go - MOVIE: 'Hello, Dolly!' An irre- •
Notes from 913
- Supersense
ville' Willie Nelson and Kenny Rogers gp cE - Family Feud
pressible matchmaker decides that the •
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- Sport:scorner
Entertai
cij
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a
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most suitable
- News
- Worship
•
country music capital. 1985. Rated NR. o
The National Public Radio affihaie
ous merchant is herself. 1969. Rated
- Cosby Show
- Golf: World Match Play Cham10:35 P.M.
•
heard in Murray and Calloway County at
pionships From Surrey, England.
Show
FM broadcasts Morning Edition
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Tonight
91.3
-co
▪
Amazon
Earth:
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Expeditio
•
(Taped)
news each weekday morning from 5 to 9,
•p- Murphy Brown
- Night Court Part 1 of 2.
e
Journey to the Lost World
and All Things Considered news each
- MOVIE: 'Loins' A middle-aged ▪
- Wheel of Fortune
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- Father Dowling Mysteries
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•
afternoon at 4. WI(MS airs a variety of
professor becomes infatuated with the •
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- In Search Of...
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MOVIE:
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•
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12-year-old daughter of a New Hampclassical.
e
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reporter
veteran newspaper
O
young mayoral candidate gets a terrify((a. 26-30) on Evening
week
Next
shire widow. 1962
mass
_ Baby, I'm Back
•
to solve the mystery behind the
ing tour through his city's erotic and
7 PM) WKMS will fea(M-F,
Oauics
P.M.
2:30
murder of a group of Colorado Mor- dangerous underworld 1991. Rated R.
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
•
ture:
0- MOVIE:'Necessary Roughness' 119 - Ufestories: Families in Crisis: mons 1988.
11:00 P.M.
The Si. LOUill Symphony Orchestra
A 34-year-old farmer is pressed into Public law 106: The Becky Bell •_ MOVIE: 'Five Days One Sumwith guest pianist John Browning perNews
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a
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a
new
Alps,
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service as
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r
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struggling college football team. 1991
who faced an unwanted pregnancy (R) middle-aged man and his attractive O
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SurPresents
Rated PG-13.
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- Up Service
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(R)
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render at Appomatt
1982.
3:00 P.M.
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•
O - Hitchhiker
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•
The Detroit Symphony Orchestra with
- MOVIE:'The Reptile' A Cornish •
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- Beyond the Headlines
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the Festival Chorus of the Universiry
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War
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Love
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- Sanford and Son
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Midnight Love
_
•
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Chair,
1966
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•
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&
Rossini's
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•
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•
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game 1963
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- MOVIE:'Just You and Me, Kid' in the Amazon jungle
•
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Andrey
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Television
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An elderly ex-vaudevillian takes in a sengers and Soft one survivor
The
Clevelaed Orchestra ma Blossom
Ako-Sasha"
Alexander
and
Knishev
0- MOVIE:'After Dark. My Sweet' Festival Conceit with pianist Jeffrey
year-old schoolgirl. 1976
14-year-old runaway despite the propropolitical
American
the
Distrust divides three kidnapping con
- MOVIE:'A Brother's Justice' A pov explore
testations of his meddling relatives. •
Siegel performing: Barham's -Benveatoo
the last state primary spirators as they await ransom pay
skatetxenling teen-ager investigates cess from
1979. Rated PG.
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national
the
1990
through
captive
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young
their
surroundi
rnents for
the strange circumstances
No. 2; Gershwin's Variations on 1 Got
4:00 P.M.
News
his adopted brother's death 1988
11:30 P.M.
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- Designing Women
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Ray Bradbury Theater (R)
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on former war
traditionally all-male FBI vet-turned-lawman calls
lution as seen through the eyes of a ton, D C 's
escaped convicts take
when
buddies
sensitive Russian doctor 1965 Rated academy 1988
his New Mexico town 1991
118 - MOVIE:'An Officer and a Gen- over
PG
Rated R
tlemen' A hardened loser learns a les3:45 P.M.
8:35
son in responsibility when he enlists in
'Angelo A saM
e.D
unclaimed land in post -Civil War Kan- 0- MOVIE:'Banzal Runner' A state the Naval Aviation Corps Winner of ▪ SellingofVincP
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trooper tries to collar the speeders who two Oscars 1982.
tirical look at the campaign system as a
sas 1959
New Jersey mobster runs for office.
- MOVIE: 'The Ratings Game' A killed his brother during a back-road
Biography (R)
5:30 A.M.
magnate uses his girlfriend to race 1987 Rated NR
trucking
9:00 P.M.
Murder, She Wrote
•
•- MOVIE: 'A Question of Guilt' beat TV moguls
at their own game and
4:00 P.M.
- Going to Extremes
19
When her child is discovered dead, a
O - Get Smart Part 2 of 2
producer
Hollywood
star
a
becomes
- MOVIE:'The Private Eyes' Two
•
woman finds her personal lifestyle has
Dateline
of Japan Profiles 20 Ja- ▪
Portrait
CID
1984
Scotland Yard sleuths stumble through panese people who are struggling with
great bearing on the case 1978
CE)- Move Over: Women and the
•
secret passageways and trap doors their desire for individuality in a society '92 Campaign A portrait of women
11:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Obsessed' A single
PG
where conformity is encouraged. Host: from around the country who are workmother seeks revenge on the hit-and- O - Rikki- Tikki- Tavi Animated Rud- looking for killers 1980 Rated
run driver who killed her son 1988 yard Ktpling's tale about a mongoose 111)- NFL Yearbook: Tampa Bay Buc- Richard Chamberlain Part 2 of 2.
ing to change the political process.
that defends a British family in India caneers (R)
Rated PG-13
ap - Sanford
- News
O
against a pair of cobras (R)
4:30 P.M.
MI - Dark Secret of Harvest Horne •
erAm.)M.
Dragnet
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sp.
- MOVIE: 'Caravans' Based on •
- NFL Yearbook: Detroit Lions (R) •en- Nova
'The Delta Force' A ter.
MOVIE:
198-6M
•
James Michener's novel about the
rorist hijacking leads an invincible band
- Crook and Chase
•
5:00 P.M.
6:30 A.M.
search for a runaway American woman
of commandos to the Middle East
- LA. LAW
•- Totally Minnie A nerd learns to
- Sportscenter (R)
and her Arab chieftain lover 1978
from
- MOVIE: 'Ricochet' An escaped
Minnie
lessons
with
cool
be
•- Little Prince Claymation is used
12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Legend of Uzzie
killer carnes out a master plan of reto retell the Antoine de St Exupery W - MOVIE: 'Judgment' Two par- Mouse (R)
A 19th-century Massachu;
197
Loon's Triathlon From Ham- venge against the former cop who put Borden'
classic about a young boy from another ents fight for justice after their 8-yearsetts woman is accused of murdering
him away 1991 Rated R.
planet who comes to Earth to learn old son is sexually molested by a Cath- mond, Ind (R)
- MOVIE: 'The Rejuvenator' An her father and stepmother with an ax
MOVIE: 'It's a Mad, Mad, Mad,•
about mankind (R)
olic priest 1990 Rated PG-13
anti-aging formula turns
experimental
•- MOVIE: 'Five Days One Sum- •- MOVIE: 'Wild Hearts Can't Be Mad World' A group of travelers meet
- Health Quarterly
brain- so
mer' While vacationing in the Alps, a Broken' Based on the true story of a on the way to Las Vegas and end up in an over-the-hill actress into a
0- Women on Trial A documentary
middle-aged man and his attractive Depression-era teen-ager who rode to a madcap race for a fortune in tainted munching monster 1988. Rated R.
0-This Island Earth Kenny Loggins, look at the aftermath of divorce, and
examine their relationship fame on the back of her high-diving money 1963
82
companion
Gloria Estefan, Shame and others en- what some women will do to protect
P.M.
5:15
horse 1991 Rated G
and inform with the use of film the safety of their children.
tertain
- MOVIE: 'The Cannonball Run' clips from
7:00 A.M.
- Glory Days
Liquid Television
the National Audubon arVarious oddball characters compete in
- Sportscenter RI
chives
7C*Club
12:05 P.M.
1981
race.
auto
coast-to-coast
a
- MOVIE: 'Pleasures' Three
- Young Riders
•
• MOVIE:'The Ratings Game' A
0- MOVIE:'Salem's Lot' Ben Mears
women live out their romantic fantasies sets out to destroy the evil threatening Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'Ruthless People' A trucking magnate uses his girlfriend to
over a summer vacation 1986
5:30 P.M.
his New England hometown Based on
husband's scheme to get rid of his rich beat TV moguls at their own game and
- MOVIE: 'Teen Witch' A drab wife backfires when she is kidnapped becomes a star Hollywood producer.
7:15 A.M.
the Stephen King best seller 1979
student uses her magical powers to before he can carry out his plan. 1986. 4,
_ Worship
1984
- MOVIE: 'Coach' Trouble devel- Part 2 of 2
win the boy of her dreams. 1989.
ops when a woman is mistakenly hired
- Campbells
12:30 P.M.
Rated PG-13.
to coach a boys basketball team •
9:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Robin Hood' Animated W - Up Close
7:08 P.M.
1978 Rated PG.
Robin Hood protects the animals of
Star Trek: The Next Generation
- Duff
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- Quantum Leap
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New Jersey mobster runs for office (R)
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middleweight title bout Also sched- cunning
2:00 P.M.
- Sportscenter (R)
uled is a middleweight bout featuring way across t he wild and woolly West
- Murphy Brown
- MOVIE: 'Birdman of Alcatraz'
undefeated Roy Jones versus an oppo- MOVIE: 'The Way We Were'•
- Wheel of Fortune
(1!)
ID
of
years
impnsonment.
his
53
- Worship
•
nent still to be determined (Live)
Strong political differences threaten to Dunng
- In Search Of.
Mary Tyler Moore
destroy the romance between a radical Robert Stroud becomes a world au10:30 P.M.
- Bullwinkle
college student and her affluent boy- thority on birds 1962
Video Soul (R)
Cosby Show
CID
•
- Love Between the Sexes
friend 1973 Rated PG
2:15 P.M.
• - Specs Age Part 3 of 6
•Cip - Hard Copy
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
W - MOVIE:'Men at Work' Two fun9:05 A.M.
•- Nashville Now
•CI) - Entertainment Tonight
- Zorro
•_ MOVIE . 'Majority Rule' A U S
0- MOVIE:"The House That Would loving garbagemen scoff out a toxic
- Renegade
FuJovi
and
Past,
Present
Bon
•
PG-13
Rated
general faces the battle of her life when •
Not Die' Supernatural forces terrorize waste cover-up 1990
- Arsenio Hail
the
perband
Examines
through
ture
she becomes a presidential candidate e
the new inhabitants of an eerie George2:30 P.M.
Acres the sexes (4)
Green
e Botw.en
al
formance clops and interviews (R)
town mansion 1970
1992.
0- Road Race of the Month: Phila- inAngeles
Kings
Los
NHL
Hockey:
- Television and the Presidency
delphia Distance Classic (R)
9:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Feet-Walking' An unat New York Islanders Viewers in the Hosts E G Marshall and Theodore H. •
•- Sportscenter (C)
savory prison guard becomes involved
3:00 P.M.
will
areas
York
New
and
Angeles
Los
White examine the ever-increasing in0- MOVIE:'The Vengeance of She' see Pittsburgh Penguins at Ottawa fluence that television has on politics, in a plot to murder an inmate in his
10:15 A.M.
charge 1981 Rated R
- MOVIE: 'Best of the Best' Five A young women is lured from the Senators (1.iv&
particularly presidential campaigns
- Sportsconter
•
Amencan martial artists face their big- South of France to take part in a cere- 0- Catch the Spirit
- Father Dowling Mysteries
- Worship
gest challenge against the South Ko- mony to resurrect a Kum. Queen.
P.M.
Yours' An •
6:35
MOVIE:
'Unfaithfully
0rean champs in the 1988 Summer 1967
10:35 P.M.
murto
orchestra conductor conspires
dB- Sanford and Son
Olympics 1989 Rimed PG-13
- MOVIE: 'Fatal Sky'
Tonight Show
(I)
wife
OW
unfaithful
supposedly
his
der
7:00 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
1984
•- Love Connection
Pen Pete Foreign dildren tell their •
•
Full House
mecum_
0- MOVIE:'The Detective' A tough American pen pals whet We is Ike in
•
- Sacred Songs, Sacred fleeces •
(et - Night Court Part 2 of 2.
Quantum Leap (PostNew York City detective investigates Chile, Tibet, Hong Kong arid Finiencl (R)
P.M.
8:30
10:45 P.M.
poned from an eerier date)
the brutal murder of a young horricieexCoach (Postponed so- mspvIE: •Arnorican Klakboster 1'
oicrecu•911
Rescue
P.M.
3:30
•
alp
•
uel 1968
from an earlier date)
A manial-arts champion attempts to
- Word on Words
0- MOVIE:'Doctor Ildirego' Oscar11:00 A.M.
derail a brutal rival's unorthodox anti
winning adaptation of Boris Paster.
'fed.' Two female cad- W - Dick Van Dyke
AllOVIE:
- mays&'The kophowitare Ruth- naks novel about the Bolshevik Aavo- ets eissoupt SO endows*from Washing- MOVIE' 'Hangfire' A Vietnam to the top 1991
kiss men srisrntit SO Mae control of
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ner war
ts take
1991

- Get Smart
madcap heiress for her money. 1975.
Washington' An idealistic yet gullible
- Sanford
O
PG.
Rated
al
politic
hot
into
country bumpkin gets
Char- Dark Secret of Harvest Home
Diego
•
San
ook:
Yearb
NFL
ato
the
water when he takes his notions
Part 2 of 2.
(R)
gers
capital. 1939.
- MOVIE: 'The Duchess and the a E - Frontline
Washington' An idealistic yet gullible OD- MOVIE:'It's. Mod, Mad, Mad,
al
P.M.
11:00
- Crook and Chase
ater Fox' A dance-hall girl and a
Dirtw
country bumpkin gets into hot politic
meet
ers
of
Mad World' A group travel
es CJ - MASH
water when he takes his notions to the on the way to Las Vegas and end up in cunning cardsharp try to hustle their so - L.A. Law
the wild and woolly West. 0- MOVIE: 'Far Out Man' A burntcapital 1939
- Nightline
a madcap race for a fortune in tainted way across
1976
out, incredibly nch, middle-aged hippie
11:50 P.M.
cr - Current Affair
money. 1963.
decides to pursue a career as a roadie
P.M.
in
(8)
4:30
'Tim*
aphy
a
- Biogr
11:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Once Upon to acquire
a rock band. 1990. Rated R.
for
fest
Hydro
g:
- Hydroplane Racin
- Hitchhiker
the West' Gunslingers fight
a- Puss'n Boots Animated.
- MOVIE: 'The Rookie' A young
go
Mo. (R)
City,
s
Kansa
From
a tract of land along the route of a new
- Mister Ed
'The Freshman' A naive
:
OVIE
0-M
ive teams up with a two-fisted
detect
1969.
d.
railroa
ntal
ontine
transc
5:00 P.M.
go - Midnight Love
t is roped into working for a
studen
film
n cop to bring down a vicious
vetera
12:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Mommie Dearest'
MOVIE: 'Cousins' Romance de- auto-theft kingpin. 1990. Rated R.
who bears an uncanny reer
mobst
d adults afJoan Crawford's real-life role is re- B
- Hard Copy
semblance to The Godfather." 1990. velops between two marrie
- MOVIE:'Beneath the Planet of
vealed as seen through the eyes of her O CE) - News (R)
ter their respective spouses begin hav- the Apes' In this sequel to "Planet of
Rated PG.
.
daughter 1981
ing an affair. 1989. Rated PG-13
the Apes," an astronaut searching for
12:00 P.M.
O(1)- Williams TV
Inside the PGA Tour
•
O _ Miller & Company
of
ion
collect
A
Taylor discovers a mutant society that
- Studs
ween
•
Hallo
y
0- Dicine
A rebellious
nce'
'Cade
:
MOVIE
- China Beach
Fantas
The
cal
ss:
diaboli
s
Madne
on
and
worships the atomic bomb. 1970.
Disney ghosts, goblin
al - Carto
Army private joins forces with five Rated G.
O - Vol MTV Raps Today
tic Max Fleischer Cartoons A profile evildoers.
against their tyrannical
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- Young Riders
•
of animation pioneer and innovator
Racing: IHBA West black prisoners
nt 1990. Rated PG- Family Theatre
Max Fleischer and his cartoons, includ- Coast Nationals From Bakersfield, stockade sergea
- MOVIE: 'One Good Cop' An
13.
ing Betty Boop and Popeye. (R)
honest New York cop is forced to comDrE:ied
Bloat
Calif (T
11:05 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
promise his ethics when he becomes
- Boxing: Reggie Johnson vs. La12:05 P.M.
O - Inside Edition
und WBA
A vengeful the legal guardian of his slain partner's
12-ro
Fed'
'Club
uled
:
Sched
MOVIE
Parks
mar
t
'
•cis - Forever Knigh
0- MOVIE:'Tales From the Crypt warden engineers a scandalous plot to three young daughters. 1991.
middleweight title bout. Also schedFive people trapped in an ancient cata11:30 P.M.
ing
featur
bout
weight
middle
a
it a prison that caters to wealthy •
is
- Family Theatre
uled
encounter a strange old monk discred
comb
ine
oppoan
Nightl
versus
CDJones
1990. Rated P6-13.
ers.
O
prison
undefeated Roy
1972.
s.
7:05 P.M.
future
who tells them their
nent still to be determined. (R)
O(I)- Whoopi Goldberg
11)- Up Close
'Dracula' In 1913 EngE:
MOVI
P.M.
0
12:3
P.M.
O - Patty Duke
professor seeks venge6:00
elderly
an
land,
sp (i)- Rush Umbaugh
MOVIE:'Pete's Dragon' A lovaa
(R)
vie.
comic
A
ss'
a
centuries-old vampire
•
Witne
the
t
In
t
30
agains
'Silen
ance
0:0
In
OE
O - MOVIE:
ble dragon named Elliott helps a lonely •
er O - Nashville Now (R)
murdered his daughter. 1979.
who
News
fayoung woman agonizes over wheth
foster
nasty
his
from
e
orphan escap
her es - Unsolved Mysteries
7:08 P.M.
she should testify after witnessing
8OP - Cheers
mily. 1977.
•- Auto Racing: IMSA Exxon Su- •
brother-in-law commit rape. 1985.
- MacNeil/Lehrer
State
oma
GE)
Duff
:
Oklah
0
Rodeo
PRCA
preme Series From Del Mar, Calif.
- Designing Women
Newshour
Fair From Oklahoma City, Okla. (R)
7:30 P.M.
(Taped)
er (11)
Theat
ury
Bradb
Ray
0S- Designing Women
O
P.M.
115 - Doogie Howser,
:00
113
61
ID - Bordertown (R)
Wilderness
New
- Dobie Gillis
so
Living
the
of
t
M.D.
- MOVIE:'Bob & Carol & Ted & •- MOVIE: 'Nigh
film
- 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (A)
by an se - Quantum Leap
011D - House on the Waterfall A
Two couples decide to take a Dead' Mankind is threatened
Alice'
Series
obile
Oldsm
g:
Racin
Tunes
y
e
a landmark
Loone
r,'"
Georg
in
ngwate
se
- Auto
es
"Falli
zombi
of
t
eating
exfleshportrai
and
of
tion
army
revolu
cue from the sexual
From Del Mar, Calif. (Taped)
a - Triple Threat
house designed by architect Frank
Romero's cult classic. 1968.
change spouses 1969
the
ns
of
Jetso
Night
so - Oh Brother
Lloyd Wright (R)
in - MOVIE: 'The
O - Joy of Music
11:35 P.M.
Unsolved Mysteries
An ex-lawman tries his hand at
y'
- Superman Part 1 of 2
Grizzl
O
12:05 A.M.
lla
adverUmbre
David
st
the
greate
With
his
Under
finds
Night
and
ween
ng
at.
Hallo
ranchi
CE)
11)0
5- cornicvi.w
•C - Rush Umbaugh
sary to be a huge gnzzly bear 1966. Tree The gang has a Halloween party •
- Oh Brother
letterman
12:08 A.M.
at the veterinarian's when Iggy injures
0-MOVIE:'Voices From the Front'
- Arsenio Hall
8:00 P.M.
- Kennedy
A look at efforts by activists and pa- himself.
11:45 P.M.
DS- Home ImproveMOO
B
1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
tients to change public consciousness •
ambiA.M.
0
An
'
12:2
Street
'Wall
E:
ment
MOVI
_
•
government inaction on AIDS. so - Sportscenter
to •
- MOVIE: 'Flatliners' A group of and
tious young stockbroker skyrockets
O es CL - Seinfeld
Rated NR.
1992.
ss
a
on
ruthle
ks
a
of
ts
embar
- Life Goes On
ge
studen
•
ol
tutela
medical-scho
a- In the Heat of the
success under the
A white actoso
1:30 P.M.
dangerous senes of experiments beO - MOVIE: 'Conrack'a group
corporate raider 1987. Rated R.
n Premiere Part 1 of 2
Seaso
Night
of
Delancey' An schoolteacher introduces
to yond death's door. 1990.
sing
Goes
'Cros
E:
Smith
MOVI
'Mr.
0E:
MOVI
_
•
- American Experience: The
to the
independent New Yorker finds rom- underprivileged black children
Party
r
Donne
ance with a pickle merchant she meets world around them. 1974.
- Melrose Place
and
r
mothe
grand
al
her
of
Journ
urging
at the
- Jesuit
•- American Justice
the local matchmaker 1988. Rated PG.
P.M.
6:05
A roving
Thomp
e - MOVIE: 'WildanCard'
•- Auto Racing: MickeyFrom
Hillbillies
l level of
y
unusua
Beverl
ters
encoun
er
gambl
Denson's Off-Road Grand Prix
9:00 A.M.
a muring
sleuth
while
ance
P.M.
local resist
6:30
10/28/92
- MOVIE:'Slow Burn' A beautiful ver (R)
Mexico. 1992
•
New
in
der
Feud
y
Famil
thE
of
t
CL)
A portrai
•
socialite lures an ex-reporter into a web es - MOVIE: 'Sadat'
•- Mary Tyler Moore
- Entertainment Tonight
5:00 A.M.
life of the Egyptian statesman from his
e
1986_
intrigu
of
An
'
- Video Soul (R)
bnng
Yours
to
y
News
efforts
thfull
his
'Unfai
to
0
career
E:
y
CL
MOVI
militar
aMOVIE:'Stepping Out' A dance
murto
Rated
res
Life
1983.
- Nashville Now
conspi
Your
a
East
tor
Bet
Middle
conduc
the
You
to
orchestra
CL)instructor is faced with the onerous peace
- MOVIE: 'The Face of Fear'
2.
of
1
•
Part
Show
PG.
der his supposedly unfaithful wife
ts
Cosby
studen
oted
•
g
left-fo
her
gettin
task of
1984
rson,
Rated
P.M.
Jeffe
1991.
2:00
- Boxing (Live)
ready for a chanty show.
O
6:00 A.M.
- Murphy Brown
Father Dowling Mysteries
MOVIE:'Unfaithfully Yours' An
PG.
•
•
- MOVIE:'Made for Each Other' •- Sportscenter (R)
orchestra conductor conspires to mur- • - Wheel of Fortune
MOVIE: 'Every Which Way but
•
ful wife.
- In Search Of...
Loose' Bareknuckle boxer Philo Bed61 - MOVIE: 'The Best Man' Two der his supposedly unfaith
•- Sportscenter (R)
doe and his orangutan companion pur_ Bulherinkle
politicians compete for the endorse- 1984
•
6:30 A.M.
sue the country singer who won their
2:30 P.M.
ment of an ex-president in their race for
_ Desmonds
i'
hearts 1978
Gwang
of
the nomination Based on Gore Vidal's •
Pals
- Sportscenter (R)
&
- MOVIE:'The Valley
•_ Bugs Bunny
Ani- play . 1964
•_ Mormon Tabernacle Choir
•- Fisherman end His Wife
A prehistoric monster goes on a ram- •
Ramona
_
mated Jodie Foster narrates this O - MOVIE: 'Sgt. Pepper's Lonely page after rodeo riders capture it for •
- Sports
Brothers Grimm tale about a fisherman Hearts Club Band' A rock and roll the circus. 1969 Rated G
Hill (Postap - PBA Bowling: Rochester Open
town
a
of
(R)
rescue
fish
the
l
Jets
to
a
magica
York
comes
s
New
band
catche
ook:
who
NFL Yearb
ritee)
1tePri:adMua
e
an:3
ell
romaD8
Olympic Bowl in Roch- ea
fet
's
poneT
Marcel
From
suffering from boredom. 1978.
(R)
7:00 A.M.
ester, N.Y (Live)
O0 31) - Mad About You
9:05 A.M.
(RI
3:00 P.M.
Prism
up
- Spies
O - Sportsceintor
•
A
- MOVIE: 'The Duchess and the go - MOVIE: 'Crowhaven Farm' •- MOVIE: 'The Devil's Bride' A
P.M.
6:35
d
Englan
Dirtwater Fox' A dance-hall girl and a young wcxnan inherits. New are of nobleman wages war against the sae and the City (R)
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Vo
irr:Lo
ss --FDe
e
- Sanford and Son
nightm
running cardsharp try to hustle their farm and is plunged into a
tanists trying to claim his friend's soul
Faith
on
Faces
•
witchcraft. 1970.
way across the wild and woolly West
1968
7:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.
1976
9:30 A.M.
•- MOVIE: 'Hostage' Terrified bya •CLIOCIDS- Wonder Years
- cmi vgars
ma
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life,
her
t
ruck
agains
s
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A
threat
's
Maid'
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father
her
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on- MOVIE:'The
a 5(1)- Unsolved Myste
Is Michael Bolton A
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n
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y
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financial wizard inadvertentl
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•_ Sportscenter (R)
behind-the-scenes look at the singer woman pnson and kidnaps a lonely widow acu
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r
keepe
house
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Neigh
Spein's
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l
•- MOVIE: 'Breel
•au- Mark Russel Come
songwriter, as well as concert footage
to replace. 1990. Rated 1988
hood' The arrival of a black family ma he's been hired
cial The satirist takes aim, in song and from his August performance in Chiracial
PG.
3:15 P.M.
white suburb sparks a series of
monologue, at political office seekers cago Songs include "When a Man
- Sportacenter (R)
confrontations. 1979
including those running for the presi- Loves a Woman."
•- MOVIE: 'Cadence' A rebellious
Army private joins forces with five dency
1 1:00 A.M.
7:45 A.M.
-48 Hours: L.A. Ground
)
•
ng' A black prisoners against their tyrannical
Uprisi
he
'Apac
- MOVIE: 'Caddysheck' The de- •ar
E:
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A
y'
MOVI
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E:
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Zero
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ngers at a stockade sergeant 1990
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ed by Apaches
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obnox
an
while
P6phers,
1986
3:30 P.M.
smuggling operation 1990 Rated
(R) Children
Wi
edFligh
First
al
an
1980
guard
t'
old
- MOVIE:'The Chapman Repor •_ 30-Minute Movie: Teech 109 clashes with the
•
13
•- Dragnet
0 (R)
famous
a
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cted
y
condu
Beverl
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A
sex
4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
- Candidate's Forum: U.S
•
at
psychologist touches the lives of four
'The Fortune' Two bum- 1111- Air Comb
E:
SIMOVI
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e
Candidates
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n
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- Williams TV
▪ - Studs
- American Justice (R)
- MOVIE:'The Hollywood Detective' A burned-out television actor becomes embooled in a missing persons
case when he is mistaken for a real detective 1989
- Patty Duke
O - Cornicview (R)
- MOVIE: 'Die! Die! My Darling!'
A woman about to be married is imprisoned by her deceased former fiance's
mother 1965
el- Nashville Now (R)
O - Unsolved Mysteries

•- MOVIE 'Robin Hood's Greatest
Adventures' Prince John and the Sheriff of Nottingham plot to discredit Robin
in these colorized series episodes
1958
Astro World Series of Dog
Shows From Houston (R)
41- Bordertown (R)
- Highway

1:30 P.M.
O -

MOVIE: 'Conrack' A white
schoolteacher introduces a group of
underprivileged black children to the
world around them 1974

2:00 P.M.
- Sportscenter
- Tales From the Crypt (R)
- Black College Sports Today
- MOVIE: 'Wild Orchid' A naive al- Worship
lawyer s business trip to Rio leads to a
2:30 P.M.
10:35 P.M.
steamy relationship with an American
- MOVIE:'U2 Rattle and Hum' A
CL Tonight Show
financier 1990 Rated R
chronicle of the Irish supergroup's
- Love Connection
12:05 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'This Maltese Falcon'•It Night Court
1987 American tour 1988 Rated PGUmbaugh
Rush
in
San Francisco private eye Sam Spade
13
11:00 P.M.
12:08 A.M.
gets caught up in the search for a price118- PGA Golf: TOUR Championship
MASH
1941
statue
less Jewel-encrusted
- Kennedy
First round from the Pinehurst Country
se CL - Nightline
House of Style
Club in Pinehurst, N C (Same-day
A.M.
12:10
CombatCii i Affair
BTA;
_
e
- 700 Club
Tape)
Kids in the Hail (R)
- Joan Rivers- Abroad in London
3:00 P.M.
- Hitchhiker
Joan performs for the royal family
MOVIE: 'The Plague of the
with guest Dame Edna (RI
- Mister Ed
Zombies' A professor attempts to
- Worship
Midnight Love
stop an occultist from transforming
- Miller & Company
Cornish villagers into undead slaves
9:10 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'China Beach' A nurse,
1966
- MOVIE 'The Howling' A dis10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Bates Motel' A recently
traught TV reporter finds herself sur- an entertainer and a Red Cross volunJack Benny: Comedy in Bloom released mental patient inherits the morounded by werewolves at a wilder- teer are featured in this TV pilot focus5:00 A.M.
Classic footage of the funnyman in ac- tel made famous in the 1960 Hitchcock
ing on the women of war-torn Vietnam
ness psychiatric retreat 1981
- MOVIE: 'Conrack' A white tion and interviews with Johnny Car- thriller, "Psycho " 1987.
1988 Part 1 of 2
P.M.
9:30
MOVIE: 'Little Vegas' A re- schoolteacher introduces a group of son, Bob Hope and Carol Burnett. (R)
- MOVIE:'Men at Work' Two funCI T - Caught in Bristol Bay A look formed gangster in a seedy Nevada underprivileged black children to the
:00 A.M.
loving garbagemen sniff out a toxic
at the fishing industry in Bristol Bay,
trailer park attempts to resist his lar- world around them. 1974.
- MOVIE: 'The Far Horizons' waste cover-up 1990 Rated PG-13.
Alaska (R)
cenous brother's offer to rejoin the criA.M.
6:00
on Lewis and Clark's 19thBased
3:30 P.M.
- Star Trek: The Next Generation minal fold 1990 Rated R.
OD- MOVIE:'Man one Tightrope' A century expedition to map the newly
'Bullseyel' A pair of
MOVIE:
•_ Travelquest
- Imagine A 1971 compilation of circus owner and his troupe employ a purchased Louisiana Territory. 1955.
thieves are hired to steal a nuclear fu- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
music videos by John Lennon and danng strategy in order to escape from
- MOVIE:'Honeymoon Academy' sion formula from their scientist dou•- On Stage
Yoko Ono that were made to accom- behind the Iron Curtain. 1953
A honeymoon in Madrid turns chaotic bles. 1989. Rated PG-13.
On
(R)
Dream
(RI
pany Lennon's "Imagine" album.
•Sportscenter (R)
for a groom who has unwittingly mar- GI- MOVIE:'Every Which Way but
- Duff
- Vol MTV Raps Today
ried a secret agent 1990. Rated PG- Woos' Bareknuckle boxer Philo Bed- America's Horse
10:00 P.M.
.M
5 AA
doe and his'orangutan companion purated
:0
friendly boulder 13.
im
Dig An6
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
- MOVIE: 'The Hospital' Paddy sue the country singer who won their
1111CDOCLOMITO TOO
provides a magical tour of the Earth's
Chayefsky won a Best Screenplay Os- hearts. 1978.
el- Campbells
21- News
innards for a boy and his dog. (13)
car for this satiric look at life and death
• _ Nightly Business Report
11:05 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
6:30 A.M.
in an urban medical center 1971.
- Night Court
0- Inside Edition
G.I. Joe: The Greatest Evil AniStorybook Musicals: The Tale of Rated PG.
al- Evening at the Improv (RI
04- Dangerous Curves
mated. The G.I. Joe team temporarily
Peter Rabbit Animated. Carol Burnett
11:30 A.M.
- MacGyve.
joins forces with the villainous Cobra
- Portrait of Japan Profiles 20 Ja- narrates Beatrix Potter's story of a mis- Cricket in Times Square Ani- organization to stop a powerful drug
panese people who are struggling with chievous rabbit named Peter (R)
- Lucy Show
•
mated. A cncket named Chester has dealer
their desire for individuality in a society
- Sportscenter (R)
1111- Generations
unusual ability to produce sounds
4:15 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Prophecy' A U S where conformity is encouraged Host
- Star Child A spoiled young man the
like a violin (R)
(8)
2
Part
of
1
Chamberlain
Richard
Health Service doctor comes face to
learns a hard lesson about kindness
(1)- MOVIE: 'Scrooged' A heartless
barCattle
'Cattle
King'
MOVIE:
face with a terrifying monster stalking
and compassion (R)
11:30 P.M.
executive learns the folly of his
ons battle ranchers for land grazing network
the Maine woods 1979
ways in this parody of the Dickens clas•CL- Nightfine
7:00 A.M.
rights in 1883 Wyoming. 1963.
111 - Club Dance (R)
al CIL - Whoopi Goklb•rg
- Sportscenter (R)
- Roiling Stone Magazine's 20 sic 1988. Rated PG-13.
- Thirtysornething
•CII3- Rush Limbeugh
4:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'The Roaring Twenties' Years of Rock 'n' Roll Performance
- One Night Stand Command
- MOVIE:'A Cry in the Night' A Three World War I veterans find differ- footage and interviews which include
- Thoroughbred Digest
Performance: Dom irrera Dorn Irreta, woman fears for herself and her child- ent fates awaiting them during the Pro- Jimi Hendrix, Otis Redding, Jim Morri5:00 P.M.
master of ethnic dialects (PI
ren when her new husband's odd be- hibition Era 1939.
son. David Bowie, Mick Jagger, Tina
'Big' A carnival wishing
0MOVIE:
- Top 10 Video Countdown
havior
1992 takes one more sinister tone ID- MOVIE: 'Every Which Way but Turner, George Harnson, Joni Mitchell
machine miraculously transforms a 13- Speedweek
Loose' Bareknuckle boxer Philo Bed- and Grace Slick. Host: actor Dennis
year-old schoolboy into a 35-year-old
doe and his orangutan companion pur- Hopper (From 1987),
- Designing Women
- Scarecrow and Mrs King
man. 1988. Rated PG.
their
won
who
singer
sue
country
the
- Ray Bradbury Theater (PI
- MOVIE: 'Night Eyes 2' A surv- •
12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Journey of Natty
hearts 1978.
eillance expert becomes romantically •
- Dobe. Gillis
- MOVIE: 'Dot Goes to Holly- Gann' A teen-age girl befriends a geninvolved with a foreign diplomat's sed- •
Hour
Comedy
A.M.
(PI
Hour
- 1/2
7:30
wood' Animated. Dot journeys to the tle wolf on a cross-country search for
uctive wife 1991
rnwie capital of the world to earn mo- her missing father. 1985. Rated PG.
•- In Good Faith
- Sportscenter (R)
•
0- MOVIE: 'Taps' Military cadets
nefor her pet koala's eye operation.
Inside the Senior PGA Tour
11:35 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
use force to secure their campus from
1987 Rated NR
With David
Night
- MOVIE: 'Pascall's Island' In
Late
local condo developers 1981
MOVIE: 'Night of the Living
111
12:05 P.M.
1908 Greece, a Turkish spy tracks the
Letterman
Deed' Mankind is threatened by an
- Worship
•
A myster- mysterious activities of a visiting British
Eye'
'Cat's
MOVIE:
George
in
army of flesh-eating zombies
- Arsenio Hall
10:30 P.M.
ious feline links a trio of macabre Ste- archaeologist. 1988. Rated PG-13.
- MOVIE: 'Queens Logic' Old Romero's cult classic. 1968.
phen King stories. 1986
al CID - Cosby Show
P.M.
heartless
soul
of
A
'Scrooged'
weekend
MOVIE:
•
in
engage
friends
•O)- Hard Copy
12:30 P.M.
•
- up Close
his
of
they
folly
the
when
learns
executive
reminiscing
network
searching and
•alD - Entertainment Tonight
converge on their hometown for a ways in this parody of the Dickens clas- 41. - Heart:toppers... Horror at the
6:00 P.M.
Street Justice
Movies Showcases classic and current
sic 1988 Rated PG-13.
wedding 1991
IDIIIIIVED MICUBMICIDOC
- Arsenio Hall
ap - MOVIE:'Out of the Darkness' A horror movies, with a look at the stars, Mows
00 A.M.
est2:(R)
N%
the
and
effects
experts
special
the
Acres
Green
New
the
leads
detective
dedicated
•
dB - Cheers
- Hard Copy
York City manhunt for the "Son of makeup artists Host. actor George
- Desmond*
MacNeil/Lehrer
Hamilton.
Sam'. murderer 1985. Rated R
- MOVIE: 'Cadence'
Newshour
- MOVIE:'Necessary Roughness' e _ Designing Women
•
9:00 A.M.
5
A 34-year-old farmer is pressed into
- MOVIE: 'Turn Back the Clock' service
- New Wilderness
as the new quarterback of a•
Traumatic events from the past year struggling college football team. 1991. O - Quantum Lamp
return to haunt a murderess who killed Rated PG-13
Looney Tunes
Eve 1989
d on Newo
rte
n
her
oconter
sr
w husband
el- Triple Threat
1:00 P.M.
- Chillers, Part 2 Two murder mys- MOVIE: 'Pascal's Island' In
•6•0
Unsolved PAY*1
j."°n8
1908 Greece, a Turkish spy tracks the teries: "The Cat Brought It In," starring
- MOVIE:'Defending Your Life' A
mysterious activities of a visaing British Edward Fox, and "Sauce for the
Goose," with Ian McShane Anthony heavenly panel recounts a deceased
archseoiogist 1988 Rated PG-13
yuppie's humdrum history to decide
Perkins hosts (R)
Military
cadets
'Taps'
MOVIE:
whether he has earned eternal happidisilluA
'Tempest'
MOVIE:
use force to secure their campus from
sioned N.Y. architect leaves his wife ness or another shot at life 1991
local condo developers 1981
and high pressure caresr for life on • Rated PG
9:05 A.M.
-1/2 Hour Comedy Hour
remote Greek islend. 1992 Rated PG •
•- MOVIE: 'This House Pos- Spertsoentor
- NITA Billerds: Los Angeles•
sessed' Supernatural occurrences Open --Men's Chsrnpionship (R)
- Ufe Goes On
•
plague a rock star on the verge of
MOV11: 'Bedsit' President Ude
▪
MOVIE:'Fall-Saha' The accidennervous breakdown 1981
vows to seek peace with Israel after his tal launching of SAC bombers forces
9:30
• sponscenter
brother becomes s casualty of war American and Russian leaders to wort
1983 Rated PG Part 2 of 2
together to prevent a catastrophe
1984
1:15 P.M.
9:45 A.M.
Lifestyle Magazine
alDeath'
River'
'Canyon
by
al- MOVIE:
- MOVIE: 'Murder
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during the roundup of wild horses
1961
13) - Worship

l m
THURSDAYcoNt a

ip of
) the

6:05 P.M.
▪ - Beverly Hillbillies
6:30 P.M.
O - Family Feud
0CID - Entertainment Tonight
o CU- News
0CID - You Bet Your Life
O - Cosby Show
O - Jefferson,
- Murphy Brown
_ Wheel of Fortune
▪
- In Search Of. .

IY

m' A
oup's
d PG-

%ship
iuntry
a-day

•

•

f the

Is to

rming
eves.

O - Bullwinkle
0- Love Between the Sexes
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
- Big Picture
•
as - Church Today
•

providers of health care, and a discussion of problems and possible solutions. Part 4 of 4.
- Nashville Now
•- MOVIE: 'Body of Evidence' A
police pathologist's strange behavior
leads his wife to suspect his involvement in a series of murders. 1988
a - MOVIE: 'Delta Force Commando II' An elite commando unit is
called in to retrieve stolen nuclear missiles from terrorist hands. 1990. Rated
R.
- Father Dowling Mysteries
•
- MOVIE: The Buddy System' A
•
lonely kid tries to play matchmaker between his single mom and a would-be
novelist and gadget inventor. 1984.
- Joy of Music

10:15 P.M.
0- MOVIE: 'If Looks Could

Kill' A
teen-ager on a holiday in France is mistaken for a re-activated secret agent.
1991. Rated PG-13

10:30 P.M.
ophow
HoasrdbycS
cu c
n (1)
e
Copy
is (33 - Entertainment Tonight
O Highlander: The Series
-

C)- Arsenio Hall

O Green Acres
O - Love Between the Sexes (R)
-

- Top 10 Video Countdown
▪ - Comedy Club Network
EP - Worship

•

10:35 P.M.
a0cc - Tonight Show
- Love Connection
•
8:30 P.M.
as Cit - Night Court
▪ 0 - Wings
1 1:00 P.M.
gp - Dick Van Dyke
MASH
C])-•
a- MOVIE:'Hollywood Hot Tubs' A
OD - Nightline
hot tub mechanic finds that plumbing •
CID - Current Affair
can bee glamorous job. 1984. Rated R. •
o - Real West (R)
a - Bon Jovi Past, Present and Fu-

•

:ently
8 moxock
o funtoxic
i- 13.
air of
ar fudou-

6:35 P.M.
- Sanford and Son
6:45 P.M.
- College Football: Southern Mis•

•

sissippi at East Carolina (Live)

7:00 P.M.
scrams- Doha (Postponed

11:30 P.M.
O CLI- Nightline
O(I)- Whoopi Goldberg

o(I)- Rush Umbaugh

O - MOVIE:'House of Wax' A

9:05 A.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'The Strange and
Deadly Occurrence' A family moves
into a rustic country house, only to
have strange events convince them
that the house is haunted 1974

fire9:30 A.M.
scarred sculptor resorts to murder in
- MOVIE: 'Best of the Best' Five
his efforts to re-create his destroyed
American martial artists face their bigwax museum. 1953
challenge against the South Kogest
Women
- Designing
rean champs in the 1988 Summer
0- Ray Bradbury Theater (R)
Olympics 1989. Rated P0-13.
C5 - Dobie Gillis
MOVIE:'Memphis Belie' Based
0t39 - 1/2 Hour Comedy Hour (R)
on the true story of the Memphis Belle,
•- Motorcycle Racing: AMA Camel a B-17 bomber whose youthful crew
Series From Pomona, Calif. (Taped)
flew 25 missions in the skies over
World War II Europe 1990 Rated PG11:35 P.M.
13
00 - Late Night With David •- Sportscenter (R)
Letterman
9:55 A.M.
- Arsenio Hall
- MOVIE: 'The Empire Strikes
•
Back' Yoda, the 700-year-old Jedi
11:45 P.M.
trains Luke Skywalker in the
knight,
Four
AI- MOVIE:'Shaking the Tree'
ways of the Force in this second installyoung New Yorkers face the difficulties
ment of the "Star Wars" saga 1980
of impending adulthood 1991 Rated
Rated PG.
•

•

12:00 A.M.
Hard Copy
O
O (ID - News (P)
- Time-Life Music
Cf) -

10:00 A.M.
a - MOVIE: 'The Concrete Jungle'
A convict arranges a prison riot so he
can escape and retrieve his hidden loot
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- Hitchhiker
ture Examines the band through per- 0
11:00 A.M.
- Mister Ed
•
- Studs
formance clips and interviews. (R)
MOVIE: 'Gunfight at the O.K.
Love
Midnight
•
- Heart of the meter
II CIO MI (It - Tog) Cops
•
- Wildlife Mysteries (R)
Corral' Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday
- Miller & Company
a - Tennessee Crossroads
8:40 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'C.H.U.D. II: Bud the form an alliance to pursue the notorious
nurse,
A
Beach'
'China
MOVIE:
sp
A
Academy'
a - MOVIE: 'Police
Chud' Two unsuspecting teen-agers Clanton Gang 1957
a - Championship Boxing Report
an entertainer and a Red Cross volunnew major forces a metropolitan police
accidentally revive a Cannibalistic HuP.M.
focuspilot
TV
9:00
11:15 A.M.
this
in
featured
are
teer
academy to open its doors to a motley
manoid Underground Dweller. 1988.
Vietnam.
war-torn
of
Live
women
the
on
ing
Smoking: Everything You and
0CE0C1)0- Primetime
•
group of misfits. 1984.
a - Patty Duke
1988. Part 2 of 2.
pp0cc - LA. Law
Your Family Need to Know C Everett
- Cornicview (R)
- Simpson.
Roughness'
•
'Necessary
Koop answers questions about smokSeason
-MOVIE:
0
Landing
Knots
Cft
CE)
An
Yard'
- MOVIE: 'The Longest
- Real West
ing (R)
as- MOVIE:'The Story of Alexander a
Premiere
imprisoned former football player leads
- Murder, She Wrote
•
Graham Bell'
11:30 A.M.
la CID - War File
a group of convicts in a no-holds- Get Smart
Hans
- News
- Vol MTV Raps Today
•
barred game against the guards. 1974 0- Ugly Duckling Animated.
an awkof
0-Sanford
tale
Andersen's
Christian
- Married... With Children Part 1
- Checkered Flag: Formula One -- Nashville Now (R)
- MOVIE: 'Objective, Burma?' of 2.
ward duckling that grows into a graceGrand Prix of Japan
- Unsolved Mysteries
•
American paratroopers land in Burma
ful swan. (R)
of
History
- Brute Force: The
- Bonanza: The Lost Episodes
•
(A)
a - Bordertown
to destroy a Japanese radar installa- Weapons at War
a - MOVIE:'Tatie Danielle' An irasa - MOVIE:'Cyborg'
- MOVIE:'The Concrete Jungle' cible octogenanan vents her hostilities
•
tion. 1945,
0- Dragnet
Playhouse
_ Prime Time
•
A convict arranges a prison riot so he at the family members caring for her
a - Kentucky Afield
02D- Search and Seizure: The SuP.M.
can escape and retrieve his hidden loot. 1990. Rated P0-13
11:05
- Crook and she..
preme Court and the Police A history
1960.
Inside Edition
- LA. law
12:00 P.M.
of the Fourth Amendment and a discus- a - Songs of Praise
•
- MOVIE:'Pale Blood' A modern- sion of landmark cases that have 0(it - Silk Stalkings
MOVIE:'Big Man on Campus' A
aJa20
12:05 A.M.
a - Portrait of Japan Profiles
day vampire prowls Los Angeles for a changed its interpretation.
psychology student is assigned to
who are struggling with a(4 - Rush Umbaugh
potential mate. 1991. Rated R.
the behavior of a troll-like cam- MOVIE: 'Mister Roberts' The panese people
study
in a society
1989. Rated P0-13.
A.M.
denizen.
- MOVIE:'The Rocketeer' An ace misadventures of a World War ll Navy their desire for individuality
pus
12:08
is encouraged. Host:
pilot becomes the quarry of Nazis and cargo ship and its gung-ho crew of mis- where conformity
MOVIE: 'Bigfoof Two children
Kennedy
(R)
2.
of
2
Part
Chamberlain.
Richard
other nestles when he finds an experi- fits. 1955.
join forces with an elderly anthropolomental rocket pack. Based on a comic
gist to prevent the legendary Sas- Bon Jovi listening Party Prevby Dave Stevens. 1991. Rated PG.
quatch from being captured. 1987.
iews Bon Jovi's new album "Keep The
- Young Riders
Faith" with the band
- Thoroughbred Digest (A)
- MOVIE: 'Carrie' A tormented •
- 700 Club
- MOVIE: 'The Gods Must Be
•
teen-ager uses her supernatural pow- 411- MOVIE:'The Borrower' A headCrazy II' A Bushman and two stranded
ers to gain revenge on the schoolmates less alien convict is forced to "borrow"
physicians suffer a series of comic mis7:30 A.M.
10/30/92
who abused her. 1976.
adventures in the Kalahari desert
human heads in order to blend into so- Sportscenter (R)
1990. Rated PG
- Sullivans
ciety. 1989.
5:00 A.M.
aMOVIE: 'Fail-Safe' The accidenA.M.
a _ Invitation to Life
8:00
7:05 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Missouri Breaks'
•
mys- tal launching of SAC bombers forces
a - MOVIE: 'Maximum Overdrive'
9:05 P.M.
A free-lance lawman is hired by a Mon- 0-Chafers, Part 2 Two murder
American and Russian leaders to work
Inanimate objects take on•violent life
- MOVIE: 'Cat's Eye' A myster- tana rancher to corral a horse thief and teries: "The Cat Brought It In," starring together
to prevent a catastrophe
Edward Fox; and "Sauce for the
of their own after Earth is caught in the ious feline links a trio of macabre Ste- his gang. 1976. Rated PG
1964.
Anthony
McShane.
Ian
with
Goose,"
tail of a comet 1986.
phen King stones. 1985.
5:45 A.M.
Perkins hosts. (R)
12:05 P.M.
7:08 P.M.
9:30 P.M.
0- Pen Pais Foreign children tell their a - MOVIE: 'Judgment' Two par- 0- MOVIE:'The Pit and the Pendu- Duff
a _ Star Trek: The Next Generation American pen pals what life is like in ents fight for justice after their 8-year - lum' A man driven to madness by an
Part 1 of 2.
Chile. Tibet, Hong Kong and Finland (R) old son is sexually molested by a Cath7:30 P.M.
unfaithful wife uses his late father's tora - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
6:00 A.M.
OCIDOCIDO- Room for Two
olic priest 1990 Rated P0-13
ture dungeon to exact his revenge
- On Stage
a a 13)- Rhythm and Blues
- MOVIE: 'The Postman Always 1961
- Sportscenter (R)
•
10:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Buddy System' A Rings Twice' A drifter's affair with a
• - Tennessee Outdoorsinen
12:30 P.M.
ap - Martin
OCIDSCIDMISCIDOCIDIDIM lonely kid tries to play matchmaker be- cafe owner's seductive wife leads to
_
Stihl
Timber Series: Beaver
M.
would-be
James
of
a
and
this
in
adaptation
murder
mom
single
his
tween
- News
- Superman Part 2 of 2
(111)
County Lumberjack Championships
Cain's novel 1946.
novelist and gadget inventor. 1984.
a Gip - Nightly Business Report
- Comicview
- MOVIE:'The Misfits' A sensitive From Beaver, Pa (R)
6:30 A.M.
ap - Wild America
•- Night Court
romance with a cowboy is
divorcee's
:00 P.M.
- Sportsconter (R)
- Evening at the Improv (R)
•
8:00 P.M.
complicated by his apparent cruelly 0- Chillers, Part 1 Anthony Perkins
AniClothes
New
Emperor's
_ MacGyver
•CID III - Hoinefront
III CID
during the roundup of wild horses
presents two murder mysteries: •'A
mated. Adapted from Hans Christian 1961
- Lucy Show
III MI CID - Cheers
Curious Suicide" and "Under a Dark
scoundrels
two
of
Andersen's fable
Generations
a(I)a Cer - Street Stories
Angel's Eye." With Nicbl Williamson
on an emperor's vanity
- MOVIE: 'The Hunter' A profes- who capitalize
and Ian Richardson. (i)
- Mystery?: Meigrot Part 4 of 6
(A)
A.M.
Giegud
8:45
John
Sir
by
Narrated
sional bounty hunter tracks bail jum- Heights (Postponed from an ear
•
0- Belle and the Glory Boys Stars of as _ Motoworid (R)
7:00 A.M.
pers to every corner of the country.
lier date)
1:30 P.M.
the movie "Memphis Belle" meet the
funTwo
Work'
at
'Mon
-MOVIE:
1979
0
_ wu.Mysteries
crew members of the real Memphis •
- MOVIE: 'Fort Osage' A wagon
toxic
a
out
sniff
garbagemen
loving
(R)
Club
Dance
•
- MOVIE: 'The Gunrunner' A
Belle (P)
train headed for California is besieged
waste cover-up 1990 Rated PG-13
_ Thirtysomething
young man returning to Montreal finds
by Indian snacks. 1952
A.M.
9:00
(R)
Sportscentor
•
_ Inside the NFL
himself involved in the corruption of the
Land'
- MOVIE:'Assault on a Queen' A
My
on
'Stranger
•
Early
NOVIE:
Ida
Early
Ida
0- Incredible
- Sportecenter
Roaring '20s. 1983
widower with A Vietnair veteran defends his ranch woman and her cohorts recondition a
a
of
rescue
the
to
comes
King
Mrs.
and
Scarecrow
- Mary Tyler Moore
•
who desperately needs a ageinst gcNemment officials who want German submarine to use in their rob0- MOVIE:'The Misfits' A sensitive four chi4dren Ed
•- Video Soul (R1
bery of the Queen Mary. 1966
Begley Jr end Jackee. to turn it imam' missile bass 1988
With
nanny
with 8 cowboy is
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
a t2D - Health Care in Kentucky In- divorcee's romance
(Ft)
Soortsoenter
111(R)
terviews with consumers, insurers and cornOtcated by his apparent cruelty
from an earlier date)
00(I)- Different World
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11:25 P.M.
- Worship
- MOVIE: 'Halloween II' Mass
- MOVIE: 'Wager of Love' Four
P.M.
10:05
murderer Michael Myers continues his
women swap romantic fantasies while
- MOVIE: 'The Beastmaster' A sailing
reign of terror in Haddonfield. III 1981
the high seas. 1990. Rated NR.
medieval warrior who can communi- Mary Tyler Moore
11:30 P.M.
cate with animals sets out to avenge
Video Soul
Brown
Murphy
Nightline
1982.
murder.
father's
CL
his
MI
P.M.
1:45
(E)- Washington Week in Review
pe - Wheel of Fortune
•
al - MOVIE: 'Return of the
- MOVIE:'Navy SEALS' An elite O CID - Whoopi Goldberg
- Nashville Now
..
Of
Search
In
ao - Rush Umbaugh
Third installment of the "Star Wars
force tracks Middle Eastern terIs- Haunted House Party Halloween fighting
- Bullwinkle
saga reunites Luke Skywalker and his
a stolen missile ship- 0- MOVIE: 'Are You in the House
behind
rorists
dance party
- Homeroom
Alone?' A teen-age girl is marked as
comrades for a final battle with the evil •
ment. 1990.
- MOVIE: 'Guncrazy'
target for a campaign of terror
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
the
Galactic Empire 1983 Rated PG
10:30 P.M.
'Soldier Blue' In the late
MOVIE:
ss
Good
Worse:
for
1978
or
For
Better
_
P.M.
2:00
- Cosby Show
dog 1800s, a cavalry officer witnesses the
Farley the family
- Designing Women
nothing_
al- PGA Gott TOUR Championship for Nothing
rdCopy
Cheyenne
of
OCL-Ha
massacre
senseless
for
"good
a
it isn't
proves
Dobie Gillis
Counss
Pinehurst
the
from
round
Second
- Entertainment Tonight
it saves Michael on Halloween. women and children by U S Army solTales From the Crypt (R)
try Club in Ponehurst. N C (Same-day when
Club
Comedy
1970
diers
0- Uptown
(R)
Tape)
O - MOVIE:'Robin Hood's Greatest
- Arsenio Hall
- Highway (R)
- Real World
Adventures' Prince John and the Sher- MOVIE: 'Lawrence of Arabia'
IslanGreen Acres
York
New
P.M.
-winning
Hockey:
0
1
3
4
8:
NHL
CI)cu
Oscar
•
of Nottingham plot to discredit Robin
iff
multiple
Lean's
David
- News (R)
ders at Now Jersey Devils Viewers in 8
- Camp Wilder
in these colorized series episodes.
account of British adventurer T E
will see
- Hidden Room
1958
-Bob
Lawrence's role in uniting the Arab na- the New York/New Jersey area
Detroit Red 03J0
- Haunting of Barney Palmer O - Kennedy
tions against the Turks 1962. Rated Toronto Maple Leafs at
- Likely Suspects
Wings (Live)
When he is visited by the ghost of his
PG
11:35 P.M.
- Dick Van Dyke
- Maniac Mansion
great uncle, Barney learns the truth
- MOVIE:'The Buddy System' A
Speaking
Week:
Street
Wall
Late Night With David
ati)
ep
•
(R)
history.
befamily
er
his
Seasons
and
about
matchmak
Times
lonely kid tries to play
for Bush
Letterman
- Sportscenter
tween his single mom and a would-be
6:35 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Naked Obsession' A
- Arsenio Hall
novelist and gadget inventor 1984
- Worship
- Sanford and SOfl
young mayoral candidate gets a terrify12:00 A.M.
3:00 P.M.
10:35 P.M.
ing tour through his city's erotic and
7:00 P.M.
- Hard Copy
GD
ep
R.
Shroud'
Rated
1991.
d.
Mummy's
'The
underworl
dangerous
MOVIE
ulpO0CL - Tonight Show
p Tame- Family Matters
•
• - In Concert
of Wil- op - Love Connection
A mummified slave returns to life to avMOVIE: 'Perry Mason: 111 - MOVIE: 'The Wolves
T
O
0
si - American Telecast
pharits
of
century
19thTwo
enge the desecrated tomb
Chase'
loughby
Court
ID - Night
The Case of the Heartbroken Bride'
- Studs
govevil
•
an
against
fast
oah 1967
stand
cousins
Premiere A famous rock star is ac1 1:00 P.M.
0-Investigative Reports: DEA: Un- MOVIE: 'The House on Carroll cused of murdering an uninvited wed- erness 1989 Rated NR.
MASH
•
dercover Eddie (R)
Street During the 1950s, a blacklisted ding guest 1992
- Man Alive
Nightline
pe
CL
- MOVIE: 'Fright Night Part 2' A
magazine photographer uncovers 8
of
1
8:35 P.M.
ep ep4- Golden Palace Part
Current Affair
ep
quartet of vampires arrives in town
plot to smuggle Nazi war criminals into
2.
- Three Stooges Fright Night
▪ Time Machine: CIA: High Tech, seeking vengeance against the two
the United States 1988
',CU-Washington Week in Review
9:00 P.M.
men who kilted their leader 1988.
Low Cunning Part 1 of 4 (R)
3:30 P.M.
ep - MOVIE: 'Gremlins' A lovable,
20/20
(I3
(I)
Ed
0
Mister
0
r'
Musketee
Fifth
'The
- MOVIE:
spawns
creature
one-of-a-kind
O - Patty Duke
- I'll Fly Away
11,
- Midnight Love
The king of France imprisons his twin hundreds of evil beings in this comic
O - Rap City
Fences
Picket
statue
1979
- MOVIE: 'IV' An accursed
Cl)•
•
brother to hide his identity
thriller from Joe Dante 1984
- Nashville Now (R)
is brought to life and put to use by a •
CID - Frontline
Rated PG
- America's Most Wanted
- Unsolved Mysteries
op
1967
worker.
museum
psychotic
News
0
4:00 P.M.
Time Machine: CIA: High Tech,
- Tales From the Crypt (R)
•
2
Part
Company
&
- Miller
- Married... With Children
la- Scooby Doo Halloween (R)
Low Cunning Pan 1 of 4
- Expedition Earth: Karakoram
Beach
China
2.
of
•
American
- MOVIE: 'Sheens' An
Climb -- The Nameless TOWW
Buttons & Rusty (R)
es
Rock
Hour
Jam
Comedy
Comedy
s
Del
- Caroline'
TV producer fails in love with a jungle
From
Came
(R)
It
Castle:
Eureeka's
- Vol MTV Raps Today
queen out to save the throne of an Afri- Beneath the Bed, or. Nightmare on
- Paid Program
Aerobics: World Championship •
MOVIr: 'The Cockleshell Her- •
Dragn
can kingdom 1984 Rated PG
oththe
and
Magellan
Street
Magellan
MOVIE:'Lady Chatterley's Pasisenvoiunteers
trained
(R)
of
Vegas.
Las
From
oes' A handful
- Senior PGA Golf: Kaanapati ers see a monster in the castle (R)
The lady of an English manor resions'
an
up
blow
to
gage in a dangerous plan
- AudioViskin
Classic First round from Lahaina,
about her erotic past. 1990
- Sanford
minisces
port
enemy battleship in a French
ep - Jim Lawson
(Live)
Sacred Songs, Sacred Splices
MOVIE:'Back to Batson' Cut off
si
American
An
- MOVIE: 'Enigma'
11:05 P.M.
from his troops, an Amencan Army co12:12 A.M.
(E)- Legislative Weekly
in East Berlin becomes embroiled in a lonel organizes native Filipinos into a •
Edition
Inside
Rush Umbaugh
'Hollywood Ghost StoMOVIE:
plot to kill Soviet dissidents 1982
guerrilla strike force against the Jaep - Dark Justice
ries' A compilation of scenes from
4:30 P.M.
panese Colorized version 1945
st,"
"Poltergei
as
such
classics
fright
- Ghostbusters Halloween (R) • - Comment on Kentucky
"The Exorcist" and "The Omen." John
- Crook and Chase
5:00 P.M.
Carradine hosts 1985
- MOVIE:'After Hours' Boy meets
•
Flintstories' New Neighbors
- MOVIE: 'Die Hard 2' A twogirl in aNYC diner and is plunged into fisted Los Angeles cop races against
5:15 P.M.
a world of crazies punkers and as- time to thwart a terrorist plot aimed at
6:00 A.M.
1111 - MOVIE: 'Corvette Summer' sorted wild women 1985
is Go0CL - Real News for Kids
Washington, D.C.'s Dulles Airport
5:30 P.M.
O _ MOVIE: 'Ricochet'
1990. Rated R.
ss - ZooLife
5:00 A.M.
- Raggedy Ann & Andy: The
- MOVIE:'Happy Hell Night'
- 700 Club
(E)- Mornings on Five
•
Digest
Farm
Pumpkin Who Couldn't Smile
- Worship
- Who's the Boss?
_ MOVIE:'The Adventures of IchOvernight Report
•
5:55 P.M.
Larry Jones
9:30 P.M.
abod and Mr. Toed' Animated IchaFugitive
- MOVIE: 'The Empire Strikes bod Crane encounters the Headless
•- Captain Planet and the Plane- Star Trek: The Next Generation isis spa- Paid Program
Back'
Leers
Horseman. and Mr Toad travels to Part 2 of 2
- Kids' Court
•
Toad Hall 1949 Rated G
6:00 P.M.
us cis - Perspective
•_ Alfred Hitchcock Presents
The
'
Outsiders
'The
- MOVIE:
- Week in Rock
- Avengers
MICIDIDIMICIDOCLIOID4 - Mark Russell Look.s at Cam- •
explode
of rival youth gangs
News
- MOVIE: 'Munster Go Home' paign '88 A satirical look at the 1988 conflicts
- Pro Line
tragedy when a greaser falls for a •
into
The lovable Herman Munster inherits presidential campaign.
(I)- Cheers
- Eureeka's Castle
•
girl. 1983. Rated PG
rich
_ Austin Encore!
rifi) - MacNeil/Lehrer his British uncle's title and manor
- Pakl Program
ep
•CiD
JesMovies:
the
About
•- Crazy
1966
Newshour
- Racing Across America Breed- sica Lange: it's Only Make-Believe A
- MOVIE:'Ghost' A murder victim
_ Airwaves
ers Cup Special (Live)
- Designing Women
•
81
portrait of actress Jessica Lange, in- crosses death's door to save his be7:05 P.M.
- New Wilderness
ciuding film clips and interviews with loved fiancee from the thug who killed
9:40 P.M.
him 1990 Rated PG-13.
co-workers and friends
- MOVIE: 'Halloween With the
- Quantum Law
- Super Dave (R)
- vv.icom. to Pooh Corner
Box
Addems Family' The Addams family
Music
_
- Looney Tunes
10:00 P.M.
gets together for a holiday reunion
- Sportacenter (R)
Closeup
er
_
Christoph
•p - Triple Threat
IDOOLIOS
owi
nCE:NllilaC
ela
llICID
co
1977
- Backstage at the Zoo
- Jirtsons
•
5:05 A.M.
- Legend of Sleepy Hollow Ani7:30 P.M
•
• Unsolved Mysteries
USMC
Pyle,
- Gorner
pe up - Nightly Business Report
Based on Washington Irving's
mated.
Step
by
stop
- inside the NFL (R)
GU
MI CID0
A.M.
5:30
Night Court
▪
Ichabod Crane, a superstitious
of
story
n
si - Casper's Hallowee
(12 - Maim Dad
0CC
- Evening at the Improv (R)
119 - U.S. Farm Report
schoolteacher, and his encounter with
ep - wall Street WIN* Speaking •
- House of Style (R)
p - MOVIE: 'A Nightmare on Elm
- Ag-Day
the legendary headless horseman Narfor Bush
- FrOortsc•ntar
Street' Teen-agers sharing a common ep - Hogen's Heroes
rated by Glenn Pose. (R)
n
(R)
Hallowee
- Ohostbusters
Big Brother Jake
dream teem that they we being stalked is
_
Pakl Program
- Sacred Soul
•- Supermen
•- MOVIE. 'A Fine Mess'
by a long-dead child murderer 1984
- Litt!' Bits
411- COMiCVIOW
Show
6:05 A.M.
Lucy
- Whet Catholics Believe
- Catholic Viewpoint
•IND - McLaughlin Group
Generations
Wells• Gurismoke
A
Days'
'Frontier
MOVIE:
6:05 P.M.
• - Up Service
al- Club Dance (R)
6:30 A.M.
Fargo investigator is assigned to bring
•- Beverly Hillbes
- Blood and Honey
al- MOVIE:'Totally Exposed' A pair a gang of stagecoach robbers to jus- la (1)- DuckTikkos
6:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
of tanning salon employees find fulfill- tice 1934
is CU- Likely Story
Feud
merit in the workplace 1991 Rated R ep - Dumbo's Circus
Dinosaurs
Family
ap
cu
al
ou
ID
•
- Captain Planet and the Plano
•
- Scarecrow and Mrs. King
- Entertainment Tonight
0 - Designing Women
0- Up Close (R)
MKS
James
- MOVIE: 'Casino Royale'
•
- News
- Perspectives
00
cID- Nova
•
0(I)- Mr Bogus
Bond is pressed out of retirement when
cip You Set Your Life
- Sightings
A.M.
- Beekman's World
•
5:35
•
al agents ask him to
▪ Investigative Reports DE A Un four internation
Cosby Show
_ World Tomorrow
Between the Lines
1987
SMERSH
widish
help
&mover Eddie (Pt
Jefferson.
•

•
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1992

ur
isle
OR.

organization to stop a powerful drug
dealer. (R)
0- Rap City (R)
- MOVIE: 'The Last Day' An exgunfighter defends his town against the
Dalton gang. 1975.
ED (1)- Decorating
0- Exploring America: Side by Side
- Attitudes
- Inside the NFL (R)
0 - MOVIE: 'The Mummy' Three
British archaeologists become men
marked for murder by the 3,000-yearold guardian of a plundered Egyptian
tomb. 1959.
- Watt Disney Presents: Our Unsung Villains (R)
04 - House of Style (R)
n - Great Outdoors Host: Steve Bartkowski.
al- Adventures of the Black Stallion
(R)
- Acts: Just Kids
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ing for bass on Florida's Lake Okeecho- n - MOVIE: 'Return of the Jodi'
Third installment of the "Star Wars"
bee.
saga reunites Luke Skywalker and his
- Shop 'Ti! You Drop
•- MOVIE:'The Blob' A man-eating comrades for a final battle with the evil
- Conan the Adventurer
8:05 A.M.
mass of outer-space slime terrorizes a Galactic Empire. 1983
40
- U S Farm Report
- World Championship Wrestling
small town. 1958.
•- VISN Agenda
_ Paid Program
n 40
Power Hour
- College Football: Big Ten Game
1:30 P.M.
0- Lassie
(Live)
8:15 A.M.
0CID - Crafting for the '90s
S)- Dig Animated A friendly boulder
e MOVIE:'A Fine Mess' Two los- e
- MOVIE:'Frankenstein Must Be
- Stain-A-Rator
provides a magical tour of the Earth's Destroyed' The infamous doctor uses
ers inadvertently win $10,000 in a e - Witch Who Turned Pink Aniinnards for a boy and his dog (R)
fixed horse race. 1986.
his associate's brain in a radical tranmated. A green witch mysteriously
- Fraggle Rock
splant operation. 1969. Rated PG
12:00 P.M.
turns pink on Halloween. (R)
- Outdoors
- Weekend Special: Monster II)(21 - Western Tradition
n
8:30 A.M.
- Augie Doggie & Friends
•
in My Pocket
e - Remodeling & Decorating ToCID - Darkwing Duck
n CU
ID - Shelley Duvall's Bedtime Stoday (R)
0CL - Home Again
- Weekend With Crook and
ries (R)
- Mr. Bogus
Chase
•- House of Style (R)
6:45 A.M.
- Paid Program
n - MOVIE: 'Breakout' A woman
op
cs of) - Sewing With Nancy: Gifts
hires a daredevil bush pilot to rescue
n - MOVIE: 'Avenging Waters' A From the Heart Part 2 of 3.
- Health and Fitness
her husband from a Mexican Jail. 1975.
cowboy becomes a hero after a shoo- Taz-Mania
0CL - Gourmet Cooking
tout 1936.
2:00 P.M.
▪ - MOVIE: 'The Call of the Wild'
n - Hollywood Insider
Two men and a magnificent sled dog 0
7:00 A.M.
e - Muppet Babies
- MotorWeek
battle the elements on their way to the
CID 11.- New Adventures of n (21 - Adam Smith: The Secret
- MOVIE: 'Beyond Atlantis' ArKlondike gold fields. 1976.
Winnie the Pooh
Sharers (Postponed from an earlier
explore an island believed
chaeologists
10:30 A.M.
- G.I. Joe: 'The Greatest Evil to be the lost continent of Atlantis.
date)
e
0- Saturday Morning
temporarteam
Joe
G.I.
The
Animated.
Adventure
Your
Name
n
Gardening
American
- Fievel's
e - Joy of
- )0
(1
•
1973.
ily loins forces with the villainous Cobra
la Cl)0 - Raw Toonage
Tails
- Your Baby and Child
- Dehydrator
11)
drug
powerful
a
stop
to
organization
- Saturday Today
40
- Donald Duck Presents
O (11) - Computer Chronicles
MOVIE:
'Nightmares' Commonn
dealer. Part 1 of 2.
- Second Generation
co cop - GED: Writing VII
- Sports
meanForce: The History of place items take on malevolent
Brute
ir) - X-Men
ings in this anthology of terror tales
n - Walker's Cay Chronicles (R)
O - U.S. Farm Report
Weapons at War (R)
1983
0sat - Cabin Country Bill travels to
- Dog City
- Wishkid
0- Nick or Treat
Kansas to hunt pheasant, quail, Canada
0 - Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Ani- Wildlife Mysteries (R)
(14 - Storybam
- Video LP (R)
goose and prairie chicken.
mated. Dr Jekyll loses control after
n00- Paid Program
8:35 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Urban Cowboy' A blue- turning himself into his evil counterpart
Way
Our
Going
- Doug
boy
shy
A
MOVIE:
'Paradise'
worker who fancies himself a Mr. Hyde. (R)
- Haunted House Party Halloween collar
(E)- Sit and Be Fit
•
helps a young couple mend their troumodern-day cowboy falls in love with a
(R)
party.
n - Video Soul (R)
dance
bled relationship. 1991
•- Babar
girl he meets in a popular country-and- Effective Teacher
SP
O - College Gameday
- Fraggle Rock
1980.
bar.
western
9:00 A.M.
Today Division Two reNHRA
(R)
Zorro
•
(E)- Business and the Law
- Music Videos
•
exocuo- Goof Troop
sults from Atlanta
- MOVIE:'Hanna's War' Through
from
bull-riding
- Fishin' Hole (R)
and
Bronc
Rodeo
0CI) - Saved by the Bell
her heroic attempts to aid Allied forces,
- Unsolved Mysteries
0- Archie & Friends
0a)0 - Teenage Mutant Ninia a Hungarian woman becomes a martyr Mesquite, Texas
- Top 20 Video Countdown
FB
- MOVIE:'Run Silent, Run Deep' Turtles
- Supermarket Sweep
during World War II. 1988.
- Gunsmoke
HallowDivided loyalties threaten the mission
Presents:
Disney
Watt
O
- Sewing Connection
- Acts: Missions
- Human Factor
of a World War II American sub in the
(R)
Fame
0'
een Hall
- Pro Football Weekly
11:00 A.M.
2:05 P.M.
Japanese-infested waters of the PaMidpoint
n
n - Plucky Duck
cific. 1958.
•alp - DuckTeles
_ MOVIE:'The Guns of Navarone'
P.M.
12:30
Biography
(R)
n au - Pup Named Scooby Doo
n - MOVIE: 'Casino Royale' James
- PGA Golf: TOUR Six Allied soldiers are assigned the han CID 0CI)
- Just the Ten of Us
Bond is pressed out of retirement when
00 - NBA inside Stuff Season Championship Third round from the zardous task of destroying a Nazi forfour international agents ask him to 0- Nick or Treat
tress protecting the Aegean Sea
Premiere
Pinehurst Country Club in Pinehurst,
- How the West Was Won
1961.
help smash SMERSH . 1967.
N.C. (Live)
- Quitting From the Heartland al 01)- Not Just News
- Davey & Goilath
2:30 P.M.,
Based
Shining'
'The
MOVIE:
n
n - Wizard of Oz
- Aleene's Crafts
College
7:05 A.M.
on Stephen King's novel about a
Kingdom
(3)
Paintable
0- Tracey Ullman
oo
eFs
ionegvenrage -- Team
Regal
_ Bonanza
and the effect it alGp
hotel
Colorado
haunted
0- Soul Train
0- New Kids on the Block
has on its caretaker, his wife and their Announced (Live)
7:30 A.M.
_ Chip 'n' Dale's Rescue Rangers
- Vol MTV Raps Countdown
psychic child. 1980.
CI)- Hometime: Bathrooms Part 2
OcEOXIII- Land of the Lost n - Hunting Strategies (RI
- Amazing Live Sea Monkeys
▪
o au - Horse Racing: Breeders' Cup of 4
n co3 n oz - um. Mermaid
- Air Combat
n - Inspector Gadget
Park in Hollywood, e4- Miracle Blade
F
From
al OlD - GED: Writing VIII
e - MOVIE:'The Final Conflict' Part
04 - Worship
so - MOVIE: 'The Legend of Lizzie
0- Minority Business Report
three in "The Omen" series finds Dam- n
Borden' A 19th-century MassachuFrugal Gourmet
A.M.
9:05
ien the Antichrist a trusted adviser to
▪ - Bobby's World
s woman is accused of murdenng
19 t5
setts
Explorer (R) the President of the United States. • - 0.1. Joe: The Greatest Evil set7
Geographic
n
National
- Paid Program
n
father and stepmother with an ax
Animated. The G.I. Joe team temporar1981
9:30 A.M.
0- Rugrats
ily loins forces with the villainous Cobra
- Teen Summit
•cu•au - Addams Family
- Story Porch
Effective Teacher
organization to stop a powerful drug
SO (21) - Kentucky Afield (R)
n is(1)- California Dreams
dealer Part 2 of 2
(fi) - European Journal
•
•- Inside Winston Cup Racing
- Remodeling & Decorating To- Pinocchio
- Paid Program
- MOVIE: 'Cadence' A rebellious
- Quitting for the '90s
day
Army private loins forces with five
- Business and the LAW
so
- Halloween Under the Umbrella
Outdoor
Secrets
- Frugal Gourmet
black prisoners against their tyrannical
Tree The gang has a Halloween party
- Born Lucky
n - MOVIE: 'The Poseidon Adven- •
stockade sergeant 1990 Rated PGat the vetennanan•s when logy injures e - Eek the Cat
- Rifleman
e - Cartoon Express
ture' A tidal wave leaves passengers
13
himself.
1:00 P.M.
- Sewing With Nancy: Sew and crew struggling to survive aboard a
- MOVIE: 'Dracula Has Risen
0
- Ultimate Outdoors
Cooldng
Heartland
CID
n
capsized ocean liner 1972 Rated PG.
Entertaining Part 2 of 3.
From the Grave' A woman's atheistic
n - Hey, Vern, It's Ernest!
- Psychic Discoveries
n - Country Kitchen (R)
boyfriend and religious uncle loin forces
1/I - Centerville Ghost Richard Kiley •
- Join In!
to save her from the bite of the vamDays and Nights of Molly Dodd stars as a ghost plaguing an Amencan n - World at War
8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Halloween II' Mass pire 1969 Rated G
- Ufestories: Families in Crisis: family spending the summer in an old
naDocro_ Wild West
murderer Michael Myers continues his O - College Football Scoreboard
Public Law 106: The Becky Bell English mansion. (R)
COW.-Boys of Moo Mesa
reign of terror in Haddonfield, Ill 1981.
_ insight
Story The tragic story of a teen-ager n _ Virginian
- Misadventures of Ichabod
_ Over the Hill Gang
- Garfield and Friends who faced an unwanted pregnancy (RI
el CI)
sidekick
and
lchabod
Crane Animated.
- Mickey Mouse Club
e au - Decorating
11:05 A.M.
.M
P:BreecHiirs'
ng
- Horse3Racing:
Cup
Rip Van Winkle track down the headn - Jimmy Houston Outdoors (RI
n - News
- MOVIE: 'Battle of the Bulge' less horseman. (R)
Joined in Progress From GuFfstream
- That's My Dog (R)
e _ Trim and Jerry Kkls
Hindered by bad weather, American
Park in Hollywood, Fla. (Live)
City (R)
- MOVIE:'The Slugger's Wife' A troops stem a massive German offen- SI - Rap
clj - Victory Garden (R)
0- Time Machine: CIA: High Tech,
young baseball player's home-run sive by developing a brilliant strategy 011) - Western Tradition
Low Cunning Part 1 of 4 (R)
- Highlander: The Series
ChemWorld
Base
Big
Fishing:
•
streak crumbles after his wife decodes 1968
n _ Pro Line
n 4- Tad James
pionship
to return to her singing career 1985.
11:30 A.M.
n - Muppet Babies
n - Gossip! Gossip! Gossip! (R)
Law
LA.
•
Factory
Sunshine
n
414 - Video Soul (R)
so au e cu - Beekman's World
- Nick News: W/5
•
A
Game'
the
for
'Talent
MOVIE:
10:00 A.M.
(1)- Weekend Special- Monster •
•- Hondo
•
GE
professional baseball scout searches
n cr n _ Bugs Bunny & in My Pocket
n
n
- TechnoPolitics
O AutoRec
D (R : NASCAR Grand
Racing:
for a new pitching talent before his job nTweety
- College Football Tennessee at is phased out by the front office 1991 Nations' -- AC Deice 200 From North
- Backyard America
South Carolina
n e co) - Saved by the Bell
n - What Every Baby Knows
Carolina Motor Speedway in RockRated PG
- Back to the Future
•CL0(1 - Grlmmy
n _ MOVIE: 'Rock 'n' Roll High n cop e
O - MOVIE: 'Dracula: Prince of ingham. N.C. (R)
n - King Arthur & the Knights of Darkness' The resurrected Count n _ MOVIE: 'I Saw What You Did'
School Forever' A student and his n cu - Collectors
Justice
rock band set out to eradicate the un- n - Golf Show
preys on travelers stranded at his Car- An innocent telephone prank jeopardizes
- Welcome to My Studio
19 e the lives of two innocent *hicool staffers and students from Ronald n - Super Dave
n
pathian cootie 1968.
Reagan High 1990 Rated PG-13
O- Investigative Reports: DEA: Un- •- College Football: Arkansas at •- MOVIE: 'The Winston' Re- Adventures in Wonderland
Auburn (Live)
venge' Dr Diablo makes robot copies e - Worst Witch A boarding school
dercover Eddie (R)
n _ Fly Fishing Video Magazine (R)
- 0.1. Joe: The Greatest Evil Ani- n cot - Earth Explored: Reefs: Past of Herman end Grandpa mid sends for witches is the setting for the misadventures of young Mildred, a student
them out on a crime spree. t981.
mated. The G.I. Joe team temporarily, , and Present
who's afraid of the dark
- Great American Outdoors Fish n _ Big Valley
loins forces with the villainous Cobra
Tr7sr Special
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- Bon Jovi Listening Party Previews Bon Jovi's new album "Keep The a
•

SATURDAYcoNT.

Faith- with the band (R)
- Young Riders Jesse must choose
between family loyalty and his new
friends when Hickok captures an outlaw who turns out to be Jesse's
brother Frank.
al- Sacred Songs, Sacred Spaces

•

11:00 P.M.

9:35 P.M.

(I)- Comedy Showcase
MOVIE: 'In Harm's Way' A •
cu - Perry Mason
O
World War II Navy officer is assigned
- Ed Sullivan
to reclaim Japanese-held islands in the
days following the attack on Pearl Har- C _ Comic Strip Live
1.1 - M•A•S•H
bor 1965
- MOVIE:'The Green Man'
twork
.
ubPN.eM
ClO
9:4
Comedv
O - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- Uwe Between the Sexes (A)
10:00 P.M.
'The Little Shop of Horaa- rors'MOVIE:
WOLLOOCIDOCE1111
News
O
Roger Corman's cult classic about
a flower shop employee who develops
O - New WKRP in Cincinnati
a strange, bloodthirsty plant 1960
0- Prime Suspect
ea - Stater Bros. (R)
- Evening at the Improv
- China Beach
o - MOVIE: 'Young Frankenstein' 01 - MOVIE: 'The Ghost and Mrs.
Dr Frankenstein's grandson returns to Muir' A lonely widow finds material for
Transylvania to experience the loys of a best-selling book when she falls in
monster making. 1974
love with the ghost of a 19th-century
- Mary Tyler Moore
sea captain. 1947.
0 - Lonesome Pine Special
- Headbanger's Ball
0)- Tales From the Crypt (R)
- Senior PGA Golf: Kaanapali
- Countdown to the Ball
Classic Second round from Lahaqia
- Scott Ross: Street Talk: To Be a Hawaii. (Same-day Tape)
Cop
9enda
TV
N-A
vIsM
go CC
e
- MOVIE: 'Valentina' The bawdy
adventures of the Italian comic-strip
11:30 P.M.
character. 1990
- M*A•S•H
Dealers'
Wheeler
e - MOVIE:'The
_ Donna Reed
A bogus Texas tycoon sets Wall Street
19thisspoof of the stock market • - Video LP (R)
re in
fie
nm
ga
o
- Zola Levitt
•

College Football: Teams to Be
6:00 P.M.
Announced iL,ve,
- Hee Haw Silver
cE
•
▪ - Bonanza The Lost Episodes
- Entertainment Tonight
•- VISN Showcase
Gladiators
ews
Nn
en-ca
- Antri
go (1)
3:30 P.M.
op e
e
7:05 P.M.
cc - Rod and Reel Bill provides
0 $ - To Be Announced
- MOVIE: 'The Sons of Katie
•
some visually impaired guests a chance Elder' Four vengeful brothers attempt
o T - Joy of Painting
to catch king salmon.
to topple the corrupt politicians behind
- Growing Pains
▪
- Runaway With the Rich and Fe- their father's death and the loss of the
•
- Just the Ten of Us
family ranch 1965
MOUS
- Get the Picture
la- Designing Women
7:30 P.M.
- GED IRI
O
Head of the Class
▪
Out All Night
0
CL
o
- Super Dave (RI
e- Travelquest (R)
- Frannie's Turn
0 5_
- MOVIE: 'Casino Royale James
Thing
0- Cops (R)
Bond is pressed out of retirement when a- Swamp
- Doug
0- Are You Afraid of the Dark?
four international agents ask him to
0 21 - Behind the Scenes
help smash SMERSH 1967
• - Sports Report NBA preview.
Connection Season Pre •
miere
fBTexas
- Grand Ole Opry Live
4:00 P.M.
X- Gunsmoke
8:00 PM,
That Almost Wasn't
roads
o.1)- Art of William Alexander and fl) Halloween
8:111 CI)S C10
O
House of Style (RI
Robert Warren
- Empty Nest
CL
0
O
- College Football Scoreboard
o - Street Justice
a CU a - Raven
Ron Tin Tin K-9 Cop
Search
Star
C) 0X- Austin City Limits (R)
1611 - MOVIE 'Paradise'
(E) la - Love Boat
- Code 3
- MOVIE:'Silver Streak' An editor
Hour
(RI
Comedy
Caroline's
•
- Are You Afraid of the Dark?
o
on a cross-country train ride encoun- elf- Mystery!: Meigret Part 4 of 6
• - Buttons & Rusty (Fli
a
a
plot
murder
affair,
and
love
a
ters
12:00 A.M.
0 - Welcome Freshmen
- Acts: Act It Out
(19 - Hats Off to Minnie: America
wild police chase 1976
O - Teen Summit IR)
- Paid Program
€9
12)
(Ti
Honors Minnie Pearl An all-star gathP.M.
10:30
- Women's Voices
Firing Line The Lawyer
ering at the Grand Ole Opry salutes
- Comedy Showcase
Designing Women
0
S
Cf
6:30 P.M.
country music personality Minnie Pearl
6)21_
Train
Soull a
ao
Halloween Jam From Univer- 0-Soi
- Wheel of Fortune
Guests include Clint Black, Emmylou 0(1)Problem• - MOVIE . The Cellar'
Sweating Bullets
and Florida, a
Hollywood
in
Studios
sal
(R)
Harris and Jay Leno.
0 C - Accent
- Lip Service
musical extravaganza featuring the 0 CID - Current Affair Extra
- MOVIE: 'Desperado: Badlands Black Crowes, En Vogue, Slaughter, O - Arsenio Hall (R)
0 - Tennessee Outdoorsmen
•- Young Riders
Justice' Fugitive Duell McCall poses as
o - 9100,000 Fortune Hunt
MOVIE The Ratings Game'
Jodeci, AC/DC, Cracker, Sir Mix-A-Lot
- Prime Suspect
a sheriff in order to turn the tables on a
0) - Golden Girls
and others
- Acts: At the Stage Door
e - MOVIE: 'Halloween II' Mass
1989
businessmen
of
corrupt
group
_ Home Again
O01:1) - Saturday Night Live
murderer Michael Myers continues his
4:15 P.M.
a _ MOVIE: 'Shattered'
- Beyond Reality
Golden Girls
cto
reign of terror in Haddonfield, Ill 1981.
•
- MOVIE 'The Empire Strikes
Planet
0- MOVIE:'Conquest of the
- Rugrets
MOVIE:'The Amityville Horror'
- Patty Duke
Back'
of the Apes' A talking chimpanzee 0searches for the reason be- a - Rap City (R)
Men Only
For
couple
Black
A
4:30 P.M.
leads his fellow apes in a revolt against
hind a series of frightening events oc• - 13ehind the Scenes
- American Music Shop
their tyrannical human captors 1972
0X - This Old House
curring in their newly purchased Long
Donovs.
Lewis
Lennox
Boxing:
Boxing: Lennox Lewis vs. DonoaReligion
Common Sense
O
- Ghostbusters Halloween (R)
1979
home
Island
van "Razor" Ruddock and Creston()
van "Razor" Ruddock Heavyweight
Your
Salute
(R)
Shorts
tP.M.
.
rs
N u3
o
cu _ 8:
• _ liel•A•S•H
Espana vs. Meldrick Taylor
bout from Earl's Court in London,
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
0- Dragnet
- Halloween Is Grinch Night Anischeduled for 12 rounds (R)
• - To the Contrary
mated Whoville fears that the Gonch is 419 - Edge
o - Paid Program
- MOVIE: liebestraum' An un- Country Boat
- Are You Afraid of the Dark?
the cause of a windstorm on Hallow- Grand Ole Opry Live (R)
solved murder and an associate's love- Witch's Night Out Animated A een.
- Video Soul
- MOVIE:'Friday the 13th Part 3' starved wife complicate matters for a
has-been wrtch remains unemployed
- Frankenweenie A young boy at- Camp Crystal Lake's grisly heritage young architect. 1991
- Bon Jovi Past. Present and Fuon Halloween afternoon
ture Examines the band through per- tempts to resurrect his late dog in this rises to greet a new group of teen-age
- MOVIE: 'Fright Night' An aging
- Real World
1984 "Frankenstein -inspired short vacationers 1982. Rated R
formance clips and interviews (R)
horror-film host helps an impressiona- Acts: Homeland Harmony
_ College Football: Teams to Be from Tim Burton Starring Barret Oliver
ble teen-ager investigate his vampire- Sportscenter
and Shelley Duvall (R)
Announced (Live)
5:00 P.M.
- Scott Ross: Street Talk: Home like neighbor 1985
- Zorro
111 - sPoits
- America's Defense Monitor
Alone: The Singles Boom
o - Roggin's Heroes
9:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M.
- News
a
12:20 A.M.
10:45 P.M.
- commish
up
- Roseanne
O
acusiaja- Covington Cross •cr
a - MOVIE: 'Night Eyes 2' A surv- •- MOVIE: 'Accidents' A scientist
- Sisters
eillance expert becomes romantically is framed for murder after he protests
a cu - Cabin Country Bill travels to
GE)- Here and Now
- Angel Street
involved with a foreign diplomat's sed- the use of his latest creation as a weaKansas to hunt pheasant. quail Canada
•cip
Bridge
Brooklyn
•
ap
•
goose and prairie chicken
pon 1989 Rated R
MOVIE: 'The Immortal Bat- uctive wife 1991 Rated NR
0- Lifestyles of the Rich and Fa- ID CD- Lawrence Welk Show:Swin- talion' A British lieutenant leads his
gin"30s (R)
troops against the Nazis in North Africa
MOUS
- MOVIE: 'Coogan's Bluff' When during World War ll 1944
- Hee Haw Silver
York
New
in
arrives
an Anion* deputy
O - News
• - Lou Hobbs
to capture an escaped murderer, he re- MOVIE: 'House' A horror novel_ Real West (R)
lies upon his beck-home strategy and ist s return to his boyhood home trig11 - Family Playhouse: Incredible
- Counterstrike
methods. 1988
1 1/1/92
gers a tones of supernatural events.
Ida Early Ida Early comes to the rescue
- Family Double Dare
- Cops
•
1986
of a widower with four children who
A.M.
5:00
Program
- Paid
a_ MOVIE:'The Green Man' A Bri- Silk Stalking.
desperately needs a nanny (R)
up
- NBC News Nightside
- Tony Brown's Journal
110
tish innkeeper's lighthearted tales of 119 - Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- Dumbo's Circus
Hogen's Heroes
MOVIE: 'Midnight's Child' A ghostly mulches, take a menacing turn
of the
'The
Phantom
MOVIE:
Scholastic Sports America: Ca•
O
about
suspicions
1991
spirit
evil
an
when he meets
woman's troubling
- Wildlife Mysteries (R)
Opera' Second version of Gaston Ler- •
ble in the Classroom (R)
her family's new caretaker leads to a
- MOVIE: 'Extreme Prejudice' A oux s classic tale about the disfigured e - Kids' Court
- James Robison
lone
1992battle against the forces of evil Texas Ringer must confront a childPaid Program
violinist who Ketone the Parts Opera
Angel and the Soldier Boy Anihood friend running a drug network out House 1943
- MOVIE:'She' A love-starved immated A little girl's toys come to life
- Shelley Movers Tall Tales and of Mexico 1987
her
of
the
reincarnation
mortal
seeks
- Frondin•
0
(IV
Legends (R)
- Are You Afraid of the Dark?
•
- MOVIE:'The Midnight Hour' A long-deed lover 1985
5- This Is the Life
- Week In Rock
Overtime
al - Sports
- Music Box
300-year-old witch and her ghoulish
- Bordertown(R1
5:35 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Mad Monster Party?' followers crash a Halloween costume
- Music Videos
- Homicide for Heeling
It
_
Written
Is
Frankenstein, DractAs. the Wolfman party 1985
decides
- Paul Bunyan The logger
and other movie monsters gather to
5:05 P.M.
to replant all of Earth's trees Narrated
5:45 A.M.
- Drown On
this
pupon
animated
leader
new
a
elect
- WCW Saturday Night
by Jonathan Winters (R)
Pink Panther Parade
Impact'
'Final
MOVIE:
•
•
1967
-Bass
in
Rank
pet feeture from
5- insight
5:30 P.M.
6:00 A.M.
O- MOVIE:'The C.anterviSe °hoot'
•11j)- Austin Cfrty Unlit*
A.M.
5:05
00X- MSC Nightly Now*
noStreet Journal Report
English
Weil
17th-century
CL)
s
of
The
•
spirit
Backstage
- Opry
e - World Tomorrow
cr)- New WKRP in Cincinneti
•
- Weekend Trowel Update
- MOVIE: 'To Sieve a Child' A blemen haunts hie American descenGroup
•(j1)the family's
5:30 A.M.
cu - 0.1. Joe: The Greatest Evil
women takes desperate measures to dents as they move into
e - World Tomorrow
Animated The G I Joe teem temporsr
- Farm Di91110i
rescue her supposedly dead infant from ancestral castle. 1996
- GUTS.
- Yol MTV Reps Today
ily joins forces with the villainous Cobra
her husband and hie coven of witches
op er - Simon & Simon
organization to stop a powerful drug
- Paid Program
- Saturday Showcase
1991
- Winning Walk
f)- Travels in Europe
•- MOVIE: 'Used Cars'
•
9:30 P.M.
- Welcome Sack, Kotter PS!! 2 of dealer Part 1 of 2
_ Orel Roberts
- MOVIE:•Skt Patrol'
2
Awes
- Disney Halloween A collection of O - GreenIllenders
- Faith Crusade Ministries
- Sig Plot.,
Bits
uttr
LErry
•Disney ghosts goblins and diebolosal
- House of Elliott (R1
- African Ilhles (R1
Paid Pmgrem
e
•- College Football Scoreboard
evildoers
•-
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 24. 1992
MOVIE: 'Indict and Convict'
- All-American Wrestling
s- Worship
- MOVIE: 'The Gunrunner'
- Welcome Freshmen (R)
9:05 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Lassie: 'The New Bem
up - Paid Progra
- Happy Days
'
ginning
(E) - Youth Comment on Ken•
Time to Grow
A.M.
9:30
•
)
2
(
(R)
A.M.
tucky
7:35
- Calliope
- Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston
cl)
Two Rivers
•
Mechanic
ree
Plane
•
Shadet
the
and
Planet
n
Captai
O - Eureeka's Castle
Cup Proll 500 From Phoenix Inter•(1) - New York City Marathon s- Physicians' Journal Update
teers
- Paid Program
•
national Raceway, Ariz. (Live)
Va(Live)
a
Takes
Hobbs
'Mr.
:
uo- MOVIE
8:00 A.M.
- Pink Panther Parade
- Radiology Update (R)
se
a
on
family
Touch
In
his
an
s
cation' A banker takes
us c2D - Kenneth Copeland
- Frederick K. Price
- MOVIE:'Alone in the Neon Jun- Paid Program
run-down beach house
a
CID
to
n
vacatio
O
- James Robison
gle'
gp - Welcome to Pooh Corner
1962.
O - Gamer Ted Armstrong
- John Ankerbery
- Sportscenter (R)
- Scenic Wonders of America:
rated
a
Incorpo
Kids
s
us
Rugrat
O
•CID S(t)- Sunday Morning
- James Kennedy
Canyons of Wonder
•
e
Servic
Lip
Diary
al
Person
O
CID - Meet the Press
- Bon Jovi Past, Present and Fu- Brer Rabbit and the Wonderful
•- NFL Gameday
gp - Reading Rainbow (R)
- Searching the Scriptures
ture
Tar Baby Animated. Brer Rabbit uses a
Two reDivision
s
Today
Wafton
NHRA
O
Wild America
"tar baby" to outsmart Brer Fox. Nar- MOVIE:'Bend of the River'
suits from Atlanta. (R)
up - MOVIE: 'Good Neighbor Sam'
rated by Danny Glover. (R)
- News
- Whose World?
o
Update
ne
- Worship
O - Internal Medici
- MOVIE: 'Ssassss' A famed
In Touch
e
ld-Bow
Hayfie
to
1:25 P.M.
down
Count
A.M.
O
11:25
snake expert sells his experimental fail- Breakfast With the Arts
A preview of the upcoming Evander O - MOVIE: 'Whore Angels Go,
MOVIE: 'The Godchild'
ures to a circus freak show. 1973.
O - Dangernvouse
Holyfield-Riddick Bowe heavyweight ti- Trouble Follows'
1:30 P.M.
- Today's Special
- Bobby Jones Gospel
tle fight.
ay With the Rich and
A.M.
Runaw
OCT
11:30
A.M.
6:05
- Bugs Bunny 81 Pals
O - Legend of Prince Valiant
This Week With David Brink- Famous
0
(R)
- Yo, Yogi!
Rogers
- Worship
II - Mister
- To Be Announced.
ley
6:30 A.M.
- Truckin' USA A visit to the IndiA.M.
9:35
ms TV
Willia
Live
NFL
O
anapolis Motor Speedway. (R)
us c2D - It's Your Business
0- MOVIE:'Rooster Cogbum' The opmesa- NFL Today
Paid Program
us
es
Diabet
- Living With
- To Be Announced.
daughter of a murdered minister joins
0(21 - Time to Grow
Side
- MOVIE: 'Strictly Business' A forces with a crotchety former deputy O - Wild Progra
O - Community Worship
m
O - Cardiology Update (R)
Paid
•
friend
his
fix
to
offers
clerk
mail
Evil
young
st
1975.
Greate
killers.
to track down the
- G.I. Joe: The
▪
ky (R)
Kentuc
- MOVIE:'Rhinestone'
on
nt
Comme
for
ge
▪
exchan
in
date
dream
his
rup with
Animated. The G.I. Joe team tempora
A.M.
0
10:0
Magar
Outdoo
s
1991.
Parker'
job.
Hank
dream
up
his
help in landing
O - Keep the Faith: An Evening
ily joins forces with the villainous Cobra
scogagn- Paid Program
d Hank highlights past With Bon Jovi
Feature
zine
PG-13.
drug
l
Rated
powerfu
a
stop
to
ation
organiz
a - Food Dehydrator
- LPBT Bowling: Hammer Midbloops and blunders
- Adventures in Wonderland
dealer. Part 2 of 2.
Life
of
Open From Rockford, Ill (Live)
Update
e
Waters
west
Practic
Family
down
- Top 20 Video Count
- Beakman's World
0
oads
: 'Fast Getaway'
Crossr
see
MOVIE
a
Tennes
CID
Ramon
ong
- Inside the PGA Tour (R)
o - Gamer Ted Armstr
p: United Methodist
Rich and FaWorshi
the
of
les
al
World
Lifesty
Real
0
an
- Captain N
O Ci - Living Hops-Trinity Luther
mous
P.M.
1:50
11:35 A.M.
as- Perfect Date All seems lost when
- Lassie
ntment With
- American Gladiators
'Appoi
:
O
riate
MOVIE
)
Queen'
d
Murphy
African
:
(Richar
'The
5
's
MOVIE
Stephen
- Paid Program
NFL
the
Is
This
0
he
and
towed
is
Death'
car
his
up,
stands him
- Adventures of Tintin
11:45 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
O - Ran & Stimpy
misses a concert. (R)
- Mother Goose Stories
: 'The Philadelphia ExMOVIE
- MOVIE:'Rhinestone' A country O - Live From L.A.
OCEOODID- Jack Nicklaus:
nt'
- Bodyshaping (R)
perime
bets that she can turn a loud- O (21 - INhiare in the World Is CarAmerica's Toughest 18 Holes
12:00 P.M.
_ Shelley Duvall's Bedtime Sto- singer
mouthed Manhattan cabbie into a men Sandiego?
- Rockford Files
the
of
O
overy
- Cousteau's Redisc
ries (R)
country entertainer in two weeks. O - Inside Winston Cup Racing O
- Lawrence Welk Show:Swinor)
up
Couss
Jacque
Island
n
Palawa
am
World:
Storyb
a
1984.
Highlights from the AC Delco 500 in teau explores the Philippine island of gin"30s (R)
6:35 A.M.
p: Reformed Church in Rockingham, N.C.
o - Worshi
O - MOVIE: 'Masters of the UnivPalawan.
_ Flintstoms
America
O - Cardiology Update
Coval
erse'
Region
NFL Football:
Monster O CC 8:05 A.M.
6:45 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Police Story:policem
Packers at De- • - Day of the Dead Observation
Bay
Green
-erage
en
Manor' A group of partying
- Real News for Kids
es- MOVIE:'Delirious' A soap opera
troit Lions; Los Angeles Rams at At- of All Souls Day.
tally find themselves in the mid- lanta Falcons; Tampa Bay at New
acciden
screenwriter is swept into the world of
A.M.
8:30
O - Dentistry Update
sting.
drug
and
dle of a prostitution
the television characters he created.
Orleans Saints (Live)
Weekly
nd
Copela
h
Kennet
(33a - MOVIE: 'Susses'
O
1988.
1991 Rated PG.
0 CC C - Paid Program
- It Is Written
o - Blood and Honey
O
Black
to
Fade
- 7 Magazine
7:00 A.M.
O
Day of Discovery
2:05 P.M.
- Sports Reporters
0 CC - Firing Line: The Lawyer
- Old-Fashioned Gospel Hour gp cfp - Exploring Florida
Magazine
er
Discov
Baby
an
0Arrierk
Problem
- Bissell Big Green Clean gp - Looney Tunes
est of the Planet
P.M.
'Conqu
:
2:30
MOVIE
us'
Circuit
'Short
:
MOVIE
Machine
• - Barney & Friends
of the Apes' A talking chimpanzee
l: Green Bay O - Paid Program
Footbal
NFL
O - Nashville Gospel
up - Trucks and Tractor Power Mud leads his fellow apes in a revolt against Packers at Detroit Lions From the O
Los Alacranes
- Oral Roberts
racing from the Summer Nationals in their tyrannical human captors. 1972.
(Live)
ome
Silverd
Week in the New England
Pontiac
This
- Sunday Today
0
Bloomsburg, Pa
Worship
Medicine
of
er
Journal
su - MacGyv
up - In Touch
- IM Review
A.M.
: 'I Never Sang for My
MOVIE
Fifteen
10:30
O
e
(R)
Street
o GiDS - Sesam
- MOVIE: '55 Days at Peking'
ed
Church
Ventur
Baptist
ing
fLive
Father'
Someth
ont
- Woodrn
(2D •
Tension and political turmoil surround ▪
o - Chariando
- Richard Petty: The Final Ride o - This Island Earth
the Chinese Boxer Rebellion of 1900. O - Real Estate
- Behold the Lamb
Internal Medicine Update (R)
Jones
SI
- Highway
Larry
(E)
1963.
•
us JI - Flying Lure
Bay Part 1 of 2
m
Danger
Progra
Paid
O
3:00 P.M.
al
Attack
Quack
(RI
CF
a
quest
- Travel
- Week in Rock
CIDIM- PGA Golf: TOUR
CIDMI
- Sports Almanac "Uncrowned O - Williams TV
•
s- Cartoon Express
- America's Paradise Triathlon Championship Final round from the Pi- Word on Words
Champions". (R)
- Count Duckuia
Mumford: From St. Croix, Virgin Islands (Taped) nehurst Country Club in Pinehurst, N C
John
Coach
d
VVishki
gp
m
•
- Paid Progra
▪
- Life Goes On
Southeast Missouri State Football
ap - Alternate Views (Live)
- Popeye
MOVIE:'The Wheeler Dealers' O0cp - NFL Football: Cleveland
Your Shorts (RI
Salute
A.M.
8:35
- Bieber
Bilingual Mass
Browns at Cincinnati Bengals From
111
Story
Lead
_ Fraggle Rock
419 - HePPY Days
ont Stadium (Live)
Riverfr
Apple
's
P.M.
Newton
12:30
(21) •
- Stihl Timber Series: New York
9:00 A.M.
- NFL Football: Regional CovTenCD
Majors
O
y
Raceda
Johnny
Coach
From
CL)
Day
111
Field
State Woodmen's
- Larry Jones
Philadelphia Eagles at Dallas
CU
0
-d
erage
Englan
New
the
in
l
Week
Footbal
This
nessee
Booneville, N Y (R)
or San Francisco 49ers at
ys
Cowbo
rn
ne
Southe
Medici
Journal of
so CU- Coach Bob Smith
- Robert Schuller
- Gerbect
•
ls (Live)
Cardina
x
Phoeni
Illinois Football
- Three Fishkateers
111 CI)- Young at Hurt
_ Bunch of Munsch
Heart of the Matter
cp
p
•
m
Progra
ianter
Paid
Sportsc
alDuncan
ippcu
111 - Gerald and Brenda
_ Bauman Bias Series
- MOVIE:'Robin Hood'
- Healthy Kids
- Weekend Review
OM- Mystery!: Maigret Part 4 of 6
7:05 A.M.
- NFL Football: Philadelphia
al
- To the Contrary
•p - Worship
- Star Search
at Dallas Cowboys From
- Flintstones
Eagles
(R)
up - First Flights
1 1:00 A.M.
- YVVVF Superstars of Wrestling
m (Live)
Stadiu
Texas
7:30 A.M.
- Special Edition: Who Wants to
- Quick 'n' Befte
- Doug
O - MOVIE: 'Death Scream'
s(ID _ Amazing Grace
ent?
Be
Presid
- Ronco
- Video Gospel
•
O - Swamp Thing (R)
_ Day of Discovery
su
_ Something Ventured
us
MOVIE:'The Trouble With An- In CU S - First Baptist Church
n
O - You Can't Do That on Television
up - James Robiso
- Physicians' Journal Update
Nature
gels' A mischievous student and her
Gut
O - Paid Program
- World Tomorrow
cohort wreak havoc at a convent
- Zorro
- MOVIE: 'Notorious' A woman,
_ MOVIE: 'The Railway Station
s
111 - People to People
school . 1968
- House of Style
whose father was convicted of treaMan'
- Harry end the Henderson.
an-long Ago & Far Away: Abel's son, pins forces with a government •- Auto Racing: Off Road Racing 5(21)- Computer Chronicles
Island
- Snackmaster Dehydrator
agent in order to spy on Nazis 1948 From Lake Odessa, Mich (Taped)
up
up - Infectious Disease
•_ Winners Bobby Laborite
- Home Again (R)
- Catwaik
1:00
P.M.
- Music Videos
119 - MOVIE: 'The Man Caned Flint- su at _ This Week In Mizzou Foot- al(I)- This Week With David Brink- Heathcaff
- Auto Racing: Toyota Atlantic
O
is
ne
Flinsto
Tigers
i
Fred
stone' Animated
ball Highlights of the Missour
From Laguna Seca. Calif
• _ Paid Program
Series
ley
of
chief
pressed into service by the
football team
gp - Pinocchio
Boat
Love
)
(Taped
stone-ego intelligence to find the sinis_ MOVIE: 'Master Minds' The •C))5 - Paid Program
up - Under the Umbrella Tree
•- MOVIE: 'The Far Country'
ter head of SMIRK. 1988
Boys get mixed up with a mad
Bowery
(R)
Tour
PGA
Senior
the
- Inside
ator
Dehydr
•
0- MOVIE:'Alice'
afapeman
scientist and his sideshow
O - IlportsWeekty
pp - Super Mario Bros.
(1-)_ Lonesome Pins Speciel
•
Gadget
Powers
Cievcfec
ps
or
Sidi
develo
Inspect
ter
_ Mormon Tabernacle Choir
- American Heroes & Legends(R) O
us _ MOVIE 'Fed.
r*
_ MOVIE . 'Romancing the Stone' 1949. r
•
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1992
do GE is lt, _ MOVIE: 'Her Final
6:30 P.M.
Fury: The Betty Broderick Story Part
o - Naturescene
II' Premiere The San Diego socialite

- Ben Haden
- Worship

10:30 P.M.
Stiller
convicted of killing her ex-husband and
MASH
his bride hires a public relations firm to
Tunes
program
sway the media 1992
- Cheers
iT
0
P°Bea7ir
1-°
- Hitchhiker
3:30 P.M.
- Southeastern Football Maga0(:E0(E- Masterpiece Theatre:
•- Stadium Show Pregame NFL
Family Double Dare
0Cl - American Vacations
Memento Mori Part 2 of 2
zine
pregame
- Paid Program
Just the Ten of Us
0- Married... With Children
CE - Golden Girls
- Ghostwriter Part 5 of 5
•
- Bugs Bunny & Pals
O - Get the Picture
O - Mork Si Mindy
Update
- Coach Mike Mahoney: MurJournal
Physicians'
(R)
Garden
Victory
- Paid Program
National Geographic Explorer
ray State Football
Cop
Tin
Rin
K-9
Tin
fig
- IVlotorWeek
up - Truckin' USA Host Ed Bruce
•- Bobby Jones Gospel (R)
lb - Campaign America
- Songs of Praise
Es - Clinical Advances in EndocrinolMedical Programming
- Shacletree Mechanic (R)
- Listening to America
P.M.
7:00
ogy, Metabolism and Hypertension
MOVIE:'Necessary Roughness'
(gEl Cardiology Update (R)
Koiak
CU0CID MI - America's Funni- • - Paul McCartney: Get Back
- MOVIE 'Over the Top'
Avonlea (R)
- Siskel & Ebert
est Home Videos
di - MOVIE- 'Quarterback Princess'
- Big Picture
- Sports
Dragnet
Murder. She Wrote
3:50 P.M.
- Family Edition: Hearth Si Fitness
Paid Program
- PBTA Billiards: Challenge of
Ton of Fun
0)- MOVIE: 'The Longest Yard'
Champions -- Semifinal From Las Ve- Lead Story
(Ap)hine Baker
e Jroese
Natli
"Th
4. MOVIE:0
gas (Taped)
193 - Winners Bobby Labonte (R)
fib - Common Sense Religion
4:00 P.M.
Story'
- Big Brother Jake
- Internal Medicine Update (R)
0cc - Sneak Previews
80 P.M.
In Living Color
MOVIE:'Romancing the Stone
Liquid Television
0- Star Trek: The Next Generation
'Herman's Head (Postponed
• - MOVIE: 'Chimera'
IR)
- John Ankerberg
fin - Jewish Chronicles
from
date)
an
earlier
O - MOVIE: 'Wild Card'
My Two Dads
5:05 P.M.
go - MOVIE: 'I Come in Peace'
Dick Van Dyke
O - Looney Tunes
- Wild Side
Wrestling
Event
- WCW Main
Exciting World of Speed and
MOVIE:'The Last Married CouCI - Paid Program
- Paid Program
Beauty Harley-Davidson drag race (R) ple in America'
5:30 P.M.
(11) - NFL Football: New York Giants
This Old House Season Pre O ID- ABC World News Sunday
ne
10:45 P.M.
at Washington Redskins From R F K fenalrieril Int
mien'
ee
on
rnal
Nig
h
M
tdic
.
i
:
Catte
St
UPd
:
(R)
imand
News
0
Stadium (Live)
O - MOVIE: 'Kelly's Heroes' The
ap - Family Practice Update (R)
OffGottfried
Gilbert
Performance:
▪ - Inside Edition Weekend
This Week in the New England
$16 million in a wild
- MOVIE 'Hot Shots!'
the-wall loud humor from Gilbert Gott- prospect of netting
(I)- Wild America
Journal of Medicine
dash behind enemy lines brings out the
House of Style
Gossip! Gossip! Gossip! (R)
leadership qualities of a busted officer.
MOVIE: 'Strictly Business'
Sportsman's Team Challenge
al - MOVIE: 'City of Hope'
1970
O G.U.T.S.
- MOVIE: 'Megaville'
'Rhinestone'
- Sports
- MOVIE: 'Point Break'
Paid Program
- Worship
- Senior PGA Golf: Kaanapali
9:00 P.M.
- Frugal Gourmet
11:00 P.M.
Classic Final round from Lahaina, Ha- 0 X - Talking With David Frost
4:05 P.M.
Road Test Magazine
GO
Siskel Si Ebert
wan_ (Live)
Atriclee skies
•
Torn Si Jerry's Funhouse
O - News
- Medical Programming
(F)
- Whoopi Goldberg
Io
4:30 P.M.
- Flying Blind
sp - MOVIE Two of a Kind'
- MOVIE: 'Deceived'
- Rockford Files
Eliott
of
Ghostwriter
- House
Week in Rock
OX
Newhart
- VISN Agenda
Beyond Reality (R)
- Counterstrike (R)
e _ That s My Dog
0GU- Coach Bill Curry: Kentucky
P.M.
7:30
Show
Fifteen
Lucy
O
6:00 P.M.
C2DlaX0- MOVIE: 'Pretty up - Cousteau's Rediscovery of the Football
Paid Program
0 CL - Life Goes On (Post- Woman'
- Designing Women
•
A business executive at- World: Palawan Island Jacques Cous- •
cia - New Yankee Workshop
•
poned from an earlier date)
Arsenio Hall (R)
streevulgar
a
transform
to
of
tempts
island
Philippine
the
explores
teau
- NHRA Today Division Two re- I Witness Video
64•A•S•H
female
sophisticated
a
into
twalker
Palawan
sults from Atlanta (R)
•CID0(2 - 60 Minutes
companion 1990
MOVIE: 'Chimera' Death and
GO - Video Gospel
Medical Programming
World of Discovery
genetic
•- Roc
Democracy in Action Soviet destruction lie in the wake of a
- Liquid Teievision
gone awry
- Tony Brown's Journal
experiment
•
engineering
Troop
F
Andrey
journalists
Television
Central
Hydroplane Racing: Budweiser
Great Scott!
- Paid Program
Knishey and Alexander "Sasha" Ako- 1991.
Cup on Mission Bay From San Diego
Hollywood Insider (A)
(R)
- Comedy on the Road
pov explore the American political proRacaday
(Taped)
- Alfred Hitchcock Presents
- MacGyver
state pnmary
last
the
from
(R)
cess
Update
Practice
Family
- Worship
Paid Program
O - Beyond Belief
Be Our Guest: The Making of through the national conventions
4:35 P.M.
- Celebrity Outdoors John Ander- •- Exciting World of Speed and
MOVIE:'Rio Lobo'
Beauty and the Boast
- Captain Monet and the Planeson fishes for trout near Corpus Christi, Bohm Harley-Davidson drag race. (R)
- Real World
in - Paid Program
(R)
MOVIE: 'Doha Force ComAdventures of the Black Stallion Texas
s C2jj - Ghostwriter Part 4 of 5 (R)
5:00 P.M.
cology Update mando II'
Obstetrics/Gyne
ip
Update
Journal
Physicians'
8:00 P.M.
(R)
120 Minutes
News
- MOVIE: 'The Rescuers Down 0003)- Saturday Night Live EineKids in the Hall
- Wild Kingdom
▪
Under'
ap
NFL Primetime (R)
non Special Spoofs of the country's
- ABC World News Sunday
- Unplugged
John Osteen
politicians and political environment,
- Bon Jowl Listening Party
••
- Hawaiian International Ocean
•CE - Behind the Scones
plus vintage sketches from the show's
0- Midpoint
•- Joy of Music
- MOVIE: 'Police Academy'
17 years Among the highlights: Chevy Challenge (Taped)
11:15 P.M.
P.M.
6:05
Highlander The Series
Chase's portrayal of President Gerald up - In Touch
al'My Fair Lady'
MOVIE:
Cavalcade
Sports
Mastergate
American
Ford
- In Search Of (R)
•
- Worship
11:30 P.M.
OM-Journey of the Heart Personal
9:30 P.M.
transformations of ordinary people
Woopsl
▪
who have faced extraordinary chalHi Honey, I'm Home (R)
and the power of the human
lenges,
- Personal Diary (R)
•
spirit to survive.
- Truckin' USA A visit to the IndiFace the Nation
anapolis Motor Speedway (R)
- Paid Program
alaD00101
- Family Practice Update (R)
New WKRP in Cincinnati
MOVIE: 'The Punisher'
MOVIE:'The Captive Heart' BriTelevision and the Presidency tish soldiers struggle to endure a GerBon Jovi Past, Present and Fu- man prisoner-of-war camp during
ture Examines the band through per- World War II. 1947
formance clips and interviews (R)
MASH
- Donna Reed
•
9:40 P.M.
World Tomorrow
- Instant Replay
Going Our Way (R)
10:00 P.M.
- Larry Jones
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12:00 A.M.
al CL - New 1NKRP in Cincinnati

News

•- Designing Women

- Memories... Then and Now
- Why Didn't I Think of That?
CI) - Mercury Media
0 Rave Fear in the Der%
0CID - Current Affair Extra
Silk Stalking.(R)
!AIWA Si Ebert
Mary Tyler Moore
- Psychic Phone Line
Network Earth
O
- Face the Nation
For Black Men Only
O
Paid Program
0000Stadium Show Postgame NFL
ribbon official111 - Patty Duke
Diana Taylor, chief of staff and representing Governor Breretos C. Joses, cuts the
postgame
October 2, 1992.
Exploring America Sider by Side
ly dedicating KET's 0. Leonard Press Telecommunications Center. Friday,
- Trucks and Tractor Power Mud
oMcer; L.
executive
chief
and
president
PBS
Christensen,
Bruce
are
right
to
Assisting from left
racing from the Slimmer Nationals in (R)
- NFL's Greatest Moments
Faye Moore, vice chairperson Kentucky Authority for Educational Television; 0. Leonard Press, Bloomsburg. Pa (R)
On the Line
direcexecutive
KET
•
Fox
G.
Update
Journal
Virgins
and
Physicians'
Taylor;
KET;
founder and foriner executive director of
children in KenRock
in
Week
12:05 A.M.
representing
and
Visions"
New
—
Technologies
"New
ribbon
the
tor. Holding
- MOVIE 'Clow Land
Sportscentrir
tucky who use and enjoy KET are Hannah Martin and William Wilson.
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Viewers Choice I & II & Request

woosMur-

Viewers
Choice I

Viewers
C) Choice II

45

Request

MONDAY

ro
011

Cou-

r' The
a wild
xit the
ifficer

4:00 5 Movie ** "The Other
Wornan" (1992, Drama) Adrian
OCTOBER 26, 1992
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and conMORNING
front her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R' f;)
2"Wayne's World"
1
8:005 Movie **/
111 Movie **1/2 "Wayne's Work!"
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
Carvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Carvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
producer in this big-screen adaptaproducer in this big-screen adaptation of the "Saturday Night Live" skit.
tion of the "Saturday Night Live" skit.
(In Stereo)'P0-13' c;)
(In Stereo)'PG-13' p
2"The Lawnmower 5:005 Movie **/
1
movie **/
2"The Lawnmower
1
Mart" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer efFaheeelierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an exfects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transperiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
forms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
a technological terror. (In Stereo)
MONDAY

9:00

Mucky

h and
enettc
awry

land
(R)
Corn-

Movie **1/2 "White
1000
Sands" (1992, Suspense) Willem
Defoe, Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sheriff's unorthodox murder investigation leads to the center of a
conspiracy involving international
arms dealers and federal agents. (In
Stereo)'R'
2"The Lawnmower
1
I1005 Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo) 'R'

AFTERNOON

rsonal
teople
chalKaman

Brii Gerluring

12:00 ei Movie ** "The Other
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R'
•Movie **I/2 "Wayne's World"
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
Carvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
producer in this big-screen adaptation of the "Saturday Night Live" skit.
(In Stereo)'P0-13' p
2"The Lawnmower
1
1:005 Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror (In Stereo)'A'

movie

kati

Side

2 "White Sands"
1
**/
2:00 5
(1992, Suspense) Willem Defoe.
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sheriff's unorthodox murder investigation
leads to the center of a conspiracy
involving international arms dealers
and federal agents. (In Stereo)'A' p
2 "The Lawnmower
1
•Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight Otis story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo) It
(7,1
2"The Lawnmower
1
3:110ID Movie **/
Men" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Mercer Brosnan Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment In virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror (in Stereo) •

0

IR Movie *** "White Men Can't
Comedy-Drama)
Jump" (1992,
Woody Harrelson, Wesley Snipes. A
former college basketball player and
his black counterpart form an unlikely
partnership hustling hoops on the
playgrounds of Southern California.
(In Stereo) 'R'
2"The Lawnmower
1
1:00 al Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'

go

2 "White Sands"
1
Movie **/
2:00
(1992, Suspense) Willem Dafoe,
Mickey Rourke, A New Mexico sheriff's unorthodox murder investigation
leads to the center of a conspiracy
involving international arms dealers

and federal agents. (In Stereo) 'R'
2 "The Lawnmower
1
el Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
3:00 a)Movie **1/2"The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
4:00 el Movie ** "The Other
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R'

TUESDAY

EVENING
2 "White
1
Movie **/
6:00 ID
Sands" (1992. Suspense) Willem
Dafoe, Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sheriff's unorthodox murder investigation leads to the center of a
conspiracy involving international
arms dealers and federal agents. (In
Stereo) 'R' (;)
2"The Lawnmower
1
7:00 IB Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technoiggical terror. (In Stereo)'R'

Listings for October 26thru November 1,1992

OCTOBER 27, 1992
MORNING

fects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo) 'R'

tion of the "Saturday Night Live" skit.
(In Stereo)'P0-13' p
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
7:00 el Movie */
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
antique clock from the infamous
haunted estate rings in a new era of
evil in sunny California.(In Stereo)'R'
8:00 5 Movie **1/2 "White Sands"
Movie *** "White Men Can't
Comedy-Drama)
Jump" (1992,
Woody Harrelson, Wesley Snipes. A
former college basketball player and
his black counterpart form an unlikely
partnership hustling hoops on the
playgrounds of Southern California.
(In Stereo) 'R'
9:00 5 Movie *** "The Mambo
Kings" (1992, Drama) Armand Assante, Antonio Banderas. Two Cuban brothers immigrate to New York
in search of musical fame and fortune
during the 1950s mambo craze.
Based on Oscar Hijuelos' novel. (In
Stereo) 'R'
10:00 al movie ** "The Other
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R'(;)
2 "The Lawnmower
1
O Movie **/
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror (In Stereo)'A

o

8:005 Movie *** "White Men Can't 2:00 5 Movie ** "The Other
Comedy-Drama)
Jump" (1992,
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Woody Harrelson, Wesley Snipes. A
Lee Anne Beaman. A married
Zmed,
former college basketball player and
's decision to locate and conreporter
his black counterpart form an unlikely
front her husband's lover leads to
the
on
hoops
hustling
hip
partners
passion and murder,(In Stereo)'R'(;)
2 "Amityville 1992:
/
playgrounds of Southern California.
▪ OE Movie *1
Movie **I/2 "Wayne's World" 11:00
(1992, Horror) Ste(In Stereo) 'FT p
Time"
About
It's
Dana
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers,
Weatherly. An
Shawn
9:00 5 Movie ** "Ernest Scared
Macht,
phen
Garvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Stupid"(1991, Comedy) Jim Varney,
antique clock from the infamous
battle an evil TV
Garth
and
Wayne
Eartha Kitt. Sanitation engineer Erhaunted estate rings in a new era of
producer in this beg-screen adaptanest P. Worrell rallies to save his
in sunny California.(In Stereo)'A'
evil
skit
Live"
Night
ay
tion of the "Saturd
-year-old troll.
200
an
evil,
from
town
Movie **I/2 "White Sands"
12:00
5
(In Stereo)'PG-13' c-,1
8:00 in Movie ** "The Other
(In Stereo)'PG c;7
(1992, Suspense) Willem Defoe,
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
3:005 Movie */
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian 10:00 al Movie ** "The Other
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sherIt's About Time"(1992, Horror) SteZmed, Lee Anne Beaman A married
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
unorthodox murder investigation
iff's
An
y.
Weatherl
conShawn
and
Macht,
locate
to
phen
reporter's decision
Lee Anne Beaman. A married
Zmed,
to the center of a conspiracy
leads
s
infamou
the
from
to
antique clock
front her husband's lover leads
to locate and condecision
's
reporter
g international arms dealers
involvin
of
era
new
a
in
haunted estate rings
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'8' c;)
her husband's lover leads to
front
agents. (In Stereo)'R'
federal
and
'R
evil in sunny California.(In Stereo)
2 "The Lawnmower
1
el Movie **/
2 "Wayne's World"
/
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'IT p
Movie **1
Sands"
•
"White
**
2
1
/
Jeff
Movie
Fiction)
al
400
Science
(1992.
Man"
2 "The Lawnmower
/
im movie **1
Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
(1992,
Dafoe,
Willem
e)
efSuspens
r
Compute
.
(1992,
Brosnan
Fahey, Pierce
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
Garvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sherfects highlight this story about an exBrosnan. Computer efPierce
Fahey,
tion
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
investiga
murder
dox
iff's unortho
periment in virtual reality that transthis story about an exhighlight
fects
producer in this big-screen adaptacy
a
conspira
leads to the center of
forms a simpleminded gardener into
perirnent in virtual reality that transtion of the "Saturday Night Live" skit
dealers
arms
onal
'R'
internati
g
Stereo)
involvin
(In
terror.
gical
technolo
a
forms a simpleminded gardener into
(In Stereo)'PG-13'
and federal agents, (In Stereo)
a technological terror (In Stereo)'A'
a) Movie *** "The Mambo
1:00
wer
Lawnmo
2
/
"The
**1
wer
Movie
Lawnmo
"The
9:00 CD Movie **V?
(1992, Drama) Armand AsJeff
Kings"
Fiction)
Science
Jeff
(1992,
Man"
Men" (1992, Science Fiction)
*** "The Mambo
Movie
Banderas. Two Cu11:00
5
Antonio
efr
sentor,
Compute
Brosnan
efFahey, Pierce
Fahey. Pierce Brosnan Computer
Drama) Armand As(1992.
e to New York
Kings"
immigrat
brothers
exban
an
fects highlight this story about
fects highlight this story about an exsante. Antonio Banderas. Two Cuin search of musical fame and fortune
transthat
reality
virtual
in
periment
transthat
reality
virtual
in
periment
ban brothers immigrate to New York
during the 1950s mambo craze
forms a simpleminded gardener into
forms a simpleminded gardener into
in search of musical fame and fortune
Based on Oscar Hipuelos' novel (In
'R'
Stereo)
(In
terror.
'R'
gical
Stereo)
technolo
a
(In
a technological terror
during the 1950s mambo craze.
Stereo) 'A' p
Based on Oscar Hilueios' novel (In
2:00 ID Movie ** "The Other
5:00 al Movie * "976-Evil II" (1991,
2 "White Sends"
/
10:00 in Movie **1
Stereo) 'R
Women" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Horror) Patrick O'Bryan, Rene Assa.
(1992, Suspense) Willem Defoe,
Lee Anne Beaman. A married
Zmed,
sere
s
telephon
ly
harmles
sherseeming
A
Mexico
New
A
Mickey Rourke.
AFTERNOON
's decision to locate and conreporter
with
teacher
evil
tion
an
investiga
endows
vice
iff's unorthodox murder
husband's lover leads to
her
(In
front
grave.
the
beyond
cy
powers from
leads to the center of a conspira
2 "White Sands"
1
Movie **/
12:00
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'A' p
Stereo) 'A
Involving international arms dealers
2 "White Sands"
1
(1992, Suspense) Willem Defoe.
0 Movie **/
and federal agents_ (In Stereo)'R'
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sherSuspense) Willem Defoe,
(1992,
G
World"
's
EVENIN
"Wayne
2
1
/
**
al Movie
iff's unorthodox murder investigation
Mickey Rourke A New Mexico sher(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
of a conspiracy
center
the
to
leads
unorthodox murder investigation
iff's
a*
Other
"The
movie
6:00
hosts
show
5
Garvey. Heavy metal talk
dealers
arms
onal
g
internati
involvin
to the center of a conspiracy
leads
Adrian
Drama)
TV
Women" (1992,
Wayne and Garth battle an evil
and federal agents. (In Stereo)'R
involving international arms dealers
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
producer in this big-screen adaptaMovie ** "Ernest Scared Stuand federal agents. (In Stereo) A'(;)
reporter's decision to locate and contion of the "Saturday Night Live" skit
2 "Amityville 1692:
1
pid" (1991, Comedy) Jim Varney,
0 Movie */
3:00
to
leads
lover
's
husband
her
front
t'.;)
(In Stereo)'P0-13'
Sanitation engineer Er(1992. Horror) SteTime"
Kitt
Earths
About
Its
p
'A'
Stereo)
(In
murder
wer
and
Lawnmo
passion
2"'The
1
11:00 al Movie **/
Weatherly. An
raliies to save his
Shawn
Worrell
P
Macht,
nest
phen
'R
World"
's
2
1
/
"Wayne
Fiction)
**
•Movie
Men" (1992. Science
the infamous
from
clock
town from an evil. 200-year-old troll
antique
Dana
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers,
.
(In Stereo)'PG' (;)
haunted estate rings in a new era of
Garvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
12:00 ID Movie •• "The Other
Movie **it"TM l_ewnenower
100
evil in sunny California.(In Stereor1V,
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
2 "White Sande"
/
Science Fiction) Jeff
(1992,
0 movi* **1
4100
Men"
adaptsen
big-scre
this
in
Beeman
r
produce
Anne
Zrned, Lee
Fahey, Moral Brosnan. Computer ef-

o

o

on

•

• tr

' •
'
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OCTOBER 28, 1992
MORNING
$005 Movie **,,2 "The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey Pierce Brosnan Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror (In Stereo)
2"The Lawnmower
/
1000 BD Movie **1
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey. Pierce Brosnan Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror (In Stereo)
2 "White Sands"
1
0 Movie *1,/
11992, Suspense) Willem Defoe,
Mickey Rourke A New Mexico sheriff s unorthodox murder investigation
leads to the center of a conspiracy
involving international arms dealers
and federal agents (In Stereo) R
•Moyle ** "Ernest Scared Stupid" (1991 COMedy) Jim Varney.
Eartha Kitt Sanitation engineer Ernest P Worreil rallies to save his
town from an evil. 200-year-old troll
lin Stereo) PG q
AFTERNOON
12005 Movie *a* "The Mambo
Kings" (1992. Drama) Armand Assante, Antonio Banderas Two Cuban brothers immigrate to New York
in search of musical fame and fortune

during the 1950s mambo craze
Based on Oscar Hquelos novel. (In
Stereo) 'Ft' q
•Movie ** "The Other Woman"
(1992. Drama) Adrian Zmed, Lee
Anne Beaman. A married reporter's
decision to locate and confront her
husband's lover leads to passion and
murder, (In Stereo) 'R'
2 "Wayne's World"
1
0 Movie **/
(1992. Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
Carvey Heavy metal talk show hosts
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
producer in this big-screen adaptation of the •'Saturday Night Live" skit
(In Stereo)'PG-13' q
Movie ** "Ernest Scared
2:00
Stupid"(1991, Comedy) Jim Varney,
Eartha Kitt Sanitation engineer Ernest P Worrell rallies to save his
town from an evil, 200-year-old troll.
(In Stereo)'PO q
2 "White Sands"
1
0S Movie **/
(1992. Suspense) Willem Dafoe.
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sheriff's unorthodox murder investigation
leads to the center of a conspiracy
involving international arms dealers
and federal agents (In Stereo) 'R'
Wrestling Halloween Havoc
4:00
92 October 25. 1992: from Philadelphia. World Championship Wrestling
matches featuring: Sting, Jake "The
Snake" Roberts. Ravishing Rick
Rude, Ricky Steamboat. the Steinet's. Terry Gordy, Dustin Rhodes,
Steve Williams. Greg Valentine and
Nikita Koloff..
Movie ** "The Other Woman"
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2 "White Sands"
/
6000 Movie **1
(1992. Suspense) Willem Dafoe,
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sheriff's unorthodox murder investigation
leads to the center of a conspiracy
involving international arms dealers
and federal agents. (In Stereo) '13'
2 "The Lawnmower
1
Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
7.005 Movie **V2"The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror (In Stereo) '13'

e Movie **

EVENING

OCTOBER 29, 1992
MORNING
6:005 Movie *** "White Men Can't
Comedy-Drama)
Jump" (1992,
Woody Harrelson, Wesley Snipes. A
former college basketball player and
his black counterpart form an unlikely
partnership hustling hoops on the
playgrounds of Southern California.
(In Stereo) 'R'
2 "Basket Cass 3:
1
9:00 5 Movie */
The Progeny" (1992, Horror) Kevin
Van Hentenryck, Annie Ross. Separated Siamese twins Duane and Belial
experience the baby blues when the
police abduct their brood of newborn
monstrosities. (In Stereo) 'R'
10:00 S Movie ** "The Other
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)II' cp
2 "Wayne's World"
1
611 Movie **/
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
Garvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
producer in this big-screen adaptation of the "Saturday Night Live- skit.
(In Stereo)'PG-13' q
Movie **I/2"The Lawnmower
11:00
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R

6:00 5

"The Other
0:00
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adnan
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R'
2 "Wayne's World"
1
•Movie **/
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
Garvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
producer in this big-screen adaptation of the "Saturday Night Live" skit,
(In Stereo)'PG-13' q
2 "Amityville 1992:
1
9:005 Movie */
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
antique clock from the infamous
haunted estate rings in a new era of
evil in sunny California.(In Stereo)'Ft*
2 "White Sands"
1
10000 movie **/
AFTERNOON
Movie *** "White Men Can't
Jump" (1992, Comedy-Drama)
Woody Harrelson, Wesley Snipes. A 1200 5 5 Movie **V:: "White
Sands" (1992, Suspense) Willem
former college basketball player and
Dafoe. Mickey Rourke. A New Mexhis black counterpart form an unlikely
ico sheriff's unorthodox murder inpartnership hustling hoops on the
vestigation leads to the center of a
playgrounds of Southern California.
conspiracy involving international
(In Stereo)
arms dealers and federal agents. (In
11:005Movie **I/2"Th. Lawnmower
Stereo) 'R'
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey. Pierce Brosnan. Computer ef1:00 al Movie *** "The Mambo
fects highlight this story about an exKings" (1992, Drama) Armand Asperiment in virtual reality that transsante, Antonio Banderas. Two Cuforms a simpleminded gardener into
ban brothers immigrate to New York
in search of musical fame and fortune
a technological terror. (In Stereo) 'Fl•
during the 1950s mambo craze.
12:00 0 Movie ** "The Other
Based on Oscar Hijuelos' novel. (In
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Stereo) 'R' q
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
2:00 0 Movie ** "The Other
reporter's decision to locate and conWoman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
front her husband's lover leads to
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R'
reporter's decision to locate and con0 Movie **V2 "The Lawnmower
front her husband's lover leads to
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R' c;:t
Fahey. Pierce Brosnan. Computer ef2 "The Lawnmower
1
fects highlight this story about an ex- •Movie **/
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
periment in virtual reality that transFahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer efforms a simpleminded gardener into
fects highlight this story about an exa technological terror (In Stereo) 'R'
periment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
1005 Movie 11 1,2 "Amityville 1992:
a technological terror (In Stereo) *R'
it's About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
3:00• 5Movie **yr "The Lawnmower
antique clock from the infamous
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
haunted estate rings in a new era of
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer efevil in sunny California (In Stereo)'R'
fects highlight this story about an ex2:000 Movie **1
2 "White Sands"
/
periment Ni virtual reality that trans2 "Wayne's World"
1
GB moos **/
forms a simpleminded gardener into
Dana
Myers,
Mike
Comedy)
(1992,
a technological terror (In Stereo)'PCaney. Heavy metal talk show hosts
p
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
2 "While Sande"
1
400 111 Movie **/
producer in this big-screen adapts(1992, Suspense) Mawr Defoe.
tkwi of the "Saturday Night Live'' skit
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sher(In Stereo)'PG-13' r4
unorthodox murder investigation
iff's
3:00 Glo Movie **Iii"The Lawnmower
leads to the center of a oonspiracy
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
involving international arms dealers
Fahey. Pierce Brosnan. Computer efand federal agents (In Stereo)'R' q
facts highlight this story about an exMovie *** "While Men Can't
•
transthat
meaty
virtual
in
periment
Comedy-Drama)
(1992.
Jump"
into
gardener
forms a simpleminded
Snipes A
Weeiey
Harrelson,
Woody
a technological terror. (In Stereo) 'fi fanner collage beskelball friary and
g
his bleak oounterpert form an unlikely
400 S Movie ** "The Olher
partnership hustling hoops on the
Women" (1992, Drams) Adrian
playgrounds of Southern California
married
A
Zmed. Lae Anne Beaman.
(In
Stereo)'R'
reporter's decision to locale end con5:00 5 Movie ** "Ernest $eared
front her husband's lover leads to
eittPkr.
passion and murder (In Stereo)

e
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Movie ** "The Other
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'A q
2 "Wayne's World"
1
0 Movie **/

7:00w Movie **Y2"The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey. Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo) 'IR'
2 "Whits Sands"
1
8:00 5 Movie **/
•Movie *-*V2 "The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'

9:005 Movie **I/2"Th* Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
• 0 Movie ** "The Other
10:00
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R'
GB Movie **V2 "White Sands"
(1992, Suspense) Willem Defoe,
Mickey Rourke, A New Mexico sheriff's unorthodox murder investigation
leads to the center of a conspiracy
involving international arms dealers
and federal agents. (In Stereo)'R'
11:005 Movie **Y2"The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R
2 "White Sands"
1
•0 Movie **/
12:00
GB movie **/
2 "Wayne's World"
1
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
Garvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
producer in this big-screen adaptation of the "Saturday Night Live" skit.
(In Stereo)'P0-13' c-,1
1:00 GB Movie **V,"The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey. Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in OfeJal reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
2700 0 movie cc "The Other
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R' q
Movie **V2 "The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan_ Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)

e

300• 5Movie **Vs"The Lev/meow*,
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Piero. Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment In virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener OrRo
a technological terror (In Stereo( • R
4:00 5 Movie **yr "While Sande"
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•Movie **1/2 "Wayne's World"
11000 Movie **"The Resurrected"
(1991, Horror) John Terry, Jane Sibbett. A scientist's obsession with immortality leads to a frightening confrontation beyond death's door.
3:300Movie *** "White Men Can't
31,
1992
OCTOBER
Based on a story by H.P. Lovecraft.
Jump"
(In Stereo) 'R'
3:
Case
2
1
/
*
"Basket
Movie
a)
5:00
MORNING
2 "White Sands"
1
The Progeny" (1992, Horror) Kevin 12:000 Movie **/
Van Hentenryck, Annie Ross. Separ5:00 0 Movie *** "The Mambo
2 "The LAWTIIRDWIN
1
si Movie **/
ated Siamese twins Duane and Beliel
Kings" (1992, Drama) Armand As(1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Man"
experience the baby blues when the
sante, Antonio Banderas. Two CuFahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer efpolice abduct their brood of newborn
ban brothers immigrate to New York
fects highlight this story about an ex'R'
monstrosities. (In Stereo)
in search of musical fame and fortune
periment in virtual reality that trans5:300What's on Request? Previews
during the 1950s mambo craze.
a simpleminded gardener into
forms
of upcoming movies and special evBased on Oscar Heuelos' novel. (In
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
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6:00 0 Movie ** "The Other
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1
1:00 go Movie */
EVENING
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phen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
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2"Wayne's World"
1
reporter's decision to locate and conantique clock from the infamous
front her husband's lover leads to
7:000 Movie ** "Waxwork II: Lost
haunted estate rings in a new era of
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'FT
In Time" (1992, Horror) Zach Gallievil in sunny California.(In Stereo)'R'
gan, Alexander Godunov. Movie 2:00 0 Movie ** "The Other
7:000 Movie ** "Ernest Scared
Stupid"(1991, Comedy) Jim Varney,
monsters and intergalactic nightWoman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Eartha Kitt. Sanitation engineer Ermares plague two massacre surviZmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
nest P. Worrell rallies to save his
vors on an interdimensional quest to
reporter's decision to locate and contown from an evil, 200-year-old troll.
front her husband's lover leads to
prove their innocence. (In Stereo)'R'
2 "White Sands"
1
(In Stereo)'PG'
8:000 Movie **/
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R'
2"The Lawnmower
1
2 "Wayne's World"
1
(1992, Suspense) Willem Defoe, 0 Movie **/
7:300 Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sher2 "Basket Case 3:
1
3:00 ID Movie */
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer efiff's unorthodox murder investigation
The Progeny" (1992, Horror) Kevin
fects highlight this story about an exleads to the center of a conspiracy
Van Hentenryck, Annie Ross. Separperiment in virtual reality that transinvolving international arms dealers
Siamese twins Duane and Belie'
ated
'R'
into
Stereo)
gardener
(In
a
ded
forms simplemin
and federal agents.
e the baby blues when the
experienc
Can't
'IR'
Men
a technological terror. (In Stereo)
0 Movie *** "White
police abduct their brood of newborn
Jump"
monstrosities. (In Stereo) 'A •
2 "White Sands"
1
8:000 Movie **/
II" (1991,
Movie *
9:00
(1992, Suspense) Willem Defoe,
2 "White Sands"
/
Horror) Patrick O'Bryan, Rene Assa. 4000 Movie **1
Mickey Rourke, A New Mexico sher(1992. Suspense) Willem Defoe,
seemingly harmless telephone serA
ion
iff's unorthodox murder investigat
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico shervice endows an evil teacher with
leads to the center of a conspiracy
iff's unorthodox murder investigation
from beyond the grave. (In
powers
involving international arms dealers
leads to the center of a conspiracy
Stereo)'R •
and federal agents. (In Stereo)'R'
involving international arms dealers
10:00 0 Movie ** "The Other
1992:
le
9:000 Movie *Y2 "Amityvil
and federal agents. (In Stereo) 'R'
Woman"
It's About Time"(1992, Horror) Stephen Macht, Shawn Weatherly. An
antique clock from the infamous
haunted estate rings in a new era of
evil in sunny California.(In Stereo)'R'
2"Wayne's World"
1
9:300 Movie **/
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
Garvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
producer in this big-screen adaptation of the "Saturday Night Live'' skit.
(In Stereo)'PG-13' I;
10:00 0 Movie ** "The Other
Woman" (1992, Drama) Adrian
Zmed, Lee Anne Beaman. A married
reporter's decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder.(In Stereo)'R • ic)
11:000 Movie **Y2"The Lawnmower
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
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2 "White Sands"
1
6:000 Movie **/
) Willem Dafoe,
Suspense
(1992,
MORNING
Mickey Rourke. A New Mexico sher2"Wayne's World"
/
iff's unorthodox murder investigation
7:300 Movie **1
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
leads to the center of a conspiracy
Carvey. Heavy metal talk show hosts
involving international arms dealers
Wayne and Garth battle an evil TV
and federal agents. (In Stereo)'R'
producer in this big-screen adapta7:00 al Movie ** "Ernest Scared
tion of the "Saturday Night Live" skit
Stupid"(1991, Comedy) Jim Varney,
(In Stereo)'PG-13' q
Eartha Kitt. Sanitation engineer Er9:000 Movie **Y2"The Lawnmower
nest P. Worrell rallies to save his
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
town from an evil, 200-year-old troll.
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan. Computer ef(In Stereo)'PG' q
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periment in virtual reality that transof upcoming movies and special evforms a simpleminded gardener into
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a technological terror (In Stereo)'R'
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bett A scientist's obsession with im(In Stereo)'PG t;
mortality leads to a frightening confrontation beyond death's door.
11:300 Movie **V2"Wayne's World"
(1992, Comedy) Mike Myers, Dana
Based on a story by H.P. Lovecraft.
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NOVEMBER 1, 1992
MORNING
5:005 Movie **I-2 "'nle LaetOwer
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey, Pierce Brosnan Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror (In Stereo) R
2 "White Sands"
1
8005 Movie **/
(1992, Suspense) Willem Defoe.
Mickey Rourke A New Mexico sheriff's unorthodox murder investigation
leads to the center of a conspiracy
involving international arms dealers
and federal agents (In Stereo)'R
7:00 al Movie *** "The Hand That
Rocks Ohs Cradle"(1991, Suspense)
Annabella Scions, Rebecca De Mornay A woman posing as the ideal
nanny embarks on a campaign of terror against the family she blames for
her husband's suicide (In Stereo)'R
Movie ** "The Other
8:00
Women" (1992. Drama) Adrian
Zrned, Lee Anne Beaman A married
reporters decision to locate and confront her husband's lover leads to
passion and murder (In Stereo)'R'
410 Movie *** "My Cousin Vinny"
(1992. Comedy) Joe Pesci, Ralph
Macchio An inept lawyer from
Brooklyn wages a laughable legal
bathe to free his cousin from an Alabama jail (In Stereo)'R
9:00w Movie **½ "The Lawnmower
Man" (1992. Science Fiction) Jeff
111

battle to free his cousin from an Alabama jail. (In Stereo) 4:1'
2"The Lawnmower
1
1:005 Movie **/
Man" (1992, Science Fiction) Jeff
Fahey. Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror (In Stereo)'R'

Fahey. Pierce Brosnan. Computer effects highlight this story about an experiment in virtual reality that transforms a simpleminded gardener into
a technological terror. (In Stereo)'R'
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